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ABSTRACT
From my previous community work, I had a sense that recognizing the pattern of
how and why public stories emerge in public dialogue was an important part of
understanding and strengthening a democratic public culture. I studied the public dialogue
of the University of Arizona Faculty Senate in part because I belong to this community. I
observed six public meetings of the faculty senate, developed field notes, analytical
memos, listened to and transcribed the audiotapes of the faculty meetings, and analyzed
the sixteen public stories from those meetings. I developed a new research methodology
for understanding public stories in public dialogue which uses combined perspectives of
ethnographic, conversational and narrative analysis. I analyzed the research through the
lens and audiophone of a critical ethnographer in order to see and hear the public stories in
public dialogue and understand the faculty senate's democratic public culture.
The results of my research show that the UA faculty senate's public speech is
partially demonstrated by public speech which includes public stories in public dialogue.
The results show that the democratic public culture of the UA faculty senate is functional,
fragile and fragmented. This juxtaposition of characteristics is, to some degree, mediated
by public stories which develop as trigger stories. Trigger stories are produced when one
of Grice's conversational maxims—flinctioning as norms of interaction—quality or quantity
is violated. In this research, other norms of interpretation, specifically, equality as moral
power or relationship building do not generate trigger stories.
This research is important for understanding and strengthening the public speech of
the UA faculty senate and its democratic public culture. Also, the method of story and
dialogue analysis developed in this research can be applied to other democratic public
cultures.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction to the Research and to the Rearcher
"Democracy is a form of life"
(Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness 29).
"Language offers all the reality you can ever hope to know"
(Wittgenstein qtd. in Farb 169).
Preface
I begin my research with these quotes as a way of introducing you, the reader, to
the way I am writing about this research. Because my research is about public dialogue, I
am attempting to generate a dialogue between us, and because my research includes a
study of the elements of public stories in public dialogue, I include not only the research
stories, but the personal story path of my research. Through my personal life experiences
and through my earlier professional work, I had learned that people, when coming
together as a public, used stories to talk to each other about complex issues. In this
research, I wanted to understand more about public stories in public dialogue.
My journey initiates from two particular places which I will talk about in more
detail shortly: my grandmother's white front porch and the auditorium of a presidential
library. Connecting these places together are my words—words of reflection and action,
personal and public. Paulo Friere says that "...to speak a true word is to transform the
world" rPedagogy of the Oppressed 75). His belief that transformation of the world is
rooted in reflection and action is one of the soaring songs of hope that has kept me on my
lifelong journey of learning.
Like Freire, I believe true words transform our world into one which is more
loving and just fPedagogy 77). I have taken this opportunity of research to try to better
understand how true words emerge in one particular democratic public culture, a
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university faculty senate. It is through the anticipated dialogue about this research created
between us—you, the reader and me, the writer and teller of the research—that we can
transform our world.
Doing this research has been for me an act of reflective action, an act of critical
consciousness or "conscientization" (Freire, The Politics of Education 67). I am
developing a critical consciousness of my research through the reflective and critical
dialogue about my understanding of this research which I share with you. In order for you
to understand this research and my reflection and analysis of it, you need to be situated in
my world, so that, together, we engage in a "joint search" of understanding the research
(Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness 45).
The reality of my research world is shaped by the language we share. "Each
language encourages its speakers to tell certain things and to ignore other things" (Farb
171). I am choosing to tell you certain things in my research, and I have left other things
out; more importantly, I have heard the speakers in research tell certain things to each
other, and leave other things out. In doing so our language "expresses the inner life of its
speakers: "Man lives with the world about him, principally, indeed exclusively, as language
presents it"' (Wilhehn von Humboldt qtd. in Farb 180). Thus, through shared language,
we create a shared world and a critical consciousness of our world.
So, to begin to shape this world, I start with myself, moving outward to my
research, weaving back and forth, transforming the world with you.

Background of the Researcher
1 am introducing you, the reader, to this research by asking you to listen to some
stories of my life because these stories demonstrate why public story in public dialogue is
important to me and has been important to me long before I began my doctoral studies.
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Private and public stories are the primary structures of my personal and public culture;
they have helped define who I am and what I believe; they have given me multiple
snapshots of the continuous history of my membership in a democratic culture; they have
shaped my image of being an American. By including my personal stories, I am
juxtaposing personal narrative with my ethnographic descriptions of the research
narratives. The juxtaposition of my narrative with ethnography mirrors James Clifford's
perspective that ethnographic writing is allegory, no longer posing as the story but a story
among stories (Clifford 109).
In order to include my personal stories for the purpose of formal and public,
academic research, I am experimenting with a modified format for my dissertation
chapters. I tried the traditional, time-honored chapter-by-chapter approach, but it was too
falsely linear for my writing voice. The real life of this research has been a long spiral; its
beginning and ending points are beyond the pages of this research and, within these pages,
although I know that you, the reader will move fi"om page one to page two and so forth,
my speaking as a writer has not gone in that direction, but moved back and forth, in and
out, weaving ideas and approaches as the data seemed to indicate I needed.
Hence, not only do the chapters reflect this modification of the dissertation model,
but within the chapters, I present different voices of my writing and format these voices
differently. I present and format my writer-as-researcher voice in traditional font and,
when I present the public stories from my research, I format them in boldface.
Robin Tolmack Lakoflf recognizes the current evolution in written text which seeks
to find alternative ways of representing oral text. The use of quotation marks and italics
are the two most common devices. Italics of oral discourse in a written text, LakofF notes,
makes the written text "more emotionally open and direct" (qtd. in Tannen, Spoken and
Written Language, 248). For this reason, I present and format my writer-as-personal
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storyteller voice in italics. The italicized tellers' words are not part of my formal data
collection of public stories. Still, I encourage you, as an oral reader, to read aloud both
the public stories and my personal stories so you can hear all of the stories as well as see
them. What follows now is a weaving together of my different voices.

When we are children, growing up within the canopied culture of family and
friends, we often take for granted those structures which are the framework for our
culture. We often fail to notice the importance of the structured family rituals of birthday
and holiday celebrations and the everyday patterns of behavior that shapes our lives. In
the 1990s, this culture may be less sheltered than mine was in the 1950s and the 1960s.
I spent my first twenty one years in a suburban area of Chicago, a town known as
"the city of churches." It is Easter, and I am changing into my choir robes in our church
basement. Quietly, we line up on the stairs, waiting for the organ chords to begin the
processional hymn. My parents and grandparents stand in the sanctuary and turn to
smile at me as I walk dawn the aisle. Later, at my grandparents' house, my family and
my aunts, uncles attd cotisins sit at the dining room table, watching my grandmother
carefully chew her mashed potatoes and gravy. As she eats, she tells us about earlier
Easter celebrations on the farm in Indiana. She asks us grandchildren about our school
week and prods us about the papers we have to write during Easter vacation. Slowly
getting up from her chair, she goes to the living room and retunis with several articles
she has collectedfor our reading. The articles, mostly from The Christian Herald.
emphasize our Christian responsibility to our families and our country.
After I graduated from high school, I remained in my hometown working and
going to a community college before I transferred to my state university. That year was
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the year I remember as shattering the sheltered life I had led, letting in both light and dark
to my life.
In April, 1968,1 was working as a family-owned department store clerk in Elgin,
Illinois. I was a freshman at our local community college, still living at home but getting
ready to transfer to a state university in the fall. It was late in the evening and the clerks
in my department, handbags and accessories, were starting to clean the counters and
ring up the sales for closing. I remember looking outside the large double doors at the
night lights on the street, their brightness reflected in pools of spring rain. Then, like
mosquitoes buzzing, the clerks began spreading the word that Martin Luther King had
been assassinated in Atlanta and we were closing the store immediately because the city
was afraid of rioting.
Two months later, after staying up very late watching the returns for Bobby
Kennedy, my mother awakened me in the early morning with tears on her face. I was
immediately frightened that someone, possibly one of my grandparents had died. She
reassured me that they were all right, but her tears were tears of grief: Bobby Kennedy
had been assassinated after his victory speech in California.
By the summer of 1968, my confidence in our American political system was
turning from the idealism of the Kennedy's and King to the anger and outrage of the
Chicago Seven. The escalation of the Vietnam War, the slowed tempo of Civil Rights and
the emerging activism of women and other minorities catapulted me to campus protests,
sit-ins, and marches. I had tomatoes thrown at me in marches in DeKalb, Illinois and slept
on the floor outside our university president's office. But I also began to question these
methods, especially after attending one bizarre night of Chicago's Democratic Presidential
Convention. Throughout college, I shifted from political activism to a kind-of San
Francisco self-absorption, expressed by my dream to be a poet and study Zen Buddhism.
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My experiences after college in Tucson oflfered another kind of experience for me
in my quest to find personal political meaning. My work in local Model Cities programs
introduced me to ward politics, local graft and citizen activism. Working on the Task
Force for Aging, I interacted with citizen representatives from different wards in the city
of Tucson who formulated aging policy for the city. Within my agency, fiinded by Model
Cities, I learned that our director had used fiinds for personal investments and I resigned
from my job.
My work in Senator DeConcini's oflBce introduced me to the power of legislative
lobbying, legislative networks, government language and discourse. I observed the
efficiency of the National Rifle Association's advocacy against gun control with their five
minute phone call rule: every five minutes throughout the day, a NRA member called the
office to voice their opposition to pending gun control legislation. Working as educational
liaison in the office, I followed through the government network for grant funding and
tracked the development of educational policy from the local, state, to national levels.
The crucible for testing these myriad public and political experiences appeared in
the form of The Kettering Foundation's National Issues Forum. The National Issues
Forums, or NEF, "are a model for the public dialogue that citizens can use to leam about
today's complex public policy issues (Introducing the National Issues Forum 1). This
program, begun in 1983, was convened through offices of continuing education on
thirteen campuses; the University of Arizona was one of those campuses. The program
offers the public reading materials which present a domestic issue framed with policy
choices. These choices need to be deliberately considered in a public setting where
participants can discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each policy choice, and through
that discussion, or public dialogue, identify a shared understanding, or common ground,
for policy direction.
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By attending the university's public forum on educational reform and, afterwards,
raising questions about the method of public conversation the program was encouraging, I
was invited by NIF to represent my community in Austin, Texas at the LBJ Presidential
NIF Library Conference.
I would have to write several volumes on what followed from that experience in
the spring of 1984. Those volumes would include poetry, letters, research, reports,
photos, newsclippings, and stories about the extraordinary people I have met through this
work who are important characters in the story of my life. Through this work, I met Jim
Laue, the man who laid his handkerchief over Martin Luther King's face as King lay dying
on the balcony of a motel in Atlanta; through this work, I met Henry Kissinger and talked
with him about American baseball while sitting on a bale of hay in a bam at the LBJ
"Western White House" ranch; through this work, I was introduced to Caroline Kennedy
and ate an apple in the triangulated glass lobby of the John F. Kennedy library.
Standing in the darkened auditorium of the JFK library, the teller speaks in a
deep, softly Southern voice, quoting Plato, Jefferson atjd common folks with names such
as Carl, Rich, Joanne and Ray. His stories describe people working together in their
communities to improve how they talk with one another and how they act with one
another. The stories describe haw it looks, sounds and feels when a public creates
meatmgful and caring public relationships aMpractices democratic actions. I turn
uncomfortably in my chair, my heart exploding with the images of what it might feel like
if I acted in a more caring, public way with my community. I know I would be afraid,
that I would wonder whom I could trust, but I am also fearful of what might happen if I
don't try.
While my research is personally fueled by the remembrance of my grandmother's
stories and their moral message, it more specifically rests on the remembrance of the
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public stories told by Kettering Foundation President David Mathews. In part, to relive
the remembrance of both tellers and to pay tribute to their tellings, I am doing this
research. But I am also doing it because as a public educator, I am interested in knowing
more about stories and, in particular, about how and why public stories or narratives
emerge in public dialogue.
If I can encapsulate in this research an essence of my NIF experiences, it is on the
intellectual level, for the NIP experience exposed me to important philosophical, political
and methodological questions about my political world and the language which shapes it.
More recently, in the early 1990s, working on a project with the University of Akron and
a second project with Pima County Planning, I began to notice how, in public dialogue
about policy issues, both with each other and with policymakers, the public told stories.
Stories, the telling and listening of stories, really has been a life-long love, and the
awareness that stories are also shared in a public setting has been an essential motivation
for my doctoral studies.

Rationale for Systematic Research
When I decided to reenter academia, it was with the specific purpose of learning
how to understand public speech and the elements of public conversations- public stories
in public dialogue. As I said in the preface to my research, through my life experiences
and my professional work in convening NIF and subsequent local issues conversations, I
had learned that people, when coming together as a public, used stories to talk to each
other about complex issues. From my NIF work, I had learned that sometimes a public
heard each others' stories, sometimes they did not; sometimes public officials heard the
public's stories, sometimes they did not. Before my doctoral studies, I had a sense that
recognizing the patterns of how and why public stories emerge in public dialogue was an
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important part of understanding the democratic public culture of my community, but I did
not have a clear idea about how to answer the questions my observations and experiences
of public life were raising.
One opportunity I had during my doctoral studies to begin to answer these
questions was in the development of a required qualitative research that served, in some
ways, as a pilot study for the research I am presenting to you. In my earlier pilot research,
I interviewed two Native Americans and asked them questions about their educational
experiences and the meaning of education in their lives. In this initial research, I began to
practice the method of listening to oral stories to transcribing them to written form. Also,
I began to practice ethnographic observation, and work with applied definitions of
theoretical terms that are important to my research.
It has been through my doctoral studies that I have deepened, clarified and,
possibly also blurred definitions of democratic public culture, public dialogue, and public
stories, producing, instead of concrete definitions, elaborations of the terms. These
definitions are blurred and become word elaborations because the predicament of modem
ethnographic study, which is the essential design of my systematic research, is ambiguity—
not purity, fi-agments—not wholes (Clifford 15). The word elaborations I present here
accompany my applied meaning of the words, developed out of my research.
democratic public culture: the first term, democratic, is rooted in the
concept of democracy. While "there is no consensus on what democracy is
or what h requires," some of its common characteristics are that it is "deeply
rooted in talk...it is not tidy...it is about people [who are] obedient to a common
will that [they have] participated in forging...."(Barber and Watson xvii, 3). Also,
ftindamental to democracy is the belief in fi"eedom which "serves as the rationale
for discerning a world of unknowns. We are fi-ee as participants to choose fi-om a
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range of alternatives" (Maxcy 89). For the second term, public, I use Thomas
Green's definition; it is an "us", bonded through empathy and a "conscience of
memory" (qtd. in Fowler 239). The third term, culture, defined by E. B. Tylor is
"that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief art, morals, law, custom
and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society" and
is "contested, temporal, and emergent" (qtd. in Asad 141; Clifford, Introduction
19).
Putting those terms together in the way that I applied them in my research,
a democratic public culture is "...not to be taken for granted a perennially durable.
Like all cultures, it is premised upon values that generate distinctive ways of life"
(Bruner 30). In my research, these public values emphasize justice, hard work,
relationship building, and equality (Spindler 23-24; Yankelovich 7-12).
In my research, the fourth value, equality connects to the concept of
power. David Mathews notes that "power comes in many forms" ranging fi"om
"the power of a good idea, the power of commitment, and the power of a group's
aggregate capacities" ^Politics for People 142).
In my research, the meaning of power is related to equality and, as such, it
is moral power. This moral power can be either, as Mary Parker Follett identified,
one directional, "power over", or interactive "power with" (qtd. in Mathews,
Politics for People 143). Mathews clarifies FoUett's distinaion that, in a
democratic public culture, "genuine power could not be delegated...power has to
be grown, and it grows out of people's experience...out of their associations or
ways of relating" which is similar to Freire's concept of dialogue Politics for
People 143; Freire, Education 45V
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public speech: The first term is the above cited elaboration of public with the
addition that "the public is created by speech or not at all" (Green, "Public Speech"
370). The second term, speech, I apply in my research as a speech event, clarified
as "one or more speech acts" (Trudgill 70).
public dialogue: The above cited elaborations of public are included as the first
term. The second term, dialogue, in my research is I) "a particular type of talk
that promotes the reasoning required for making choices" where it is assumed that
people are talking to one another with a sense of common du"ection or purpose; 2)
"a rule-governed structure of organized conversation where two parties speak in
turn, asking questions and giving replies...in an orderly way, taking into a
account...what occurred previously"; 3) on the one hand "aims at the reconciliation
of differences or the formation of new common meanings..."while, on the other
hand, is "directed not toward conformity and agreement but toward understanding,
tolerance, and respect across difference"; 4) a method of education which
"unveils reality", a "relation of'empathy" between two 'poles' who are engaged in a
joint search...nourished by love, humility, hope, faith...creating] a critical attitude
(Mathews, Afterthoughts 68; Thompson 86; Walton and Krabbe 5; Burules and
Rice 408: Freire, Pedagogy 71; Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness 45).
public story- The above cited elaborations of public are included as the first term.
In my research, I clarify public story as a public speech act rooted in oral thinking
and discourse which is defined by Webster's New Worid Dictionary as social
interaction or conversation through speech and writing (O'Banion xiv). Public
story as a public speech act emphasizes a topic or theme and demonstrates stylistic
or structural, conversational and moral reasoning elements of story as narrative.
The elements of public story include story preface or entrance talk, story ending or
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exit talk, story lines, stanzas, sections and narrative probability and narrative
fidelity (Corder 45; Fisher 8-9; Psathas 21-26; Reissman 17-19). I describe these
complex characteristics in detail in the next chapter.

This research has provided me with a systematic path for understanding public
speech within a democratic public culture. Underlying the theoretical perspectives and
research design methods which I will describe in this chapter and demonstrate in more
depth in the next chapter is a moral rationale for my choice of particular theoretical
perspectives and methods. These perspectives or methods I describe as optical lenses or,
for the aural analogy, audiophones. These lenses and audiophones permit me, and I hope
you, the reader, to see and hear the different nuances in public dialogue and the emerging
public stories of a democratic public culture.
The essential lens or audiophone that I use in my research is critical ethnography.
"Critical ethnography is conventional ethnography with a political purpose. Conventional
ethnography describes what is; critical ethnography asks what could be" (Thomas 4). In
my research, I first describe what I heard and saw in a university faculty senate's public
dialogue and then consider the implications of what I have understood about the applied
possibility of public stories in public dialogue in democratic public culture.
The moral rationale for my choice of critical ethnography as my essential research
method and perspective hearkens me back to the discomfort I felt as I sat in the JFK
Library, trying to reconcile my personal fears with the public responsibility of being a
member of a democracy. Through this research I have found a way to demonstrate that I
care deeply about my democratic public culture and want to encourage the possibility of
its expression of public stories in public dialogue.
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Research Assumptions
In my research, I assume that the university is a public. I believe the university is a
public through the evidence that the university is rooted in talk, not only at its faculty
senate meetings, but student meetings, department meetings, college meetings and
community meetings such as the governing Arizona Board of Regents quarterly public
sessions. As a public, I believe the university has a "conscience of memory" which emerges
from recalling its history through the media and public events such as homecoming, alumni
banquets and yearly graduations. I hopefully assume that the university and other publics
connect with each other through its community programs which support excellence in
education (APEX), the statewide K-16 Council and its land-grant extension activities.
These assumptions are important to my research because I believe the strength of the
academic and public connections parallel the strength of our public life.
Also, I have made these assumptions because I learned about being a public
citizen from my home and from my school. My parents taught me the lessons about
planning and hard work; my grandparents taught me the lessons of justice and democratic
populism. Teachers in junior high and high school, all graduates of universities, became
my role models as parents and scholars. These adults became my extended community. In
my undergraduate college, evening teas as well as in class discussions muted the anger and
hurt I experienced in the outside political world.
Like the broad public community, in the university community there are divisions
and differences among its members. During the time period of my research, I have
observed members of faculty in the senate who usually are voices of opposition to the
administration, while other members usually support the administration. Reflecting
another kind of division, recent senate candidates to become the Chairman of the Faculty
Senate expressed the different perspectives of cooperation and confrontation. These
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perspectives illustrate a strategic difference which was a theme of the national conference
for Faculty Senate Leaders, sponsored by the American Association of University
Professors ( Lo Que Pasa 5-8; Power and Influence: A Conference for Faculty Senate
Leaders )
Susan A. Cole in her presentation to the American Council on Education suggests
conversational strategies which may help higher education navigate through confrontation;
To truly open the conversation, we may need to let go of some of the
ground rules and modes of communication dearly cherished by academics.
We must be prepared to set our conversational traditions alongside those
of others, including those who see the Jefifersonian "gift of reasoning," as
the legal scholar Rennard Strickland describes it as "the traps and hostilities
of dialectical opposition and rigid polarities"; those for whom important
communication requires chanting together; those for whom the expression
of anger and the need to shout are requisite to the expression of their views; and
for those for whom a loud noise is an offense. We must find ways
to bridge the differences in deeply held cultural values about what should
be spoken and what should remain unspoken (B5).
These cultural differences in what should be spoken and unspoken exist in the
university and public communities. I am assuming that what might be learned in the
democratic culture of one public community can connect to understanding another.

Research Purpose
In this research, I look closely at the public dialogue practice of telling public
stories and how these stories afifect the democratic public culture of a university's faculty
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senate. The telling of stories, I learned as I continued my coursework, is a literacy
behavior that crosses boundaries of culture, ethnicity and language (Heath 1985). Story
"is the central instance or flmction of the human mind" (Rosen 230).
These were the perspectives I brought with me as I took my seat in the law school
auditorium, listening to the University of Arizona Faculty Senate, in January, 1995. I had
chosen the faculty senate as the setting for my study because it was accessible and because
I hoped its democratic public culture would provide insights to my understanding of the
culture of governance of higher education and to my understanding of democratic public
life. I was not sure if, in the culture of the faculty senate, the members' public speech
included public stories in public dialogue, but my previous community research of
democratic public life suggested it might.
Members of my doctoral committee seemed interested in how the senate's public
speech and public stories affected the decision outcomes of the senate, and, in the
beginning, I thought I might be interested in this, also. But, as I continued to consider the
faculty senate and its public speech, what really interested and still interests me are
structures of the university faculty senate's public speech within the framework of its
public democratic culture.
I am interested in these public speech structures because I share the belief of
Thomas Green that a public is created through its speech. I will go further and say that I
believe the strength of its speech reflects the strength of the public. In my understanding
of a public's speech structures and then my critically posing the possibility of strengthening
those structures, I am critically posing the possibility of strengthening a democratic public
culture.
Also, through this research, by considering the university faculty senate's
democratic public speech structures—public stor>' in public dialogue—I am interested in
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what values the faculty senate—as a democratic public culture—reflects in its public speech.
In future research, I may come to understand if these values reflect the values of the
university as a public much as the cultures of our legislative bodies, national, state, and
local may reflect the public values of our country and communities.
In particular through this research, by considering the structures of the university
faculty senate's public speech, I am interested in the fragmentation and emerging
wholeness of its public speech elements. I consider if the faculty senate's speech includes
public stories in public dialogue and what cultural connection public stories may have
within public dialogue. Public stories are the public speech structures I observed in the
faculty senate's public dialogue, and, in order for me to argue that stories are important in
public dialogue, I needed to systematically identify the structures of public stories in
public dialogue.
The experience of listening to the faculty senate's public speech, intuitively
identifying possible public stories, learning to systematically identify public stories in
public dialogue, stylistically transcribe those stories and ethnographically relate the stories
to the democratic public culture of the senate has been the journey of my research. Thus,
the University of Arizona Faculty Senate's a) democratic public culture and the structures
of its public speech—b) public stories in c) public dialogue—are the three dimensional focus
of my research.

Research History of the University of Arizona Faculty Senate
In this research, I am looking very closely at one university's faculty senate setting.
The University of Arizona was founded in 1891 with thirty-two students and six teachers
in two colleges. Agriculture and Mines. One hundred years later, the University of
Arizona (UA) has more than 35,000 students and 2,100 faculty members in all disciplines
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including ten colleges and four faculties, and 7,000 staff members. The UA is a public,
land-grant and research institution. As a land-grant institution part of its mission is to
share the latest information and knowledge in agriculture and mining (The University of
Arizona Pioneer Story) •

In 1947, the first Faculty Senate constitution was formed by a group of faculty
members who drafted the constitution and "urged its ratification" by the Arizona Board of
Regents ("University of Arizona Faculty Senate Handbook" 2). The Senate's authority
was given to it by the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR) whose members are appointed
by the governor of Arizona. Fiscal policies for the University of Arizona, one of three
state universities, are set by the Arizona State Legislature. Also in 1947, the Committee
of Eleven was established, promoting faculty senate study and actions. The Committee of
Eleven is composed of the faculty chair, ten general faculty members and two student
delegates ( University of Arizona Faculty Senate Con.«rtitution ).
The Senate's authority, granted by the ABOR, is to recommend policies to the
university president, who may accept the recommendations or not. Although there have
been revisions to the constitution, the senate functions have remained basically the same.
The original members were the university president, the vice-president, college deans, the
registrar, and fifteen members elected by faculty at large and one member by each college
faculty ( University of Arizona Faculty Senate Handbook ).
More like city council meetings than public hearings, the Faculty Senate consists of
elected representatives of an academic culture which address actions on university issues.
Like public hearings, these actions often take the form of recommendations of policy for
more legislatively empowered entities, the university president and/or the Arizona Board
of Regents (ABOR), to take final action. Unlike public hearings or city council meetings,
the Faculty Senate is limited in its diversity of membership. The constituents which the
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Senate represents are primarily

although there are staff and student representatives.

During the time of my research, forty male senators (to thirteen female) constitute a
majority of the membership and all of the representatives speak a common language,
English, although there is observable (but not formally documented) ethnic diversity
among the members.
In 1967, the elected members of the senate became twice as large as the ex-officio
members (president of the university, vice-presidents, deans and registrar). Elected faculty
members must hold more than half-time appointments in teaching, research and service
gjniversity of Arizona Faculty Senate Constitution ). Also, in 1967, some of the senate

responsibilities were transferred to the Senate Committee on Academic Privileges and
Tenure and the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure. In 1975, nine student
members were added. In 1976, an executive committee was added to the senate, and
formal rules of governing were adopted. These rules included the use of Robert's Rules of
Order, clearly stated principles of governance and voting viva voce. The principles of
governance included the following; members will be respectful and demonstrate equal
treatment where "members will speak to issues rather than to or about persons;"
information will be shared about the issues; motions and debates will be governed by
Robert's Rules of Order; a simple majority will rule, and there will be an efficient number
of motions. Up until 1991, there were eighty-four members of the senate. In 1991, a
reduction of ex-officio members changed the number of faculty senate members to its
current total of sixty members ( University of Arizona Faculty Senate Handbook ).
The senate meets on the first Monday of the month, except in September and
January. The senate schedules a second bimonthly meeting as needed; the public session
takes place from approximately 3:15-5:00 p.m. in the law school auditorium. The
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auditorium is designed similar to what I call, an academic coliseum (see photos in
Appendix A).

A Composite Snapshot Story of the monthly UA faculty senate meetings
I have created this introductory composite descriptive narrative to describe, as a
method of conventional ethnography, the cultural context of the UA feculty senate. My
description is based on my six senate observations and was reviewed and edited by a
faculty senate center staflf person. These observations included the scope of time where
there was the end of the presiding ofiBcer's term, who is male, and the beginning of a new
presiding officer's term, who is female; thus, I created the referring composite pronoun as
"s/he";
At about two thirty in the afternoon, the faculty staff center person arrives at the
UA Law School Auditorium. The auditorium is designed as an amphitheater with
inclining rcfws of seats on both sides of the room. All of the seats have connecting tables
in front of them. The room is a four sided shape where east and west sides taper in
width from the south front wall, which has east and west entrance doors attd adjacent
narrow' windows to the north, which is the back of the room. Three walls are without
decoration but there is a clock which sometimes works on the east wall and there is a
permanent white board on the south wall. There are also small moveable tables on the
base floor of the auditorium which are used to hold boxes or displays if necessary.
The faculty center staff person enters the auditorium and carries her materials to
the table which is set underneath a large whiteboard against the south wall of the
auditorium. She sets up the tape recorder on the table and arranges the written agendas
for any guests to pick up from the table. She takes out the name cards for each senate
member and places them, in alphabetical order, starting at her left, around the room, in
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front of each corresponding chair. These cards indicate members in the first three rows
of the auditorium and extend on the east side to part of the fourth raw. She checks the
overhead projector to make sure it is working properly.
Soon, the presiding officer arrives, dressed in a suit. S/he briefly talks with the
staffperson. The staff person leaves and goes outside to have a cigarette, sitting beneath
a tree. Faculty members begin to cluster in the patio outside the auditorium. They talk,
drink a beverage. The faculty chair, usually in short sleeves and a tie, talks with the staff
person. Then he goes inside, talking with other arriving members.
Inside, some members stand by their seats, talking and joking. Men are dressed
casually in jeans and short sleeve shirts, shorts or suits. Women, except for the student
members who wear pants, are usually dressed in skirts or dress suits. Some members
read the Daily Wildcat or the Lo Que Pasa as they sit in their chairs. Others look at
papers they have brought or review the agenda. One member distributes written
materials to each of the senators. A couple of members huddle together in serious
conversation. The university president and provost arrive, usually, but not always,
together: both are dressed in suits. The university president takes his seat and his
assistant, also in a suit, sits behind him in the observer area. The assistant passes some
papers to the university president. The provost takes his seat after talking with people as
he comes in. A member or observer approaches the seated university president and they
have a brief conversation. The senate parliamentarian arrives and joins the presiding
officer at the table. The staff person reenters and takes her seat behind the set-up tape
recorder at the front table. She sits at the west end of the table, the presiding officer
statids in the center, and the parliamentarian sits at the east end of the table. The
presiding officer walks back and forth across the auditorium, greeting members as they
come in. Guests and observers arrive, including a photographer who begins taking
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pictures. At about 3:15, there is an unsolicited hush in the auditorium as the presiding
officer walks to the podium which is set up on the east comer of the table. The podium
has a microphone attached to it.
The presiding officer hits the gavel and notes that there is a quorum so the formal
public session can begin. S/he calls the meeting to order and makes a comment about the
overall agenda and time allotted for the session. S/'he also refers to the upcoming
monthly meetings and the scope of their expected agenda. If there is some type of
recognition for a particular member who is, for example, retiring or, as another example,
has recently died, the recognition is made at this time. The recognition might be
celebratory with a gift, followed by applause and laughter, or it might be solemn, with
the sharing of a public sympathy acknowledgment which is passed to each senator for
his'her signature.
The first portion of the meeting is an open session. People who have indicated
that they want to speak, come to the podium to do so. Most speak behind the podium, but
a few choose to stand in front of it. Some read a speech, others appear to speak
spontaneously. Their speaking sometimes includes stories. After each person speaks,
there is a short time when the speaker returns to his her seat and the next speaker arrives.
Some members listen to the speaker. Others review' the written materials before them.
There are no questions or formal comments after each speaker, but often there is a
response of nodding heads in agreement, a display of a lack of interest with quiet side
conversations among the seated members, or a response to the speaker of laughter.
Senators may still be arriving during the open session and they may still arrive or leave
during the length of the public session.
The senate president asks if anyone else wants to speak before s he closes the
open session. Then the president calls for reports.
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If there is a report on a matter which requires a speaker from the Arizona Board
of Regents, this report is given now, followed by discussion. Routinely, reports are given
by first, the university president, second, the provost, third, the faculty chair. At this
point, there may be some variation in order of reports. The student government
president, who is a senate member, may speak, or the senate secretary may speak or
reports from committees may begin. Following all of the scheduled reports, there is a
discussion period of questions and answers. During the disaission, the presiding officer
recognizes speakers by a show of hands. S/he calls upon them in the order they are
raised. Usually, the speakers follcnt' the order of the presiding officer, but sometimes a
senate member speaks without being called upon, in response to the previous speaker's
comments. There usually are questions about the interpretation or meaning of the oral
or written content of the reports.
After the reports, the presiding officer indicates the action items which need to be
addressed. The first action item is approval of the previous meeting's minutes. When the
second action item is introduced, a member, often the faculty chair, will read the motion
which comes from a committee. Then the motion is discussed, often with questions which
ask for clarification of the words or meaning of the motion. The same procedure for
disaission is followed as describedfor the discussion of reports. After a time, the
presiding officer calls for a second and more disaission usually follows. Sometimes the
presiding officer asks the parliamentarian for clarification of the proceduresfor a
motion and disaission.
The presiding officer calls on the senators who want to speak as they have raised
their hands, indicating a request to speak. Sometimes the presiding officer reminds the
senate of the time and the need to press on with the discussion. Sometimes the senators
respond by keeping their comments brief, but usually they continue to talk according to
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what they want to say. Most of the time, when senators are talking about a motion or
report, they remain in their seats, but sometimes they stand. If a member asks if she can
go to the podium to talk, the president tells them they cannot: they must talk from their
seats. During the discussion, the person who gave the report remains near the podium.
During the report and motion discussion, when the senate members speak they often tell
stories. Usually, they also ask questions about the interpretation or meaning of the oral
or written motion.
The presiding officer may close the disaission even though there are still hands
raisedfor members who want to talk. She calls for a voice vote. If the voice vote is too
close to detect a majority for or against the motion, then a show of hafids is requested
The presiding officer and parliamentarian count the hands and orally record the mmber
for and against the motion. Then the presiding officer rules if the motion has passed or
not, depending on the majority vote. The presiding officer then introduces the next
report or agenda item: there is no other observable response to the vote that has just
been taken. Sometimes s he will note that the item has been postponed to a later date.
In about two hours since the meeting began, the president calls the session to a
close. Occasionally, this time is extended. Sometimes this public session is followed by a
closed execinive session. The faculty senators remain but guests and observers must and
do leave.
When there is no executive session and the meeting is over, the members leave at
varied paces. Some leave quickly out the doors, others remain in the auditorium and
talk
With this snapshot in your mind, I will now explain some of the background details
of my composite description of the faculty senate meetings. After each monthly faculty
senate public session, the faculty center staff unofiRcially transcribe the audiotapes from
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the session. Since May, 1994, the faculty secretary made the change that a verbatim
transcript (which averaged twenty-five single-spaced pages) was not to be typed and
recorded. So the oflScial minutes are created fi-om shorthand notes and memory of the
staff person or the staff person listens to a portion of the audiotape. Upon occasion, at the
suggestion of the faculty secretary, a verbatim transcription may be produced and then a
summary is generated for oflBcial record. The oflScial transcription/set of minutes is
reviewed by the faculty secretary who makes changes, and then the staff develop the
approved minutes. The minutes are distributed to all voting UA faculty.
Following this task, the staff develop a rough draft of a written agenda based on
what emerged fi^om the previous senate session, what items are produced and ready to
present to the senate fi'om the standing committees, and by phone requests for items to be
presented. The Senate Executive Committee—which unofficially includes the chair of the
committee of eleven, the provost and chairs of all senate standing committees— meets in
between the weeks of the public sessions, reviews and makes changes to the draft agenda.
The draft is then finalized and sent to all faculty senate members. Thus, one week before
the meeting, all faculty senate members have a written agenda.
The written agenda includes the order of speakers who have indicated to the
faculty senate executive committee they want to speak before the senate. The faculty
senate executive committee generally places action items first (those that require faculty
decision), then discussion only items and last, during executive only session, honorary
degree items. The written agenda does not list the open session speakers. The open
session list is based on a first come, first served basis and includes those who want to
speak but are not members of the senate. Open session speakers call the faculty center or
talk with the presiding officer of the senate before the session to indicate their request to
speak.
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Historical Background of University Reorganization Issues
Nationwide, higher education has been under criticism since the early 1990s.
Compared to all other categories, in the states' budgets "higher education took the worst
beating of any major spending category" (Breneman Bl). In addition to other factors such
as shifting the burden of tuition to families and students through tuition hikes and less
concern by politicians about access to higher education, a major reason for the financial
cutbacks is an increasing criticism of higher education's performance, particularly in
undergraduate education (Breneman B1-2).
In a recent article, columnist George Will criticizes higher education's lack of
student selectivity and the decrease of higher education's budget spent on instruction,
defined by time spent by senior faculty in the classrooms. He cites a 1996 report by the
National Association of Scholars which argues that there has been a "general abandonment
of rigor as measured by academic requirements" (Will 13).
In light of decreased budgets and the public criticism of academic standards and
academic performance, institutions of higher education have responded with plans to
reorganize. In 1983, the UA faculty senate adopted a set of processes for the
reorganization of departmental units. During 1992-93, the Faculty Senate recommended
the continuation of the 1983 departmental unit reorganization procedures. These
reorganization procedures include the following;
*a proposal to reorganize is submitted by the provost to the university president;
an advisory committee is established to review the proposal within a specified amount of
time;
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*the committee is convened by the faculty chair and will be composed of two
members of the affected faculty, four additional members, one from the Faculty Senate's
Planning Committee and the representation may be changed if necessary;
*the proposal is evaluated and posted in university publications and written and
oral input from affected faculty and from the university community will be solicited;
*the advisory committee convenes university hearings, the proposal will be
reviewed and altered if necessary, sent to all affected faculty, the Senate Planning
Committee and the Faculty Senate;
*the Faculty Senate recommends action and will be presented to the university
president ( University of Arizona Faculty Senate Minutes ).
In 1992, university president Manuel Pacheco established CORe (continuous
organizational renewal) mission and objectives, using Total Quality Management
principles and guidelines for the Baldridge Award. The Malcom Baldridge National
Quality Award was established in the 1980s under the Reagan Administration to recognize
innovative and successful business practices. By 1994, new benchmarking references were
established as part of the Baldridge criteria (Bogan and English 30). One outcome of the
University of Arizona's application of total quality management was the examination of all
programs under the effon called PAIP (Program for the Assessment of Institutional
Priorities). A CORe Council was established to implement these priorities. CORe, PAIP
and a third program, MBP (Management by Planning), operated simultaneously as part of
the university's strategic planning process. The Baldridge Award criteria were
implemented through the practice of benchmarking. In benchmarking, the operations of
the university were internally and externally compared. "The best"of the operations were
identified and the results were used to "refine and redirect our change efforts to better
satisfy customer needs..." ( University of Arizona. Pioneer Story y. In 1993, the Strategic
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Planning and Budget Advisory Committee (SPBAC) began to meet to consider the
strategic plan. In October, 1993, the university provost asked academic programs to
address their "strategic directions'Y University of Arizona Faculty Senate Special
rnmmittee on Reorganization of Exercise and Sport Sciences Cnnimittee Report V

In June, 1994, SPBAC recommended reorganization of the Exercise and Sport
Sciences Department and the elimination of the Journalism Department. Under this
recommendation, the Exercise and Sport Sciences Department would merge with the
Department of Physiology in the College of Medicine and the Physical Education (PE)
program, by the end of 1997-98, would release all faculty except one who would move to
the College of Education. In November, 1994, the university president sent a memo to the
Faculty Senate to set up a committee to study SPBAC's decision, outlining to the senate
that it had 90 days as of January, 1, 1995 to make a recommendation regarding the
Exercise and Sport Sciences and Journalism departments and to help better align
university programs during "an extended period of constrained finances" (Pacheco,
Arizona Alumnus 23). The Special Committees on Reorganization of Exercise and Sport
Sciences and Journalism were respectively established by the senate on December 8, 1994
and January 20, 1995.
My preliminary research began in January, 1995, and formally began in February,
1995, coinciding with the committees' research through May, 1995. While there were
many issues that the Faculty Senate considered during the January to May, 1995 sessions,
I limited my research focus to the two specific proposals on the elimination of the PE
program and the closing of the Journalism Department. I chose to follow the public
dialogue about these proposals primarily because the timing of decisions on these
proposals were expected to be made within the scope of my research timeline.
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Public comments to the SPBAC plan were requested in February, 1995, paralleling
the senate committee efforts. Following a report to the senate from the PE reorganization
committee, the senate voted to retain the PE Program on April 17, 1995. The university
president made a decision not to retain the PE program on May 17, 1995. In this decision,
the university president outlined the details that "the faculty members involved in this
program be transferred to the College of Education, but only to continue their program
until 1998. Untenured faculty members would be retained until their contracts
expire...With the end of 1997-98,1 am proposing that one tenured faculty member be
retained to meet the needs of Elementary Education majors" (Pacheco, "Reorganization of
Exercise and Sports Sciences"). The Arizona Board of Regents agreed with his decision
on June 1, 1995. In September, 1995, a faculty group asked ABOR to reconsider the PE
decision, but ABOR members said it was unlikely they would revisit the issue (Wabnick).
Following a report to the senate from the Journalism committee, the senate voted
to retain the Journalism department on May 8, 1995. In June, 1995, a memo from the
university president to the Journalism Department head reported the president was
postponing his decision on the Journalism Department, for six to nine months while a
Conmiission on Communication and Information considered the future needs of the
communication industry f Journalism Decision Postponed ). In May, 1996, the university
provost reported that the administration had decided to retain the Journalism Department
and not merge it with any other departments or programs (Journalism Remains Intact).

Research Questions, Problem, Themes and Design
The three dimensional focus of my research on the faculty senate's a) democratic
public culture and b) their public stories in their c) public dialogue emerged from my data.
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driven, I think, by some sleight of hand rather than my intent. I say this because the past
months have reflected a steady shifting of my focus from trying to design research
questions and problems to understanding that the research data contained themes which
were evident, once I listened to what the tellers were saying. After hearing the themes, I
am now able to reconstruct research questions and problems that are embedded in the
research.

Research Questions
I am studying, by observing and hearing, the public speech of the University of
Arizona's (UA) faculty senate because I want to know:
1. Does the senate's public speech include stories in public dialogue?
If its public speech does include public stories in public dialogue, then I want to
understand:
2. How are these structures of public speech demonstrated in the public speech of
this particular democratic public culture?
3. What are the critical implications of the practice of these public speech
structures for public speech in other democratic public cultures?

Research Problem
In reframing my questions as a problem, I need to move from understanding what I
learn to explaining it and convincing you, the reader, that the research is important not
only to me, but also to you (Booth, Colomb and Williams 48-49). If public stories in
public dialogue are practiced in the UA's faculty senate public, and I understand and
articulate this understanding to others, I hope to convince you that this research has the
possibility of strengthening the public speech in a faculty senate and, therefore.
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strengthening its democratic public culture. I hope this research might also suggest critical
models for understanding and strengthening the structures of public stories in public
dialogue within other democratic public cultures.

Research Themes
I believe it is not an accident of fate but a reflection of structure in language that
my research's three dimensional focus—democratic public culture and public stories in
public dialogue—parallels the three dimensionality of discourse elements:
the elements of discourse are a first person, a second person and a third
person; a speaker a listener, and subject; informer, informed and
information; narrator, auditor and story...The structure of discourse...
is this set of relations among the three persons (Moffett 10).
In shifting my intent as a researcher asking research questions to critically understanding
problems, I had to become a listener to the faculty senate's public speech. The faculty
senate was the speaker and what they were saying became the subject—not what I wanted
to know. In that subtle but significant shift of roles fi-om a conventional ethnographer to a
critical ethnographer, I could, then hear the themes of what their public speech said to me.
These two themes are the cornerstones of my research;
Theme 1. The democratic public culture of the UA Faculty Senate is
partially demonstrated through its public speech. The faculty senate's public
speech includes public dialogue and public stories.
Theme 2. The public dialogue and public stories in the public speech of the
UA faculty senate demonstrate a democratic public culture that is functional but
fi-agile and fi-agmented.
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Research Limitations
In the metaphor of a creative production, which I am using in my research, I
recognize that structures have limits; cornerstones have limits. Structures and cornerstones
set boundaries, create a bounded unit. My study is limited to describing, both in
qualitative and quantitative terms, the public speech structures—public stories in public
dialogue—as I interpret these structures within the particular democratic public cultural
context of my study. The cultural similarities and differences between the Faculty Senate
and other public communities make possible and limit the transferability of what I will
present from my research.
As I said earlier, critical ethnography is the essential lens of ray research; however,
I began my study as a conventional ethnographer, shifting, as I have just said, as I listened
to the public speech structures of the university faculty senate to the perspective of a
critical ethnographer.
In conventional ethnography, a researcher "investigates social processes in
everyday settings" (Hammersley and Atkinson 24). A limitation to this perspective, as I
stated earlier, is the tendency to see the processes as fixed objects, and not hear the
invented processes (Clifford 11-12). Another limitation to my overall ethnographic
approach is that my sampling of public stories in dialogue is purposive, not random. My
sampling is also theoretical, which means that the sampling of the public speech structures
is guided by the development of my theory about those structures (Miles and Huberman
27; Hammersley and Atkinson 174). While I am not attemptmg to draw conclusions from
my research that can be applied to all university faculty senates, other academic
governance populations or other democratic public cultures, I hope the understanding of
the applied theory and practices developed in my research might suggest application and
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future areas or models of research for public speech in other democratic public cultures
(Miles and Huberman 28).
My use of critical ethnography also has limits. As a critical ethnographer, I
emphasize my reflective researcher voice and minimize the notion of objectivity in my
interpretation of what I hear and see. As a critical ethnographer, I come to my research
with biases and assumptions about public stories in public dialogue and my political
expectations of a democratic public culture. These expectations, as I have clarified them
earlier, are fi-amed by my personal political experiences.
In the research fi"amework I have developed in my study, I am juxtaposing the use
of 1) a reductive structuralist/literary approach in analysis of the public speech elements of
public stories in public dialogue with the use of 2) stylistic and 3) ethnographic analysis.
My close study of the specific lines of the transcribed public stories and the analytical
narrative categories I hear in those stories is an application of a reductive structuralist
approach. In addition to the holistic ethnographic approach I have just identified, I also
use a stylistic approach which fi"ames the structure of story in particular segments.
My juxtaposition of analysis perspectives is both a strength and a weakness. On
the one hand, I agree with Harold Rosen who emphasizes that Dell Hymes "strike[s] out
reductiveness...which picks away at narrative until we are left with the bare bones....There
is an obsession with plot and structure both in structuralism and cognitive science" (Rosen
227). On the other hand, I have found that adapting Labov's and Young's reductive story
structure analysis to my research was helpful in identifying and understanding stories in the
public dialogue (Riessman 17).
As a method for testing the limitations of my research, I have used peer review
and member check processes to incorporate responses fi-om other readers who have a
scholarly history of research in public dialogue or who were members of the culture of the
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faculty senate. I have also revisited the context of my study, the university faculty senate,
one year later, to reflectively consider what I have learned and its possible implications for
future research.

Research Implications
It is important for me to reemphasize that in my research, I am focusing on public
dialogue which is primarily a deliberative dialogue and includes narrative moral reasoning.
In the practice of deliberative dialogue, it is assumed that people are talking to one another
with a sense of common direction or purpose, that, to their knowledge, people are
speaking sincerely and intelligibly (Thompson 86). Also, deliberative dialogue is a
"preliminary form of action....The function of public deliberation is to increase the chances
that any action that follows will be sound...(Mathews, The Promise of Democracy 182).
Deliberative dialogue "starts from an open problem, rather than from a conflict of opinion.
The problem in this case is a practical one, and the goal is a decision on how to act"
(Walton and Krabbe 73).
While I acknowledge the deliberative dialogue assumptions, I also question the
limitations of these assumptions. My critical bias about public stories in public dialogue
has encouraged me to expand on the assumptions about deliberative dialogue. In my
research, I expand on these assumptions by understanding how narrative or story is
included in deliberative dialogue. In understanding how story is included in deliberative
dialogue, I understand that the reasoning of deliberative dialogue includes the moral
reasoning of story. Thus, story's moral reasoning expands the scope of reasoning
practiced in deliberative dialogue. My bias about deliberative dialogue, in other words,
hears stories not as "just talk" but as reasoned and deliberative talk.
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The struggle of cogovemance in higher education demonstrates the practice of
deliberative dialogue where complex choices have to be made and the struggle
demonstrates a fragmented public. "Cogovemance would give the administration and
faculty an equal voice in decisions affecting academic policy" (Davis, "'Etenial Struggle'
for faculty could end with proposal" 1). However, shifting from a traditional, hierarchical
system of decisionmaking to cogovemance is not without problems and tensions. As a
post-research activity, I retumed to the university faculty senate in April, 1996, almost one
year after my research had been completed. Sitting in my now-familiar seat in the senate, I
heard the public speech among its members. On the one hand, I heard someone call for
the resignation of the university provost whom he accused of "no longer respecting the
faculty" and, on the other hand, I heard someone appeal for civility and hope, which are
"not Platonic ideals."
As a fragmented public in the university faculty senate, perhaps, as Gadamer
argues, it is a time when a speaking culture reemerges (Sullivan 55, 110). Perhaps, as
Susan Cole argues, alternative conversation and decisionmaking methods should be
encouraged in order to "let us converse and let us hear how others speak...Let us invite in,
all who would strive to participate in the conversation, and let us not shut anyone up...."
(B5).
The moral reasoning used in narrative offers a communication design for
reconciling the criticism of Cole, recognizing the fragmentation of modem democratic
public cultures and reconstructing deliberative public dialogue. This design is based on
Fisher's "public moral argument" which recognizes a public dialogue's scaffolded premises
are "already buried in, and accepted within, the public mind" (Osbom 10, 17).
Understanding the context of public stories in public dialogue in the UA faculty
senate will provide windows for understanding public speech in other democratic public
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cultures. My research can affect the field of multicultural education through its
consideration of the cultural role of story as an expression of community's public speech
and dialogue. By incorporating critical theory into the theoretical and applied research
perspective of ethnography, my research echoes the argument that "human nature and
society itself are in large part constituted by the beliefs we hold, and these beliefs change
over time" (Leonard 263).
My research will be of interest to researchers of narratives by broadening the
application of story to public speech and public dialogue, including the stylistic and
ethnographic elements of narrative and conversational analysis. I believe there will be
knowledge fi-om my study that may be useful in the developing process of narrative
analysis, narrative telling and narrative understanding in private and public settings.
My interest in methods of public speech and deliberative dialogue which includes
the telling of public stories is shared in Susan Cole's perspective and in the perspective that
the nature of telling public stories is a meaningfiil act, and in the perspective that stories
are complex, metacognitive methods of communication (Babcock 62, 70; Momaday, A
Conversation 20; Hymes, Tn vain T tried to Tell You 9; Fine 4).

I believe there is knowledge fi-om my study of deliberative public dialogue which
suggests future research about public stories in other university governance public
dialogues and within other public communities. Some facilitators and interpreters of
governance methods in these other public communities are aware of the fi-agmented
tensions and conflicts that emerge when the traditional methods are insufficient and unjust.
The room at the library is full, citizens clustered aroimd tables with newsprint and
markers in front of them. They are talking about literacy and the need for programs in
Pima County. A large man sits silently at one of the tables, his eyes sunken in his face
which is partially hidden by his worn cowboy hat. He shuffles his feet against the rug.
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makes a sound of air exhaling from his mouth and begins to speak. He is angry, he says,
that all this talk of literacy is about reading and writing. What about his people, the
Tohono O'odham, who are literate and communicate through oral history. What about
them and why can't people speak about oral literacy?
In these situations, I believe alternative methods such as those which encourage
the telling and hearing of public stories might strengthen democratic knowledge and
decisions within fragmented publics. My study of oral public stories which emerge from
university public deliberative dialogue may generate new research on the understanding of
public speech and democratic public culture which could impact a variety of public
participation and governance methods.
I believe my systematic study of narrative patterns underscores the complex
communicative importance of oral narratives in public dialogue. Essentially, I am arguing
that ordinary language, specifically, the public story, has a complex dialogic and
conversational relationship with democratic public culture and, therefore, is an important
structure of democratic public life. Most importantly for me, the study will benefit broad
democratic publics if it helps expand the possibility for public stories in public dialogue to
be heard and understood by members of those publics and the possibility for public
relationships to become more democratic, just and caring.
This research can provide a systematic approach for understanding democratic
public decisions. I hope this work contributes to the accumulating educational and civic
research which shares the central principle of improving democratic public life. Much
more work needs to be done on the question of an emerging fragmented public and its
possible effect on public governance. What, for example, is the relationship of gender and
age to public governance? The impact of stories on public governance through public
dialogue raises other questions, such as; what is the comparison of public stories to
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private stories? Another question is, how do different cultural, gender or age groups
make distinctions, if they do, between public and private stories? In the area of
interpretation, future research might look at the differences between the public and private
meanings of a teller's story or evaluate the impact of oral story when it is read on the
printed page. What, for example, is the difference between using Gee's oral structural
analysis on the printed page when compared to Labors written structural analysis or
Hymes' ethnographic analysis?
The issues of the heart, as one citizen I have worked with has called public stories,
are the issues of humankind. Many of us have stories about what we were doing and
feeling on the night of Martin Luther King's or Bobby Kennedy's assassination; many of us
have stories about our political actions in the 60s through the mid '90s. My study adds
insight about democratic public culture, public dialogue and public stories as practiced in
one university's faculty senate. I hope the reading of this study will enable us to feel the
pulse beneath our public skins and strengthen the heartbeat of our democratic public lives.
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CHAPTER TWO
Theory, Practice and Analysis:
Thinking, Doing and Understanding

A Third Hand Story
As yot/ read this chapter, imagine me, the writer attd teller, at a computer,
dressed in sweat pants and baggy shirt. It is early morning and I have just returned jrom
taking my son across town to school. Before sitting at the computer, I take my dog for a
walk in the desert. We hear the cawing of quail and the hiccuping song of a female
cardinal. I listen to these sounds and the rhythm of my dog's paws padding on the rocky
soil. Returning home, I enter my office which has a window facing south. The light is
gentle on my eyes and I gather together my manila files, pile up my books and turn on the
computer, composing a description to you of my sixteen month journey into the land of
my research. The land, like the desert I have just walked, is rocky but has sounds for you
to hear. The story of my research has been rewritten several times before it comes to
you, and it still comes as a story, partial and incomplete. It is just a piece of my
experience which is only a piece of a broader experience. Reading this story of pieces,
you are invited to bring your journeys and experiences to it, making it more whole.
I want to explain why I am experimenting with an alternative organizational format
for this dissertation chapter, continuing to use my personal narratives as I have in my
introduction. I have chosen to interweave the threads of thinking, doing and
understanding the research into one chapter. The real life of this research has been like the
weaNang of a cloth; its beginning and ending point are beyond the pages of this research
and, within these pages, although I know that you, the reader will move from page one to
page two and so forth, my speaking as a writer has not gone in that direction, but moved
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back and forth, in and out, looping ideas and approaches as the data seemed to indicate I
needed.
I introduce this woven text process to you as I describe the framework of my
research. When my grandmother told me stories, some of the storytelling took place
before tucking me into bed. Those stories were narrative poems by James Whitcomb
Riley that she had memorized long ago as a teacher in a one room school. The rhythm of
her words from Raggedy Man or Little Orphan Annie rocked me to sleep.
But the stories that meant the most to me were the stories she told from the front
porch. Usually in the evening of the summer, when the heat of the day was over, the
beans and the peas had been picked, and the task of breaking of the bean pod ends or
shelling the peas would accompany her stories.
As the peas hit the bcM'l with a metal ping, her words begin and she gazes out
across the pansies and the oak trees to the deepening sim, and she, with a magical third
hand, pulls out an opened letter, tucked inside one of her many apron pockets, from Aunt
Regina in Indiana. She places it on the metal tray table at her side and refers to it for
her remembered stories.
It is with my personal recollection of my grandmother's third hand that I weave my
research story. As her third hand revealed places I had never seen, voices I had never
heard, I hope my third hand can take you to the faculty senate and help you hear the public
speech which is spoken there and partially experience the faculty senate's democratic
public culture. The public speech I heard is a speech of public dialogue that is primarily,
but not exclusively, deliberative, a dialogue which is also sometimes informationgathering, sometimes quarrelsome, a dialogue which includes the moral reasoning of
public stories.
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Rationale for Theory, Practice and Analysis
As I told you in my first chapter, my essential lens and audiophone that I use to see
and hear the structures of public speech of the university faculty senate is critical
ethnography. As an ethnographer, I am part of the context I am studying; I am a doctoral
graduate student who has a place in the public space of the university faculty senate. As
an ethnographer, I am also a listener to their stories in dialogue, so I am part of their
public speech. My research questions came after, not before, I closely heard the public
speech and observed the senate's democratic public culture; the research questions are
grounded in the theory of my research as it develops fi'om my understanding the public
stories in public dialogue. As a critical ethnographer, I am not only describing what I see
and hear within the public stories in public dialogue of the university faculty senate. I go
beyond the description and raise questions about the transformative possibility of what
could be, even should be, seen and heard in a loving and just democratic public culture
(Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppres.sed 77). "Critical ethnography is not just
criticism...critical ethnographers [study culture] so to change it...integrat[ing] descriptions
of cultural parts into an analysis of the whole that raises the critical implications of the
descriptions" (Thomas 4-5).
Under the lens and with the audiophone of critical ethnography, I am using a
secondary ethnographic approach, grounded theory. In grounded theory, I am developing
and applying a theory. The theory emerges out of systematically comparing samples of
data which produce the theory (Glaser and Strauss 1-6). In grounded theory, there is an
emphasis on doing the review of literature and theory only after the data are collected so
that the Uterature does not drive the emerging theory (Glaser 31).
However, I do not adhere to the literature review research characteristic of
grounded theory. It seems to me to be ahnost impossible to do a pure application of
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grounded theory if it requires the separation of a review of literature from the research
activity. It seems to me an impractical expectation for a researcher to be separated from
the world of literature while the research takes place. As a doctoral student, I have been
reviewing relevant literature since my academic program began; as a community
researcher, I have been reviewing relevant literature for the past ten years. Beyond the
impracticality of such a separation, my reading of the literature has presented a dialogic
rather than monologic research experience which parallels my research of public stories in
public dialogue. Personally, a review of literature has encouraged my interaction and
minimized the sense of isolation of research which I have experienced from time to time.
A more realistic perspective on reviewing is from Glesne and Peshldn's Becoming
Qualitative Researchers. They present a perspective which encourages a review of the
literature because "reading about the studies of others in a way that is useful to your own
work can...verify that you have chosen a justifiable topic...[it can] help you find
focus...and [it] can help to inform your research design and...questions (Glesne and
Peshkin 17-18). They add that in qualitative inquiry reviewing the literature is an ongoing
process that cannot be completed before data collection and analysis" (Glesne and Peshkin
18). As testimony to their perspective, I have organized this chapter with a literature
review that considers the following:
1. different ways of thinking, doing, understanding and knowing in my
research;
2. clarification of the language terms embedded in my research themes.
In this chapter, I clarify Dell Hymes' notion of a theme, interpreted by Muriel
Saville Troike as "the interrelationship of patterns in various aspects of culture" (SavilleTroike 35). Woven within my review of theory, practice and analysis are pieces of my
research data and a continuation of my telling pieces of my stories.
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Ways of Knowing
Although I had taken previous coursework in research methodologies and I
thought I had been practicing good techniques in my community-based research,
composing this research story was a challenging experience. As my first step in this
challenge, I wrote in a reflective journal. The journal, I admit, is something I had to make
myself do. While I have kept a personal diary since I was twelve years old, I really do not
like academic joumaling. I know it is in vogue in the classroom, but perhaps because it
ambiguously hangs on the boundary of public and private, I prefer not to write nor require
others to write journals for classroom learning. Nevertheless, all the texts recommend it,
so I thought I best include it in my research practice.
For the most part. I wrote once a week, or every two weeks. I began with the
intention that it would be an intellectual journal, but, reflecting the ambiguous boundary
between public an private, it soon became personal, as well. Events such as my uncle's
impending death, the impact of his illness on our family, my husband's loss of his job, my
son's summer schedule, became entries in my journal. Upon occasion, I would draw
pictures, and I admit that the journal often illuminated fragments of my thinking I do not
think would have been recorded any other way. Long, dry spells in my research are also
recorded in my journal gaps, and I reflect as I write this, as I became more engaged in my
analysis, I wrote in the personal journal less frequently.
Preparing for my first teaching associate responsibilities took up most of my month
of August, but the nagging reminder of doing my journal kept me from going too far
astray. In my reflective journal on February 25, 1995;
/ ha\'e been reading more about story and dialogue and found
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several new sources which are interesting. I reread some qualitative research materials
andfeel I may be getting a sense of how I want to do the fieldwork, how I want to write
up notes and logs and I did get some historical document reading...Jidaybe in this entry, I
should make some lists for myself—to feel like I'm in control even though I am not!
As I wrote in the entry, I drew on various research texts and have a large box in
my office with research references. I have done quite a bit of ray work through intuition
more than through deliberate planning, which I understand is a characteristic of qualitative
research, but it is also a characteristic of my self From another entry, March 25, 1995;
Well, before I read the How to Write a Dissertation...text, I was feeling pretty
good. I had done my notes and memo for Monday's observation. I spent time going
through files and refocusing at^d reorganizing....! was feeling good—until I read I should
be putting in 175 hours a month and I'm not even doing 12 of that. Then I began to map
out a schedule and it's clear / have lo change gears...
One source that was most helpful to understanding myself and my struggle as a
researcher was Women's Ways of Knowing. Part of my struggle was (and is) a juggling
act between the research and other parts of my life. I am deeply connected to my other
roles of wife, mother, daughter and teacher. Rereading Belenky helped me understand
that these other roles are important and I can draw strength from them. "Connected
knowing arises out of the experience of relationships; it requires intimacy and equality
between self and object, not distance and impersonality; its goal is understanding, not
proof (Belenky et al. 183). As an ethnographer, when I am a connected knower, I am
seeing and hearing with an insider's view or the etic perspective. I practiced connected
knowing in my other roles and it is the kind of knowing I wanted to experience in my
research. I did not want to only observe and analyze my research experience, I wanted to
be intimate with it and understand it.
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On the other hand, my self is divided about how much intimacy and
relationship I want to experience. This division I have described in the first chapter, and
again, Belenky and fiiends helped me understand that there is a part of myself (the part
that has always done well in schooling, for example) who is engaged in separate knowing.
In this role, I practice critical thinking or "as Peter Elbow puts it, "the doubting
game"'(Belenky et al. 104). As an ethnographer as a separate knower, I am an outsider to
what I am knowing, using the etic, analytic and external, standpoint. When I am the
separate knower, I am fascinated by the critical discourse, argument, and logic of my
research experience; I want to prove that something in my research is evident or not.
Rather than deny either part of myself, late in my research story, I have come to
accept this division as a balance of two ways of knowing the world, and, in particular, for
knowing my research. When I accepted this balance in myself, a balance in my research
story emerged. Rather than fight with doing either qualitative or quantitative research, I
decided I was actually engaged in doing both. Then I found that doing both was a method
of triangulating my data type (Miles and Huberman 167). Triangulation is "supposed to
support a finding by showing that independent measures of it agree with it or, at least, do
not contradict it" (Miles and Huberman 266). Now, I was really relieved because there
was already a qualitative theory to support what I had been doing!

Qualitative and Connected Knowing
Trying to understand the concept of theory development, I continued to read. On
the one hand, my separate knower-side could see the quantitative perspective of the
positivist who believes the purpose of theory is "to develop universal laws of human
behavior and societal functioning" (Glesne and Peshkin 19). Part of me wanted to find a
theory that would answer my questions and explain the research to me. However, my
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connected knower-side could agree with the qualitative perspective which argues that
theory is "an inductive strategy whereby the research discovers concepts and hypotheses
through constant comparison analysis" (Glesne and Peshkin 19). I decided I wanted to do
both and understood that" there is no fundamental clash between the purposes and
capacities of qualitative and quantitative methods or data. What clash there is concerns
the primacy of emphasis on verification..." (Glaser and Strauss 17). So, I would do both,
with a watchful eye and sensitive ear to the concern about verification.
On this point, Sharon Merriam was helpful because she considers verification by
emphasizing understanding. Through triangulating—a) my types of data, quantitative and
qualitative, b) my methods, including observations but also including transcriptions of
audiotapes of the observed faculty senate sessions, and collection of historical literature,
and c) repeated observations over six months and a return observation one year later—I
was addressing verification through internal validity. My planned (and you will read
shortly, unplanned) member checks also support internal validity. In addition, after I
composed my first tentative research conclusions I did an informal peer review with two
university groups in the fall of 1995 and the spring of 1996 and a formal spring, 1996 peer
review with two researchers in Ohio. Finally, by embedding my research in the context of
my personal voice and stories, I was describing "the investigator's position" as Merriam
recommends for internal validity (Merriam 166-172).
I approached doing the work with a theoretical understanding of ethnographic
research as being concerned "with developing theories rather than with merely testing
existing hypothesis" (Hammersley and Atkinson 29). I also had done some coursework in
ethnography applying Clifford's perspective of ethnography as "a cultural poetics, that is
an interplay of voices... "(Clifford 12). One voice, I knew, would be my voice, although I
was unsure of how I would accomplish this. The more important voices were the voices
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of the participants, members of the UA faculty senate. In my coursework in ethnography,
I had experimented with writing a performance of dialogue. In this research, my fieldnotes
demonstrate the oral public dialogue performance of the members and the written
transcriptions from audiotape demonstrate their public stories.
My qualitative way of knowing has also been guided by the perspectives of Dell
Hymes and, later Muriel Saville-Troike. James Cliflford, whom I spoke of earlier, and
others in his anthology Writing Culture support my interest in hearing my research as well
as seeing or observing it. When I started my research, I knew I was going to use the
participation observation method which is a seeing, not hearing, method. "The
predominant metaphors in anthropological research have been participant-observation,
data collection, and cultural description, all of which presuppose a standpoint outside
[etic]—looking at, objectifying, or somewhat closer 'reading' a given reality"' (Cliflford 11).
As a critical ethnographer, 1 had to go beyond this kind of descriptive visual reading, and
connect more closely, through listening—oral reading—rather than seeing, the public stories
in public dialogue. It is through orality and the hearing of the public stories in public
dialogue that I share in the [emic] experience of a democratic public culture being invented
(Clifford 12).
In part, I knew I would do observation because, in my pilot study, I did not feel
comfortable doing it. In my pilot study which I introduced in the first chapter, I
interviewed the two Native American participants in my study and I observed educational
settings where Native Americans were the students. In that research, I was inclined to
know as a comiected researcher, using the interview process and I resisted the separate
knower practice of observations. I resisted the separate knower practice of observations
because, in part, I was uncomfortable with the outside [etic] role. Also, in this pilot study,
I did not understand that there might be a way to do observation even as an outsider.
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recognize my feelings about it, and alter it so that I might mediate between separated and
connected knowing. Because of my limited understanding of the participant observation
method, I believed I needed to learn how to do observation that encouraged hearing as
well as seeing, so I built the observation method into my dissertation proposal.
Starting the research, I understood that along the continuum of this methodology,
I was an observer of the UA faculty senate more than a participant, although this changed
as I spent more time there and became recognizable to the other members (Glesne and
Peshkin 40-41). From my personal notes in my observations, you can hear the shift in my
observer role;
3/6/95—1 don't have an agenda yet; I hope I get one. I see the seating
arrangement is set up in alphabetical order from the right side of the room.
5/1/95—Before the meeting, outside, I was chatting with E.(faculty center
staff person) and J.S., the new faculty chair came up to me, and he said
he'd like to see my work. I said I wanted to include him in a member check
and he agreed. Inside, people nod to me as I take my usual place.
As my notes reflect, although I was undertaking the separate knower role in
observation, and using quantitative methods which I will describe shortly, my essential
lenses were qualitative—critical ethnography and grounded theory. As part of my
qualitative, connected knower, self, I applied participant observation and member
checking to my research process. Doing participant observation, I would systematically
experience and record in detail many aspects of what I saw in the university faculty senate
meetings (Glesne and Peshkin 42-43). Applying a member check to my research would
support triangulating my data by including feedback about my interpretation and results
from members of the unit I was studying, the faculty senate.
Member checking originated in fieldwork of the 1920s and has been called by
Cuba a source of'"phenomenological validity'" (Miles and Huberman 275). Giving
evidence to the truism that things do not always happen as they are planned, in my
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research, the member check process took place, not, as I had first expected with the
members of the senate reading their public stories, but with the faculty center staff person,
who reviewed and altered parts of the composite narrative I presented in the first chapter.
This change occurred in part, because of my timeline to complete my work and the heavy
workload of the faculty senate, and because the emergence of the composite narrative was
unanticipated in the earlier stages of my work.
Another unanticipated element of my qualitative practice was the importance of
listening as well as seeing the public stories in public dialogue. An example of this is
found in my notes:
3/20; There aren't as many here yet...he's speaking with a lot of "ums, uhs"
...I'm surprised this went through so quietly...okay, now I'm really getting
tired of listening. I'm losing it...
Listening, I learned, took more energy fi-om me than seeing. I think this was
because, as Clifford quotes Walter Ong, "the truth of vision in Western, literate cultures
has predominated over the evidences of sound and interlocution, of touch, smell and taste
(Clifford 11). Thus, being unaccustomed to listening rather than seeing, it was harder for
me to do. Also, I was trying to practice a kind of listening that was especially difficult,
empathetic listening. As an empathetic listener I was trying to "consider the impact of the
speaker's words on others..." (Osbom 26). Again, fi-om my personal notes:
4/17~he looks at the faculty senate president, not the chair, lots of
hands go up..I feel anger...this is pretty serious...he speaks impassioned...
I feel more anger...hands are going up...this is fast...
Empathetic listening assists my research methodology and its concern with
"poetics" as earlier defined by Clifford and defined by Dell Hymes as "an evenhanded
attention to stylistic and referential fiinction [the topic oriented fiinction of speech] alike.
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to the benefit of an understanding of language and competence" (Hymes, In vain I tried to
Tell You 8; Corder 45).
As I was observing and listening, I adapted many of the tools that Glesne and
Peshkin suggest in their text and I found these tools are some of the recommended tools
of ethnographic communication research (Saville-Troike 137-138). These tools are
elements of grounded theory, such as writing mental notes as I have already shared,
describing the observation in terms of setting, participants, events, acts and keeping field
notes with description and analysis which are typed soon after the observation. Following
those steps, I fi-equently wrote a theoretical memo. Throughout my research, I include
replication of my direct observations. I have formatted these observations with a bold
outline to set them oflf within the research text. I have included these replications because
I believe this strengthens the internal validity of my work and helps you, the reader,
engage as a participant of the research. As a first example, here are sample pieces of one
observation as described and analyzed (with numbered line references) in my field notes
and a theoretical memo fi"om the same time period;

Field Notes Log
Faculty Senate
5/1 typed 5/5/95
the space: the same
the actors: in a sense, as in their roles as senators, but many were newly
elected. The faculty chairs is a new senator and, toward the end of the
meeting, a returning senator became the new faculty president. I am noting, also,
that the new president is a female; the past president is male. The officers serve
for two years, [note: in my early observation notes I mistakenly named the presid
ing oflBcer as president]
the activities: 3:00 p.m., before the meeting, outside of the law school
auditorium, I was chatting with the faculty senate staff person, E. The new
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faculty chair came by and I introduced myself and the scope of my research, asking
him if he would consider being part of a member check in my research. He
responded that he would and that he would like to read the research. I feh
connected doing that. Inside, the new chair has a seat with other members and
name plates. The seating has changed somewhat with the alphabet, order for the
new senators. Some new faces. Another photog. plus the "usual" is here. People
are chatting. The former chair is talking with a member and an observer. Former
chair is here as an observer.
The univ. pres. arrives without his aide. Provost arrives also. I note that
like the senators, I like returning to my same chair. As they look for seating and
some are in new places, there is some joking which is initiated by the provost. It
seems there are more senators here than usual.
3;20, without the usual preceding hush, the Pres. of the senate calls the
meeting to order.
the artifacts: written motions
the objects: no box as in last time; other than that, the same
the acts: *the Sec. of the Sen. asks the former Fac. chair and commit, chairs to
come down front but says to the former Fac. chair "no, you're not getting a
present". Sec. gives the present to the retiring Fac. Sen. Pres. and a plaque is also
given. The gift is a Tohono O'odham friendship bowl. Applause and photos. The
president says "thank you very much; on that note, let's adjourn." Laughter. "I'll
make some comments at that point in the agenda." (note: he continues his
presiding role until later).
*President welcomes the new senate and fac. chair and "introduces" them by
asking them to stand. Applause. He says "a turnover is good..you'll find this is
involving more work." He opens the next item, the open session.
*Prof of Anthrop. addresses sen. in front (not behind) the podium. He talks about
the sen's possible approval of the strat. plan and says its approval means approval
of the core curriculum. He recommends "excising" all references to core curr. "in
the document or kill it altogether." He says the strategic plan has no business
"meddling in faculty affairs...this is called the faculty senate not the administration
senate."...
*the committ. chair introduces the items. Conditions of service should be
amended by paragraphs..involvement in undergrad. educ., the site of the
work is at the univ. they negotiated this w/the Provost..to strengthen role with the
Regents..some fac. don't have adequate space [5% work off campus].
*Pres. calls for 2nd to motion. Disc.
*Q:...doesn't address role of fac. with grad. students.
•Pres. of Sen; is this a proposed amendment? 2nded. disc
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*Provost: no sense of "sawing one whole limb off—could the amend, be
restated?"
*Q; the prob.(same as right before) is...the role for grad. is diff. for fac. than with
undergrad.
Q; some units have emphasis of one or the other
*Pres. of Sen: clarifies the disc, of amend.
*vp intervenes that you can't amend an addit. to a motion
*Chair of commit, clarifies role of "mentors"
*Pres. of Se. disc, on amend, vote; doesn't pass. disc, of fiiU set of items. Some
suggestions are made, vote, they pass. disc.
Q: these changes effect the recommend, of the commit which as a focus on
undergrad. educ.
Q: cites a specific example
Q: agrees in principle but not in specificity with mentoring grad. and
undergrads.
Q: faculty chair: clarifies what's offered, asks maker of motion to rephrase
*Pres. clarifies changed motion, it passes unanan.
*I leave at 5:15; agenda may not yet be done...
the event: fac. sen. open meeting which includes change of senators and oSicers
the time: 3:21-5:15 when I leave
the goal: to instate new oflBcers and make decisions on agenda items
feelings: anger, conciliation, civility, humor, irritation and finstration, respect and
appreciation
key remarks and phrases: stampeded, working and living document,
SPBAC, mentoring, Hurwitz report, merger, academic discipline, academic
linkage, terminating a faculty's status, deliberative bodies, cogovemance,
partnership, boundary between governance and management.
Analytic Memo: As I write this up, I am thinking there are quite a few themes and
I am not going to, at this time, try to put them in order. I will just note them and
take it fi"om there. Unique to this meeting is a theme I call "the changing of the
guard," meaning the transition of new senators and oflBcers on 11. 2-4, 12, 30,46,
53, 76, 89, 93, 105, 132, 163, 232, 233. Humor was again present (maybe in part
because a tough vote was detoured, temporarily) on 11. 17, 24, 27, 77, 181, 196,
211-12. Expressions of appreciation are noted on 11. 26, 63-65, 66, 234, 236-7.
Power was again a theme; I noted the interesting order of reporting to the Senate
seems to be hierarchical fi-om univ pres., to provost, to fac. chair and then to
commit, chairs. Other power notations are on 11. 33, 36-38,43-44, 52, 94-99, 112,
126, 141 -142, 151-152. The importance of written documents juxtaposed with
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oral clarifications is or are interpreting theme(s); written documents~34036, 57,
117, 122, 128, 159 [note that lines 122 and 159 present a dichotomy on the defin.
of words], 189-190, 204-6,239; oral clarification on 11219, 228, 252. The [new?]
theme of cogovemance and partnership on 11. 54-56, 59, 62-3,68, 723, 79, 90,
100. The theme of interpretation on 11. 118, 172, 175 is connected to the themes
of the written documents and oral clarification. Comparing the processes to
processes at other univ. is a theme in lines 90-91, 183, 185. Finally, the
importance of parliamentary procedures is noted on 11. 133, 134, 136-139, 153,
177, 180, 193-96, 198-22, 202, 208-11, 245, 250-1, 259.
Theoretical Memo
5/12/95
Question 1: Stylistic structures of oral narratives.
I haven't yet done the narrative analysis, so I can't really address this yet. I
do know there are stories to analyze and I think, tho I don't know this yet, that
there will be a kind of pattern in structure of the stories the senators tell. These
stories might be similar in structure because the language level of the senators, as
professors, has some consistency across disciplines. It seems to me the law
professors use stories most often and use them in a persuasive style. However,
there should be some contrast in the stories the public told to the senate at the PE
community forum. Here, there was a broad cross section of tellers. Also, at the
open session of the Board of Regents, there were stories told, particularly fi-om
journalism students which tended to be, as I recall, life stories, the kind that tells
"this is how I got here, to the university."
Question 2; What are the characteristics in the manner of telling stories...?
Part of my thoughts on question 1 relate to this; I guess there's an overlap
in my mind of the two questions. Also, Grice's definition of manner disturbs me
because it seems culturally biased: to avoid obscurity of express, to avoid
ambiguity, to be brief and orderly. Because of the problem of his definition, 1 have
adapted his notion with elements from Hymes who is more compatible with my
way of thinking about multicultural conversation. Considering how I broke down
telling into different categories, I will string these ideas together.
a) participants. For the most part, tellers are senators and most of those tellers are
univ. professors or administrators. The provost certainly has his own style in
telling which I will look at; he uses a lot of metaphors, some sarcasm and irony. I
need to get the number of participants for each of the meetings I observed. At the
public forum, the participants were the public, students about 14 yrs. of age to
retired teachers. At the Board of Regents meeting, most of the participants were
UofA students, including adult students and there was one public member who
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spoke who was a former Regent. At this meeting, I think there was the most
disregard for what people were saying.
b) setting. The setting for most of my research was the faculty senate
meeting place which is in the law school auditorium. Because it is an impermanent
setting, some symbols that are there are really symbols of the law school. The
setting for the public forum was a hotel and the setting for the faculty forum was
the Harvill audit. I made the comment in my notes and I think it is important, that
the lack of real public space for public dialogue is important to see. If the univ.
wants to talk with the public, where does this happen? What does the lack of this
kind of common area tell the public and univ. members? I am not sure if, in the
planning of the new univ. commons, there is a place for public/univ. dialogue.
c) communicative key or competence. This concept is from Dell Hymes and Rose
says Hymes developed it in contrast to Chomsky's notion that here is an internal
set of rules in discourse. I'm not sure about this, and maybe I need to check, but I
think Chomsky's idea might be close to Habermas' idea of ISS—than, if we dig
deeply enough, or strip away the flesh of narrative to the bones, we find common
bones. But Hymes would argue, I think, that it is the stripped away flesh that
matters. That it is in the flesh we find the communicative key or, more correctly,
the keys. For Hymes argues that there are multimeanings to narratives,
multipurposes. And I think this is true in the Senate. Some of the stories are told to
persuade; others are told to clarify; others are told to relieve tension; others
are told remind them of a common history. My sense is that the hearers have some
shared meaning because they have the common purpose of making decisions for
the university, but within that, there are differences and even within that, the
language of the discourse in the senate does make some assumptions about tellers
and listeners shared knowledge.
d) cultural norms. Another Hymes idea meaning the group consciousness of
norms of speaking and the perception of different abilities, rights, rules, roles and
status..., from Cortazzi. This is an important element in the senate because here is
where the issue of power is confronted. The senate is undergoing or rather,
struggling with, a change in its status. On the one hand, the admin, seems to be
assigning it more to do, but then leaving it out of the loop on some critical
decisions. The senate seems to be maneuvering, through recent elections, from the
role of consulting to cogovemance, but admin, sees this, to some degree, as
overstepping the boundary into management. Rules in the senate such as who
speaks, from where they can speak, if they stand or not, how they refer to each
other, who speaks without being called upon by the Fac. Pres, who controls the
time on who speaks—all these are cultural norms. Also, the norms are present in
the before meeting activity, as to who greets whom, who talks with whom and
how they talk with each other. Gender is a norm that needs to be considered and
can be in looking at the recent election of a female as fac. pres.
Quality, which comes from Grice's conv. categories, is about saying
what is true. That is a big issue in the senate, where one senator refers to the talk
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of adnm. as "a shell game." There were, in the last meeting of May 8, a couple of
direct contradictions between what admin, said happened and what a student said
happened about applying for admission to the journalism dept. I think truth gets
us into the murky waters of interpretation and I may have to review some postmodem notions here to make sense of this.
Relation, another of Grice's categories, means to be relevant. I think Gnce
is a pretty strong linear thinker and speaker and he mean logical relevance here.
For the most part, I think the senate agrees with him—most teUers are very logical.
But I think Deborah Tannen might have something to say about the different way
females and males tell stories in the senate and that might raise some questions
about relevancy~tho even the females are pretty logical, not intuitive in the way
they speak to the senate—altho, come to think of it, one in particular never uses
notes, always from "off the cuflP* which is not too common.
Question 3. The relationship between the telling and the issues...
There is a relationship. I mean stories aren't told just to tell a story; they
have a point which relates to the conversation. Because the conversation is tightly
structured around parlia. procedure, the conversation is pretty tight. Stories don't
wander, they connect. Another question goes to conversational analysis—do
stories emerge out of tumtaking sequences or not? Do stories emerge out of
adjacency pairs? I don't know yet.
Question 4; Is there a public impact of the stories?
There are several layers of public to consider in this question. First,
there is the public of the senate's public meetings—the senators and observers who
are there. Then there is the public reported to by the media covering the senate,
generally is the univ. public who reads the univ. in-house papers. Then there is
the public who attended public forums on reorg. issues. Then there is the public to
whom the media reported about the public forums, which is the Pima County
public.
The impact I hope to consider my seeing if the language of stories is
incorporated into other speakers' language or written language. I will need to
review the written reorg. documents on PE (and jlism) to determine this.
Question 5: what is learned which is transferable?
To early to tell, tho, for me, what I have learned about the senate has
impacted my perspectives on both governance and governance in higher ed. I have
more appreciation for pari, procedures while I still see its limits. I have more
admiration for people who serve in the senate and, while I am thinking of the univ.
senate, this extends to public arenas elsewhere; it is a lot of work added onto other
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work. Of course, the univ. senators receive no pay at all for their senate work, so
that makes it different from other elected public service.
I think what I will learn about stories will matter in other settings, but I
don't know yet.
As you see (and I hope also are beginning to hear), my research methodology is
essentially ethnographic; critical ethnography is the essential lens with which I see my
research and the essential audiophone with which I hear it. Other theories, practices and
analyses are overlaid on my ethnographic eye and ear. As part of a qualitative research
perspective, my ideas, my questions, my recording of details and analysis of them change
over time. My research methodology is not only in pieces, but fluid pieces, pieces that are
not linear. However, I have had to continue to try to create order from these pieces as I
experienced them in order to shape them into my research story.
I heard the public speech of the UA faculty senate as I observed their community
and monthly meeting sessions which began in January, 1995. I took notes on what I saw
and heard, putting the observations and hearings on the right side of the page and my
personal responses, questions on the left. I made marks in my written notes when I
thought a public story was occurring. After each meeting, I retyped my handwritten
observation notes, and generated an analytical memo for each observation. I have just
shared an example of this with you. My memos were produced by numbering the lines of
my notes and rereading my notes for patterns and themes, as well as the stories. I placed
all these notes in a file.
At first, when I began doing my observations, I felt uncomfortable about being
there, even though I knew from the Faculty Senate staff that other observers came and
that, since the meetings were open to the public, there was no need to get permission to
do my observations. This was not all right with me; I wanted the Senate to know about
my role and my research; I wanted to follow the proper procedures for doing my first
formal research project so I wrote the Senate a cover letter about my research. This letter
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was shared at a meeting of the Senate Executive Committee and I was notified, through
the staff person, that they had approved my observations. I actually had hoped I would be
asked to briefly speak about my research before the full Senate and answer any questions
they might have, but I guess that perhaps such a routine activity did not need to take up
their time on a very packed spring schedule.
As I went to and fi-om my observations of the monthly meetings which were held
in the law school auditorium, I observed that I maintained the same seat as I had by
chance taken at the beginning of my research: two rows behind the university president
and provost. Part of me thought I should change my seat fi-om time to time, but I decided
to "stay put" just as a senate member would return to his or her assigned seat.
Depending on the agenda of the meeting and who was talking, my emotions
ranged from academic interest, meaning I need to do this, to genuine personal and
academic excitement. About half way through my observations, I felt that I was
experiencing the added benefit of gaining insight into the academic community at a time
when I was just beginning my professional career at the university. I think being an
observer of the research was one of the most enjoyable aspects of my study, because I did
not feel isolated but felt I was "in" the context of my study.
At the same time I was doing my observations and initial analysis, in a separate file,
I collected news clippings, notes and articles about the proposed reorganization and
printed information which related to the reorganization and to the proposed department
eliminations at the University of Arizona. The local papers and the university papers were
steady sources of information. Later, I found materials and had conversations with the
staff at the Faculty Center that were also helpful to me.
I was not able to begin transcribing the stories fi^om the audiotapes until after the
faculty meetings were over and the staff at the Faculty Center were caught up with all the
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paperwork that followed their busy session. However, once the stafiPs pace had leveled
off a bit, they made room for me in the board room and I began my transcriptions.

Quantitative and Separate Knowing
Although my connected knower has emerged during this research to be the
dominant way of knowing, my formerly encouraged and rather successful separated
knower-self has also been active in this research. As I said earlier, it took quite a bit of
time before I could distinguish the two selves and understand that the two ways of
knowing and doing research could complement rather than conflict with each other.
Referring to one of the many texts I used as a resource during this journey, William
Wiersma ches a Schofield and Anderson argument where "methodology can be integrated
and [they] present examples for incorporating selected quantitative methodology into
qualitative studies such as ethnographic studies" (256). Others, including Miles and
Huberman and Hammersley and Atkinson support the idea that the two ways of knowing
are not mutually exclusive. However, Wiersma's clarification that data from "content
analysis may be used as supplementary data in an ethnographic research study" was most
encouraging, because what I was doing, as I developed my analysis methods, included the
development and the descriptive counting of categories of democratic public culture and
public stories in public dialogue (258).
The other resource that was helpful to my understanding the balance of multiple
methods of research and analysis was the idea of benchmarking, suggested to me by one
of my former Kettering associates, Jim Kunde, who is very involved in improved practices
in public governance.
Benchmarking, which incorporates both qualitative and quantitative methods,
comes from the recent application of Japans continuous improvement process in business.
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"It is a continuous process of evaluating current performance, setting goals for the future,
and identifying areas for improvement and change" (Liebfiied and McNair 13).
Benchmarking, as I described it in the first chapter where I review a part of the University
of Arizona's history, is used as a way of comparing internal and external processes of
management and production. "Benchmarking is an effective way to query the root cause
of problems, or issues, raised by either an external or an internal customer. The core issue
is defined by listening...the focus has to be on understanding the underlying message...."
(Liebfiied and McNair 34).
Benchmarking continues to fit into the creative production metaphor I have used in
this research, along with structures and cornerstones, because its linguistic roots "lie in the
land surveyor's term, where a benchmark was a distinctive mark made on a rock, a wall, or
a building. In this context, a benchmark served as a reference point in determining one's
current position...." (Bogan and English 3). Benchmarking, as part of the Malcom
Baldridge National Quality Improvement Award, begun in 1987. focuses on the process of
production and must have "muhiple methods of data collection," such as qualitative and
quantitative methods (Spendolini 165).
As the University of Arizona has demonstrated in its recent management history,
total quality management processes, such as benchmarking, have become part of the
culture of higher education. Thus, benchmarking's reliance on qualitative and quantitative
methods parallels their combined use in my research.

Theme 1; The democratic public culture of the UA Faculty Senate is partially
demonstrated through its public speech. The faculty senate's public speech
includes public dialogue and public stories.
Public and Private Life
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As I reflected in my first chapter, my research has been deeply influenced by my
personal experiences in public life. Until I attended a Kettering sponsored seminar at
Springhill in Minnesota in 1985, public life to me meant political party lines, political
activism, and advocacy. I did not think very much about the meaning of private and public
and, when I did, I thought the boundaries were set by the door in my house. I realize now
the most heartfelt conversations I had in the Kettering experience went beyond the firmly
set boundaries which I had always assumed were concrete but now believe are fluid like
water. Beyond the firm botwdaries I am both terrified andjoyous in the bond Ifeel with
the teller of a story. Why does this happen and where am I?
In the night of summer on a grassy hill in Minnesota, I hear David Mathews and
others talk about "polis" and "civic virtue," ideas sparkling like fireflies in the tasseled
cornfields. Suddenly, I am no longer in Minnesota but standing by the sparkling
reflecting pool on the Capitol Mall.
After Kettering public fimctions, where former presidents and officials dialogued
about domestic issues such as crime or health care, the private dialogues continued with
increased intensity as we would sit under oak trees or wade in the silver pool Now, I
remember my feet wet on a mild April night and I am walking in the grass along the
sidewalk to a corner where another research fellow, Ray Gildea, and I are laughing in
front of Albert Einstein's scidpture.
Unexpectedly,

begins to cry and he tells me a memory from his experience in

Viemam. His memory does not obey the safe boundaries of public and private, but pull
me into the disruption of his world.
In my research, this inquiry has continued first fi-om the safely bounded shore of
theory and thinking, then to the challenging fluidity of practice and doing and finally, to
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the high altitude of knowing and understanding what public, public dialogue, public story
and democratic public culture mean to me.
On the safe shore, I began to read more about critical theory and the modem
European scholars which produced critical theory. I apply the definition of critical theory
as found in Stephen Leonard's book where he says:
critical theory... has usually meant showing that the notion of understanding
the world as it really is a philosophically incoherent, theoretically deficient, and
politically pernicious ideal. The social disciplines, according
to the advocates of critical theory, must play a role in changing the world—
and changing it in ways that can help "emancipate" those on the margins
of society by providing them with insights and intellectual tools they can
use to empower themselves (Leonard xiii).
In my readings, I also discovered hermeneutics and Hans-George Gadamer, and
here an irony of my theoretical research emerged. As part of an earlier critical pedagogy
class, I assumed a critical theory perspective that devalued western traditions and practices
because these dominant cultural traditions had oppressed other cultures. In practice, at
Kettering and in Tucson, the political critique methods of Saul Alinsky have come into
style as a way to publicly confi-ont the injustice of the western political system. Yet, I
understood very little about the history of critical theory or the traditions I was critiquing
and were being critiqued by others.
As I read more deeply, I found out even the classical western traditions belied a
time of fi-agmented and divided cultures; I found out that work I was critical of. for
example, Plato's writings and actions such as baiming of poets in public spaces, I only
understood on a surface level. Reading more deeply, I saw complexities which confi^onted
my cultural biases, boundaries and ignorance.
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For example, in Gadamer's early work, before his seminal text. Truth and Method.
he looked closely at the world of Plato as a mirror of the shattered German Republic. In
his interpretation of Plato's politics, I found a meaning of politics which resonated with my
life. Gadamer's framing of Plato's politics, which is really a picture of Gadamer's thinking,
is that "politics is not a prescribed activity in which language is used as a method to get at
objective truth. Politics is rather an unconstrained activity, appropriate for an overman,
and conducted in a spoken language that heroically professes ignorance of any prescribed
truth" (Sullivan 76).
Gadamer's thinking about Plato was grounded in his interpretation of Aristotle for
whom "politics is a continuation of ethics, meaning in sum that desirable modes of acting
at the individual level serve as reference points for the construction of the polis. The polis
is the ethical individual writ large...the polis serves as reference point for the construction
of the individual soul" (Sullivan 6). Rather than using the modem meaning of the term
politics—the meaning I had incorporated into my early life with demonstrations and party
aflBliations, the meaning which emphasizes the role of the state, industrial economy and
scientific establishments—Gadamer resurrects the classical definition of politics where the
polis connects with the soul. In this meaning, the importance of virtue, character, ethics is
a focal point of political life. For Gadamer, and he argues for Aristotle and Plato, the
reason man "speaks., [is],to seek out of the variety of human action a common moral
denominator" (Sullivan 107).
In words written by a German philosopher about classical Greek philosophers, /
heard the echo of words my grandparents taught me as they told me stories on the front
porch. Whether they recitedfamily examples about how my grandmother's family invited
hohos to eat at their table by hanging a white handkerchief on the weather^'om fence
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post or they read poems ofJohn Greenleqf Whittier, their stories said: ifyoii can't be
great, be good: I understood that being "great" was less important than being "good".
This moral dimension of political (and, ray grandparents would say, personal) life
is in fact, the moral foundation of politics. My grandparents did not see the clear
boundaries of private and public as I had. Mine were assumed from the interpretation of
western tradition that viewed the private as "those things that are really the purview of the
one or a few" (Snell 67). My grandparents, however, saw the private as the activities that
"promote virtue uncompromised by prevailing morality" (Swanson 2). Viewing the
private in this way, their view believed it was in the encouragement of private virtue that
the moral dimension of public life was strengthened (Swanson 3).
The moral dimension of public political life intersects with the act of public
speaking in classical Greece and, Gadamer argues, becomes critical in contemporary
democracies when the speaking culture reemerges. Aristotle, for example, argued that a
legislator must be "a knower of the soul. Legislators must know that the human soul has a
nonrational part that responds to habituation and a rational part that responds to reasoned
argument, to 'listening'" (Swanson 147). The emergence of knowing with the soul
through a speaking culture happens, and Gadamer cites German literarist. Otto Kaus for
this insight, when values of culture break down, when, in our contemporary way of
speaking, the public fragments (Sullivan 55). This was happening in Gadamer's Germany
after World War I and it is happening now in North American society.
For example, in a National Conversations Project sponsored by the National
Endowment of the Humanities and the Arizona Humanities Council, I am working with a
small group of Tucson community members who have different racial and cultural
backgrounds.
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We walk together around the display at the Arizotm Historical Society. A canvas
tent is set up with neatly pressed Army pants on a hanger inside, and LIFE magazines
from the late 1940s scattered on the cot. This is the house of a black family newly
relocated to Tucson, following World War II. This will be their house until they, and
their neighbors, finish building a wooden one on nearby land. One of us in the group,
remembers when she was a child, her mother told her about this and another member,
who is older and black, tells us about people in met when he came to Tucson in the late
1950s who had lived in tents like this. As we walk around the hall, looking at pictures
and a model of a small diner, we move closer together, our shoulders touching, our
voices dropping in whispers. We seem to be together, white, black, brown and yellow, in
another time.
It took time, patience and practice to develop a national conversation as a way of
speaking and listening which could connect our fragmented perspectives and ways of
speaking; I do not know if we could have made this public bond without an emphasis on
speaking.
David Mathews believes, and I do, too, that speaking together helps us to define,
even create, what is shareable among us. These perspectives that might be shareable, are
called values, "not understood as things peoples are absolutely certain about. 'Values', in
this context, means more broadly, what is valuable or of fundamental importance to
human beings—the reflections of their deepest motivations and their most characteristic
mind-sets or ways of seeing the world" (Mathews, The Promise of Democracy 24).
With the breakdown of our values, a speaking culture and political dialogue takes
place among peoples who try to recreate and reconstruct their social and public values. A
public is "a group of people with a certain relation to one another," a relation that is
bonded through social values (Mathews, Politics for People 203). I believe this definition
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has an embedded—and hopeful—assumption of shared values which detours around the
possibility of a fragmented public. Parker Palmer's definition also avoids the
fragmentation issue by defining the public as "all of a people of a society" (Murchland 39).
However, as a critical ethnographer, I cannot make the detour or avoid the issue.
The fragmentation of our publics rests on the nexus of the balance between emerging
perceptions of public and private and shifting boundaries between public and private (Snell
67).
Conversation of a speaking culture, argues the ethicist Robin W. Lovin, confronts
the apparent fragmentation of morality..." and through public conversation, it is possible to
"develop, through...separate languages, symbols representing shared values (Magill and
HofiF7, 2). However, before the shared values are produced, I believe that underlying
these perspectives is the need for a public to understand the differences in the
interpretation of our public values. Public stories, as symbols, might be significant in
developing our public understanding.
As I was earlier thinking about my grandparents' moral values, the western
classical tradition of separating "public" and "private" are based on Aristotle's political
philosophy and, more specifically, on Hannah Arendt's interpretation of that philosophy
(Swanson 3). Arendt has argued that the public and private are separate sites or spheres,
in opposition to each other (Swanson 3). However, another interpretation of Aristotle,
offered by Judith Swanson, does not see private opposing public, but views the activities,
not settings, of private life cultivating the virtues important to public life. She sees public
life accommodating private life through education (Swanson 10, 133). This is the view my
grandparents expressed.
Palmer who leans toward Arendt's perspective when he defines public life as
"fundamentally impersonal" bends toward Swanson's perspective when he acknowledges
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that public life is bonded through myth and symbol (Murchland 45). William Sullivan
leans toward Swanson's perspective when he defines a public as "the complicated web of
interactions that ties together the lives of even the most private citizens" (Murchland 102).
So in the one direction one sees these separate concepts, identified in separate settings in
opposition to each other and in another direction one sees these concepts, identified in
activities as complementary and supportive of each other, blurring their distinctive
boundaries. There is a danger in the place of these blurred boundaries, where "private
identity becomes a recommendation for, or authentication of, one's political stance....If
you can't see the world beyond your own skin, it's very difficult to listen to the legitimate
claims of others upon you" (Snell 68). However, rather than create a safety out of the
distinct, possibly illusory, boundaries, safety can emerge, I believe, fi"om the understanding
of the "complicated interactions," the myths and bonds that create a coherent public.
So, within this fi"agile definitional compass of public, I see myself near Swanson's
public and private direction and here, I embrace Thomas Green's definition of a public
which is "not an association among fiiends, nor can it be as limited as a family, religious or
ethnic group" (Green, "The Formation" 12). Rather the public is an "us," bonded through
empathy and a "conscience of memory"(Fowler 239). The bond of memory may contain
fi-agmented interpretations of what is known or remembered, but the memory is a shared
context and a resource for language symbols with which we can, at least, examine and
articulate our fi-agmented public interpretations.

Research Methodologies for Theme One
Before going beyond my consideration of public and private life into the theme one
element, democratic public culture, I need to pause and describe and overview of my
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research methodology, because, from this point on, my talk about theory, practice and
analysis, includes data samples and analysis from my research.
In my research methodology, I remind you that I am using, as the interpretive lens
and audiophone for my research design, a critical communicative and ethnographic
perspective of the UA faculty senate's public stories within public dialogue as speech
structures of a democratic public culture. I share the perspective of McLaren and
Hammer that the understanding I develop and share with others is "always partial and
incomplete" (Burbules and Rice 413). Because I accept the partiality and incompleteness
of my understanding, I am still asking questions about what I know. The role of
questioning is important in research about public stories in public dialogue because "when
conversation is driven by a process of questioning...public discourse (as necessarily
ambiguous) allows for differences by inviting the other into dialogue" (Magill and HofF 6).
I very much want you, the other, to be able to talk with me in my research story, asking
questions and transforming my research story into a dialogue.
As evidence of my ethnographic incompleteness, I need to clarify that
two of my first observations were of information-gathering community meetings by a
faculty senate committee and although these observations from February 23, 1995 and
March 2, 1995 are included in the ethnographic matrix sunmiarized in the next chapter,
they are not included in the analysis for this research because they are not observations of
the monthly faculty senate meetings. They do provide, however, supplemental insights
which helped me practice observations of the senate and they might be useful to my future
research.
Thus, based upon the six monthly meeting observations and listening to the public
speech of the faculty senate, I have identified the faculty senate's cultural elements using
my framework of critical ethnography. As demonstration of my critical ethnography.
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embedded in my analysis of the ethnographic elements are questions about shared public
value orientations, and the cultural characteristics of power and conflict (Hammersley and
Atkinson 156; Saville-Troike 17-27, 139-153; Thomas 3-5, 33).
Based on my field notes and observations (sample in Appendix B), and the
developing ethnographic analysis (sample Appendix C), dialogue analysis (sample in
Appendix D), narrative analysis (Appendix E), analytical memos (sample in Appendix F),
and reflective journal, I identified the theoretical elements of my research, using a
grounded theory approach (Cortazzi 100; Glaser and Strauss 1967; Glaser 1978). My
sample context, the monthly public session meetings of the University of Arizona Faculty
Senate is purposive since I wanted to research a public culture where public speech
demonstrated the practice of public stories in public dialogue (Merriam 48).
I approached my first three observations, the preliminary (which is not included in
my ethnographic table), and the two community faculty senate meetings, inquiring into
whether or not this context would produce the criteria of public speech that I wanted.
After these three observations, I determined that the faculty senate context was
demonstrating the criteria of public speech that interested me. At that point, my
observations and analysis became sequential when "analysis occurs simultaneously as one
identifies the sample and collects the data" (Merriam 51).
My public speech and dialogue analysis also includes the communicative and
conversational perspectives of Habermas, Hamblin, Hymes and Grice. In my ethnographic
analysis of public dialogue, I use the characteristic of intelligible and common public
language fi*om Habermas' Ideal Speech Situation (ISS), Hymes' norms of interpretation
and interaction—communicative competence and communicative key—and Grice's
conversational maxims—quantity, quality, manner and relation (Thompson 87; Hymes,
Directions in Sociolinguistics 63-65; Grice 26-31).
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I also apply ethnographic analysis of the democratic value orientations of Spindler
and Yankelovich to the senate's public dialogue (Spindler 23; Yankelovich 14). Finally, in
identifying the type of public dialogue that is practiced in the UA faculty senate, I apply
the dialogue matrix developed by Walton and Krabbe. This matrix is based on Hamblin's
dialectical system for looking at dialogic conversation (Walton and Krabbe 7, 66).
For narrative stylistic identification and analysis, I apply Riessman's qualitative
definition of narrative as "discrete units, with clear beginnings and endings, as detachable
fi"om surrounding discourse" (Riessman 17). As I referred to earlier, my initial
identification of public stories in the public dialogue was intuitive, based on my prior
knowledge and learned practice of stories fi-om my childhood and earlier research. This
learned practice of what constitutes a story, both as a teller and listener, I describe in more
detail as I talk about public stories, and it is Mandler's psychological research which
supports the culturally learned practice of identifying stories which I refer to as intuitive
identification (17).
After my observations and field notes, I listened to the audiotapes of the senate
meetings and transcribed the possible public stories into written form using Gee's
categories: lines, stanzas and sections. I based my selection of Gee's narrative analysis
method on the arguments by Ong and Tannen that orality is the basis of language. It is
Ong who also supports the ethnographic argument that a culture needs to be heard and
well as seen (Clifford 11-12)
Gee's unit of the oral stanza is the essential unit of my stylistic study. His stanzas
are meaningful units of lines, the latter identified by pause and inflection (Gee 408). From
the senate's research a stylistic example using Gee's methods looks like this;
the fact of the matter is
we are faced
with a situation today
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that did. follow that process
there was participation from a large number of people
including the chair of this faculty
including many members of this senate
so it was not a process
that was
run
in any kind
of
isolation
or in any kind
of vacuum
(Story 10)
In order to systematically identify the structures of public stories, I triangulated the data
gathered from my observations, field notes, analytical memos, narrative and conversational
analysis. I used conversational analysis categories of story preface/entrance talk and
ending/exit talk to mark an "extended sequence" of the public dialogue as a public story
(Psathas 21-22; Reissman 17-18). I also attempted to use the identification of sequential,
consequential and thematic markers to identify public stories (Riessman 17).
I then adapted Thomas Green's types of public speech, umbilical and forum, to the
senate stories and produced a replicatable method for identifying and clarifying the sixteen
stories as public speech acts (Green, "Public Speech" 370, 379). Speech acts are analyzed
by considering the elements of the whole speech situation (Corder 42). In my research, an
umbilical story is similar to directive—social behavior—speech act, while a forum story is
similar to several types of directive speech acts such as judgment or stance speech act
(Corder 41). A forum story is an act which aims at influencing the behavior of the
listener; it can be identified by metaphors, word phrases or verbs and is concerned with the
"consequences or effects such acts have on the actions, thoughts, or beliefs of the hearers"
(Corder 41; Searle 25). An umbilical story does not include the intent of requesting.
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persuading or performing an action (Yule 101). Instead, the umbilical story "...calls forth
objects of recollection...it is the speech of membership" (Green, "Public Speech 379).
My research design combines these perspectives as they relate to narrative
analysis. Mishler ofifers his work and the work by Gee and White as examples of the kind
of narrative research methodology I implement in my study. Presented as alternatives to
traditional narrative research, Mishler cites—and I want to emphasize—that the central
purpose of alternative approaches to narrative research methodology "is to describe,
analyze and interpret a pattern of relationships within a set of conceptually specified
analytic categories" (Mishler 437).
Democratic Public Culture
I have developed my understanding of the democratic public culture of the
university faculty senate through my systematic study of the research categories in
democratic public culture as partially demonstrated through its public speech.
The shared context for our understanding, at least for those of us who are
members of a democratic public culture, is an articulation of our democratic public values.
Aristotle articulated several of our classical democratic values as the following
a) democracy, in principle, allows one to live as one wants
b) freedom of expression above all else
c) an acceptance of rotational rule because, in distributing authority, it
upholds the democratic notion of justice as equality (Swanson 127).
In addition to these classical values, George and Louise Spindler have identified core
American "value orientations" as the following:
1) freedom of speech
2) the rights of the individual
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3) equality
4) achievement attained through hard work
5) social mobility (Spindler 22, 18)
More recently, Daniel Yankelovich identified these additional value orientations, or, as
David Mathews would say, world views:
1) national dedication to patriotism
2) freedom
3) faith in democracy
4) optimism
5) reciprocity or relationship building
6) individual responsibility (Yankelovich 8-10).
In my observations of the UA faculty senate, I developed my initial analysis around
some of these values; most particularly what emerged were the value orientations of
equality, justice, hard work and relationship building. Later, I reread the observations and
used these four orientations as ethnographic categories. With these categories, I began to
develop a matrix which would help me analyze and understand the democratic public
cuhure of the UA faculty senate and its public speech (Appendix C).
In this matrix I also have included Dell Hymes' communicative category,
communicative competence. I do not use Chomsky's concept of competence or linguistic
competence, but prefer Hymes' concept because it includes communicative performance
(Cazden, John and Hymes xxxv). I did this because, as I understand and use the concept,
communicative competence includes knowing the value norms of communication which
afifect interaction and interpretation (Saville-Troike 23). This fifth category,
communicative competence, serves as a category bridge to my second ethnographic matrix
of the faculty senate's public dialogue.
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I have included a sample of the first matrix for one observation, pulled randomly
from my file. For analysis, in my original data, I color-coded Spindler's categories with
blue marks, Yankelovich's with red and Hymes' communicative competence in purple.
The marks were circled on the appropriate lines of the typed observation and then I
recorded the numbered lines on the matrix. Later, I tabulated all of the categories and
lines of the matrices, including the two observations (A and B) which were not of the
monthly public sessions; the A and B observations I have not included in my research
story summary of data. I am also sharing examples, in bold font, of the specific
observation lines which correspond to my references.

Observation D: 3/20/95
Genre: Story
Topic: UofA reorganization of Physical Education and Journalism Departments.
No. of participants: about two-thirds of sixty
Purpose of communicative event: monthly public session
line #
Spindler's values:
research, teaching/hard work
89
faculty member: cites the community's "mythical attitude" of the
separation between teaching and research
power/equality
54-5, 57-9, 60-2. 64-5
faculty member/faculty chair: "I believe we must police ourselves or
someone else will police us...we do need such poiicies...we must tell the world
we have a sense of responsibility and there are limits..."
tenure/justice
70
faculty member: "...we have rights of academic freedom..."
Yankelovich's values:
relationship building
61-62
faculty member/chair: "...we must tell the world we have a sense of
responsibility and there are limits..."
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Hymes' communicative competence;
Robert's Rules of Order

8-10, 14, 27,44-6,
51, 77, 79,81,86,94,
114-6,
the presiding officer thanks all the presenters; he address the next item,
compensation plan for faculty, reminding the senate this is not an action
tem
Principles of Speech:

8, 16-23,43,49-50,
80-1, 85, 91-3, 102-3,
113
The presiding officer calls the meeting to order...he announces that at the
closing of the senate executive session which preceded this meeting, there
were a lot of issues that the senate still needs to address. So, the 4/3
meeting will adjourn at 5:00 and will continue on 4/17.
other (includes use of written materials, members
reading before the session, a photographer talcing
pictures, laughter, use of memory): 4, 6, 7, 24,
41, 46-7, 56, 74-6,
111

faculty chair presents item and refers to written materials that describe the
issue and motion...member cites a grammatical error in the written
motion...Iaughter...member says the intent is not to have
a fllibuster...laugher...physical education committee chair recalls from
memory with no notes the details of a professor's response to the
proposal to house the physical education department elsewhere.

Ehiblic Speech and Public Dialogue
Public speech, which I understand includes communicative competence, is an
important element of a democratic public culture, although it is not the sole element. As
Aristotle recognized "reason or speech alone...cannot impel most people toward nobility
and goodness" which are the necessary civic virtues of a democratic public culture
(Swanson 149). In my research, I have defined public speech with two meanings. One is a
public speech event of "one or more speech acts" where "uttering speech is a way of
performing a certain act" (Trudgill 70; Corder 40). A second is recognizing that "the
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performing a certain act" (Trudgill 70; Corder 40). A second is recognizing that "the
public is created by speech or not at all" (Green, "Public Speech 370). Green's public
speech includes the speech of a) inquiry, evidence, demonstration, argument and claims,
and b) narrative (Green, "Public Speech" 370). Green's public speech is similar to
Hamblin's definition of dialogue, "a rule-governed structure of organized conversation
where two parties...speak in turn, by asking questions and giving replies...in an orderly
way, taking into account, at any particular turn, what occurred previously (qtd. inWalton
and BCrabbe 5).
There are multiple definitions of dialogue and using Hamblin's definition there is a
comprehensive rubric of dialogue which I have found very helpful. The rubric helped me
decide to extract the first two of my observations from my formal research because the
two information-gathering community sessions I observed are a type of informationseeking dialogue and are, therefore, a different type of public dialogue than I am
researching (Walton and Krabbe 76). The rubric was essential in clarifying the type of
public dialogue demonstrated in the UA faculty senate observations which is summarized
by Walton and Krabbe as "Mixed" or type VII. A copy of this rubric is presented on the
next page.
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visual insert reprinted from Commitment In Dialogue by Walton and Krabbe,
published by the State University of New York Press @1995, p. 66. Reprinted by
permission.
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Hymes' communicative competence subcategories of norms of interaction and
interpretation help me identify which types of dialogue are partially demonstrated in the
UA faculty senate. The UA faculty senate has a handbook which clarifies the formal rules
of its public speech. They use parliamentary procedure based upon Robert'.s Rules of
Order Newly Revised and they articulate the following elements which I have named
"principles of speech":
a) respect and equal treatment
b) majority rule
c) efficiency.
The faculty senate monthly public sessions I observed are a mixed public dialogue type of
debate, with embedded persuasion and eristics or quarreling, and deliberation. In
identifying the UA faculty senate's public dialogue as a mixed dialogue which includes
debate, I considered the foUowing;
The debate is an institutionalized social tool to make society possible. The debate
makes it possible to have a political culture instead of living in a state of
quarreling, repression and or revolution...The debate has, moreover, two
distinctive features that make it essentially different from the quarrel. One is that is
participants aim at persuading, or at least influencing, a third party...The other is
that the debate has rules, rules which are often highly institutionalized (Walton and
Krabbe 83).
Robert's Rules of Order are clearly part of the institutionalized rules of debate. In
the UA faculty senate's public dialogue, the use of Robert's Rules of Order is "partly aimed
at maintaining decorum. This emphasis on civility, if not friendship, parallels the
commonplace expectation that citizens should show tolerance toward one
another..."(Gastil 24).
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In identifying the UA faculty senate's public dialogue as deliberation I considered
the following;
Deliberation as a type of dialogue is similar to inquiry, and different from
both persuasion dialogue and negotiation in that it starts from an open
problem, rather than from a conflict of opinion. The problem in this case
is a practical one, and the goal is a decisions on how to act (Walton and BCrabbe
73).
There were other perspectives on deliberation which framed my research. Because
democracy has the fundamental belief of freedom of choice, David Mathews recalls that
2,500 years ago, Pericles acknowledged that "deliberation is only a preliminary form of
action, a necessary but not sufficient condition for getting results...[deliberation] creates
the possibility that an action will be mindful of the consequences. Deliberations helps us
look before we leap" (Maxcy 59; Mathews, Politics for People 182). In another writing,
Mathews says that "deliberation means to weigh, as on an old-fashioned scale (libra) on
which pound weights were put on one side and produce on the other. Making public
choices requires that we weigh carefully the costs and consequences of possible actions"
(Mathews, Kettering Review 68). In this reference, Mathews incorporates his idea of
public, a concept he defines as "those people who act together with an understanding of
their relationship to each other. The 'polity', coming from the Greek polis, is the public
organized to carry on the functions of the 'city'.... The concept of government is a very
distant cousin of public" (Mathews, Politics for People 123).
Mathews' concepts of deliberative dialogue and public are, as well as rooted in the
classical Greek tradition, connected to Hannah Arendt's post-World War 11 interpretation
of what political equality and citizenship mean. First, Arendt argues that "political equality
refers to a public relationship that subsists between men engaged in speaking and acting
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within the public realm...political equality cannot be granted by law but must be attained
by each citizen for himself, and can only exist in the course of a public interaction with
other citizens" (Parekh 17). Second, in her definition of citizenship, Arendt argues that
"citizenship is a public relationship in the sense that one can be a citizen only with and
amongst other citizens..." (Parekh 17). Thus, the emphasis of acting, talking with one
another is vital to the concepts of public, deliberative dialogue and democracy.
There are other elements that I used in my second ethnographic matrix of the
faculty senate's public speech that connect to public dialogue. They are 1) intelligible and
common language, 2) communicative key, and 3) conversational maxims. The first of
these three elements I have extracted fi^om Habermas' theory of the Ideal Speech
Situation, ISS.
Habermas was part of the second wave of scholars in the Frankfurt School which
was founded in 1923 by Hermann WeU (Marcus and Tar 5). This movement of thought
had impact on many aspects of modem and postmodern western philosophy and was
originally developed "to explain why the socialist revolution prophesied by Marx in the
mid-nineteenth century did not occur as expected" (Aggar 22). With scholars such as Eric
Fromm at Columbia University, Marcuse and Adomo in Europe, the groundwork for
critical theory was created.
Habermas, mentored under the tutelage of Adomo, offered a less pessimistic
perspective than the original Frankfort School scholars. He did not reject positivism as
inherently oppressive, but when technological interests became an ideology, Habermas
sought a more emancipatory model than positivism offered (Thompson 79). Considering
and critiquing Noam Chomsky's concept of "communicative competence," Habermas
proposes "semantic universals" as the nucleus of his philosophy which, unlike Chomsky's
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model, do not have to precede all experience and are similar—but are not identical—to Dell
Hymes' concept of communicative key (Thompson 90; Rosen 227).
Although still accepting Marx's "universalist assumptions as basically correct,"
assumptions which can lead to what Leonard calls "a politics of despair," and flawed by a
modernist perspective of universality which ignores questions of power and hierarchy,
Habermas oflfers a valuable contribution to understanding public dialogue (Leonard 256;
Young 257). His Ideal Speech Situation (ISS) is " a critical reconstruction of the
assumptions or validity claims of everyday speech communication" (Young 75; Thompson
86). These assumptions include:
*that what we are saying or hearing is intelligible;
*that what we are saying or hearing is true so far as it implies the existence
of states of affairs;
*that the persons speaking are being truthful or sincere;
*that things said are normatively appropriate considering the relationships
among the people and between them and the situation they are in (Young 75-76).
Habermas' perspective makes a distinction between action and discourse. In
essence, Habermas sees the outcome of action being suspended so all the conversation
motives are focused on understanding (Thompson 87). This encourages self-reflection
among members which is possible because "all parts of the [conversation] belong to the
same language" (Thompson 89).
ISS assumes a symmetry which stems from universal speech acts such as the use of
personal pronouns, expressions of space and time, articles and demonstrative pronouns,
and forms of address. These universals characterize Habermas' communicative
competence. Thus, Habermas argues, through the symmetry of universals the ISS implies
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an "idealization of action...a freedom of movement between action and discourse"
(Thompson 93).
Later scholars will take Habermas' model and propose that "speaking is a way of
acting" (Thompson 140). Referring to Dell Hymes' "ethnography of speaking" and
Hymes' elaborations of the term "speaking" Peter Farb presents the following concepts
which, with the exception of dialects, are concepts included in my research :
S—setting and scene
P—participants
E-ends and outcomes
A—act sequence
K—key, tone or manner
I—instrumentalities such as dialects
N—norms
G~genres such as stories (34-36).
It is through the act of speaking that Freire's critical consciousness is developed,
integrating critical reflection and action similar to Habermas' integration of "action and
discourse" in ISS.
From the beginning, Habermas acknowledged the ISS did not exist in reality, but,
again similar to Freire, he believed it was possible to transform reality to such a possibility.
In later writings, Habermas acknowledges the limitations of his theory; he understood his
theory applies primarily to face-to-face interaction and caimot be the "sole basis of a
rational form of life" (Young 77). However, because I am primarily interested in that form
of public dialogue which is face-to-face interaction, I find Habermas' perspective
important: his work, like Freire's, emphasizes "dialogue [as] a deeply political act"
(Agger 164).
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The second of my three ethnographic public dialogue elements is Dell Hymes'
communicative key which, as I have just said in talking about Habermas, connects to the
ISS idea of universals in semantics. However, for Hymes, it is not so much a question of
universals as normative for a particular culture, in this case, the UA faculty senate.
Communicative key, says Hymes, provides for "the tone, manner, or spirit in which a
[speech] act is done.... The significance of key is underlined by the fact that, when it is in
conflict with overt content of an act, it often overrides the latter..." (Gumperz and Hymes
62).

Grice's concept of the Cooperative Principle in conversation and its sub
conversational categories or maxims are my third element (Grice 26-31). The
Cooperative Principle is "make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the
stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in
which you are engaged" (Grice 26). An assumption Grice makes in forming his
conversation theory is an understanding Gadamer articulates about the nature of
conversation as a game: "it is essential to real conversation that someone else be there,
another player..." (Sullivan 92). Peter Farb, popularizing the earlier work of Ludwig
Wittgenstein, expands on this concept of game, or word play, and says, "the language
game is similar to other games in that it is structured by rules, which speakers
unconsciously learn simply by belonging to a particular speech community" (7). These
rules are, Grice believes, that in rational or deliberative conversation—and I believe, in
public dialogue-the talk is not disconnected but is a cooperative effort where each
participant "recognizes...a common purpose or set of purposes, or at least a mutually
accepted direction" (Grice 26). His categories, which are not mutually dependent on each
other, are the conversational elements of quantity, qualit>', relation and manner.
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I want to consider the last two of Grice's maxims first. Manner, is a part of
Hymes' communicative key but it is significantly more narrow than communicative key.
Manner, as Grice defines it, is "relating not...to what is said but, rather to how what is said
is to be said...various maxims [of manner] are: avoid obscurity of expression, avoid
ambiguity, be brief, be orderly" (Grice 27). Such a definition conflicts with
communicative key which is bounded by specific cultural norms that may include
violations of Grice's manner, such as the use of ambiguity and extended conversation.
Also, Grice's maxim relation, which means for a conversational element to be relevant
does not fit my ethnographic application. Since the UA faculty senate's agenda is
established by its committee of eleven members and executive committee before each
monthly meeting, the relevancy of what is talked about Is established. Hymes'
communicative competence, which considers the interactive and interpretive norms of
cultural communication is more helpfiil when considering a culturally appropriate concept
of relevancy. Searle also objects to Grice's account of conversation because it neglects
consideration of common language (Searle 48). I have considered common language by
including Habermas' intelligible speech category. Pratt notes that even Grice did not
intend his maxims to be complete (Pratt 131).
Thus, I have chosen to use only two of Grice's maxims in my ethnographic matrix
which are the following;
*quantity—make your contribution as informative as is required; do not
make your contribution more informative than is required;
Equality—do not say what you believe to be false; do not say that for which
you lack evidence (Grice 26-27).
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Even with these two maxims, I have made adaptations, connecting quantity to my
identification of dialogue references of facts and figures, information and connecting
quality to dialogue references of truth.
As with my first ethnographic matrix, I color coded my categories in my
original data. I circled lines which corresponded to Habermas' ISS element of intelligible
and common language in aqua blue and Grice's maxims in pink. For all of the
observations, I later tabulated the total number of lines for these categories. A sample of
my ethnographic matrix of public dialogue based on the same observation at the
ethnographic matrix for culture, with corresponding line examples, is:
line #
Habermas' ISS
28, 64, 74
provost asks: "is there a linkage with this to the concept of
university college...chair of research policy committee says "the
renumeration is a better indicator than time of conflict of interest"...
member says "the intent is not to have a filibuster..."
Grice's maxims
quantity

14-23, 25-6, 28-42,
47-8, 65-73, 82, 84, 90, 9599, 104-7, 111-112
provost asks "is there a linkage with this to the concept of
university college?" faculty chair responds, "no, we haven't seen details of
the university college." member asks "what will be the duties of a new
provost in the college?" faculty chair responds,"rm not sure...what duties
concern us is being dealt with by the provost now..." member asks, "will this
be detrimental to anyone?" faculty chair answers, " some changes have
already taken place." Member raises the issue of the difference between the
dean and vice provost, what would happen....? faculty chair responds, "I
don't know; I'll defer to the provost" provost says, "the identification is
with other vice provosts..the title dean doesn't seem necessary."
quality [this wasn't demonstrated, but I have included an example
fi-om 4/17/95]
146-7,164-5,
193
UofA president/member says "there's a lot of things we'd do
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difTerently...froin my perspective it was an agreed upon
process..."UofA president says "I do not want to be interpreted
as having already made a decision...this is not the
case..."member says, "the committee put together a much better report..we
have better information..."
Public interpretations of the meaning of public dialogue emphasize the importance
of asking questions over the finding of answers, a characteristic common to Gadamer's
speaking culture (Sullivan 69). Adapting the perspective of reception theory in
performance to speech which is open...and public, I understand that public interpretations
of public speech are not singular (Bermett 72). I believe it is Gadamer's theory of "the
situated nature of our interpretations" that underlie the various reception theory
perspectives (Holub 36). It is Gadamer's argument that while a potential "sickness" in a
speaking culture is "endless conversation," this sickness can be cured by dialogic
conversation (Sullivan 70). Out of the healing, Gadamer argues, practical wisdom can be
created since "dialogue and conversation in public life are indispensable instruments for
nurturing practical knowledge" (Magill and HofF 10).
It is through the dialogic conversation that the situated nature of our
interpretations which are multiple and fi-agmented may be mediated through
understanding. The meditation takes place through what Kenneth Burke's calls
identification or "being 'substantially one' with another person, yet remaining unique and
apart at the same time" (Osbom 28). I believe public stories may perform that mediating
speech act.
At a public forum on teaching values in the schools, a project sponsored by Tucson
Community Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, assisted by The Kettering
Foundation and convened by the Arizona Historical Foundation, the following excerpt of
public dialogue conversation took place;
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Member 1; I am a Christian parenL.and I believe we need a standard of values,
that's the beauty of God's word....Is it not more important to give a
consistent example...by parents...or to bring in an array of philosophies...what do
you think is more important?
Member 1: I am not a Christian...but I believe teaching lots of other
philosophies teaches the value of love, too....
Member 1; ...We also have common denominators...to love you despite our
differences.
Member l>:...We have to listen to each view.... ( Contested Values and Its History
in Our Schools V
From another perspective on dialogue, David Bohm emphasizes that it comes from
dialogos, where logos means "the word" and dia means "through." Thus, Bohm
concludes, a dialogue can be among any number of people (Bohm 35).

Dialogue, for

Aristotle and the dialectic for Plato as interpreted by Gadamer, "itself is the ethical way of
life because it is the matmer in which we reflect on what we are doing and try to produce
some normative, ethical conclusions about it (Sullivan 14). For Plato, dialogue was
creative and language that was creative was valued; language which was imitative was not.
Thus, while Plato banned the poets from their imitative recitations of Homer, he
encouraged their songs of praise which was an authentic use of language because it
encouraged reflection and knowledge of the self (SuUivan 145). It is the creative purpose
of language which Plato and Gadamer believe characterize a speaking culture.
In a speaking culture, dialogue. Kettering President David Mathews says,
"meant making a choice about how to act....It implies that action is to follow" (Mathews,
Afterthoughts 68 ). Contrary to our contemporary criticism of public dialogue as "just
talk," Mathews reminds us now of the action embedded in the classical Greek history of
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the word. Logos was more than rhetoric to the Greeks. Particularly for Protagoras,
"theory and practice of logos was to change people for the better" (Schiappa 199). The
word has the power to act, to heal.
Healing is the identification with another. The act that is produced from the
identification with another is what Kenneth Burke calls "consubstantiality...a way of acting
together" (Osbom 28). David Mathews and Noelle McAfee refer to consubstantiality as
"common ground" (Mathews and McAfee 28). Freire describes this act of identification
through dialogue as "an encounter among men," "a horizontal relationship between
persons" fPedagogy 77; Education for Critical Consciousness 45). Connecting these
perspectives is my belief that understanding public story in public dialogue is a way for us
to produce common ground within our democratic public culture.

Public Stories
I entered into this research with a personal belief in the complexity and power of
story. The complexity of story has been reinforced for me as I discovered various
theoretical approaches to the identification and study of story. For example, in order to
talk about story, it needs to be more clearly defined either as narrative or as distinguished
from narrative, a prime question addressed by Thomas Leitch who says, "the leading
questions about stories is how they are recognized as stories, how narrative discourse
prepares an audience to interpret it in distinctly narrative terms" (qtd in. Jonnes 39). In
contemporary' literature, there are two responses, divided by terms such as structuralists or
formalists of literary theory and rhetoric, who focus on the events of the story to define
story and focus on the telling of the events as discourse, and the post-structuralists who do
not recognize the distinction of the story events and its telling or discourse (Jonnes 39-40;
Rosen 230). These divisions can be noted within classical rhetoric where not only was the
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division between story and narrative argued, but the division between narrative or narratio
and logic or logos was argued, with most of the classical and contemporary rhetorical
practice—excluding Kenneth Burke and Walter Fisher—favoring logic over narrative
(O'Banion xi-7).
Even with the classics, however, there were exceptions to the argument of
separating story from narrative. Cicero, believing that narratio was "an interpretive art
used for persuasion," heard story defined by its telling and not separated from it (O'Banion
35, 59). Quintilian also believed that the parts of story—dialogue, plot, and eventsbecame whole through interactive interpretation, again overlapping story and narrative
(OTBanion 83).
My research shares these classical roots with contemporary rhetoricians such as
Burke, Fisher and Rosen. Rosen believes that "story is conmiunication" (231). Therefore,
scaffolding my research on Rosen's story defininition, story is discourse; story is narrative.
Using Polkinghome's further clarification: narrative is the process of making a story, the
cognitive scheme of the story, and the result of the process (13). With this definition of
stoiy and following the model by Corta22d, I have organized my review of these
theoretical approaches in the following areas:
1. sociolinquistic (includes discourse and conversational analysis)
2. psychological (includes moral reasoning)
3. literary (includes rhetoric)
4. anthropological (Cortazzi 3)
In my research, I draw from all four of these perspectives, further using triangulation in
my methodology, but I draw more heavily from the sociolinquistic, literary and
anthropological approaches than from the psychological.
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In the psychological approach, story is considered by understanding its aspects of
memory, recall and retelling, and schema. The schema of story "refers to...the
constructive nature of memory processes and how they may be applied to narratives,
invoking expectations and guiding comprehension of recall" (Cortazzi 60). In my early
reading, Jean Matter Mandler's work was a starting point in this approach. She goes into
great detail in considering the story schema and comparing it to other types of mental
structures. One of the interesting points she makes that I found important is although "the
content of stories varies enormously from culture to culture as does the knowledge
required to understand the goals and motives of story characters...the form in which it is
told may be as important as content" (Mandler 52). She makes the conclusion that "the
human mind and its limitations on memory are such that certain forms of storytelling
regularly emerged in various cultures around the world" (Mandler 53). To me, this
implies the form of story can be cross-cultural; regardless of culture, we psychologically
know when a story is told.
Continuing with Mandler's perspective, Berkowitz hase identified narratives as
"social constructions" which, in western culture, has the following components clarified by
the work by Gergen and Gergen:
a) a goal or "valued end point" which is the event to be explained;
b) a selection of events which serve to make the goal more or less probable;
c) there is an ordered arrangement of events which show the interdependent
linkage of events;
d) there are demarcations of beginning and ending (qtd. in Berkowitz 21-22).
I found Roger C. Schank's psychological approach, drawing on his work in
artificial intelligence, also to be helpful to the degree it could apply to my understanding of
the faculty senate's stories. Because, he argues, "the mind depends upon data in order to
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give it something to reflect upon...we are more persuasive when we tell stories (10). In
conversation, public and private, when we remind others of details, we are helping them
recall some event stored in their memory, to which they can "index" the story we are
telling them (19, 63). Schank defines this psychological act of indexing as the following:
An index is a juxtaposition of another person's belief, made evident by
statements or actions, with one's own beliefs. Indices are not beliefs,
but are actually beliefs about beliefs. In other words, our reactions to
the implicit beliefs of others cause us to consider what we believe about
the same subject (68).
Through the act of indexing we, as we hear stories, reconsider and reconstruct what we
believe. Thus, we reflect upon our beliefs, critique, and recreate them with the aggregate
reference points of others—we and the other then create something new between us.
Indexing, Schank argues, generates a kind of understanding different fi-om the
psychological and reading researcher based definition of understanding which is "the
incorporation of aspects of what you have understood into some permanent memory
store" (79-80). The conventional meaning of understanding is called comprehension; "the
weaving of new information into existing mental structures" and incorporates Louise
Rosenblatt's mnemonic relevances or internalized "codes" (Tharpe and Gillmore 108;
144). However, Schank argues, "precious little of this kind of understanding actually
takes place" (80).
Rather, Schank emphasizes, what is generally experienced is a different kind of
understanding, dependent on "clever indexing" where there is a "subjective evaluation of
the story that we get back in response [to our story]....If it is a great deal like our own
story, we feel we have been understood" (80). Indexing is important to the understanding
of this research because it helps explain why a public story is told. "We could tell any
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story at any time. Presumably, we tell stories with some point in mind....We find these
points by constructing an index derived from what we have heard or thought" (Schank
95). Indexing conneas public stories to what takes place in public dialogue—either to
what is said or to what the teller of the story is thinking.
Schank's psychological definition of indexing a story is similar to Thomas' Green's
concept of "conscience of memory" (Fowler 238). Green "aflSrms the power of narrative-especially the myths and stories that link us to the past..." (Fowler 238-239). This
concept, the conscience of memory, links the psychological approach, for me, to the
sociolinguistic which is an entry point for me into my research.
Barbara Babcock provides examples of metacommunication and metalinguistic
devices which are present in oral narrative (Babcock 62). Some of the metanarrative
devices Babcock cites include; the begirmings and endings of stories which establish an
interpretive fi"ame telling the listener this is a performance; repetition which draws
attention to the act of repeating; pronoun shifts and style changes; the use of quotes within
a story and onomatopoeia (Babcock 73).
I had begun working with a combined psychological and sociolinguistic approach
to story in a qualitative research class, developing a pilot study on Native American views
of education, as described in their oral narratives. A more applied use of the
sociolinguistic, literary and anthropological approaches has emerged in my faculty senate's
stories, but the seeds began in my pilot study and in earlier research on the homeless in
.Akron, Ohio.
My rationale for using oral narratives in my pilot study and in the faculty senate
research is based upon the psychological importance of story, expressed by Harold
Rosen:
*it is a mode of knowledge emerging from action;
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*it is the imposition of formal coherences on a virtual chaos of human
events;
*it is a primary and irreducible form of human comprehension;
•it is the central instance or function of human mind (Rosen 230).
I would build on Rosen's last line by adding that story is also a central function of
the mind, the heart and the soul, overlapping and interweaving the psychological with
moral reasoning. We need to reintegrate story into our public conversations, argues
O'Banion who cites the insight of philosopher Alasdair Maclntyre. Maclntyre "shows
how inattention to narration resulted in anomie and an inability to perceive life as a
significant, unified whole (qtd. in O'Banion 238). Moral truth, Maclntyre argues, was not
available through [the logic of] lists, but in or through stories and their interpretation
(O'Banion 255).
Further considering the moral importance of story, Walter Fisher presents his
concept of moral reasoning in story with this basic statement which integrates logic with
narrative; "The logic of good reasons maintains that reasoning need not be bound to
argumentative prose or be expressed in clear-cut inferential or implicative structures;
Reasoning may be discovered in all sorts of symbolic action..." (I). He continues by
explaining his narrative paradign, or system, of moral reasoning. It is comprised of
narrative probability or what constitutes a coherent story and the testing of narrative
fidelity or whether or not the stories ring true (8). Further, the concept of narrative
fidelity is the element of narrative reasoning which connects the story to moral deliberation
by requiring the teller and listener to inspect the facts of the story, values, self and society
(16).

Fisher's narrative reasoning system democratizes the public space of stories
because "the experts are storytellers and the audience is not a group of observers but are
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active participants in the meaning-formation of stories" (13). Thus, the "public-social
knowledge...found in stories that we tell one another...enable[s] us to observe not only our
differences, but also our commonalities, and in such observation we might be able to
reform the notion of the 'public'" (15).
Therefore, my research can argue that oral narratives as a unit of research in public
dialogues are the practical and spiritual roots of the kind of public space where shared
democratic understanding and action can be generated. This is why I believe the oral
narrative needs to be studied, not only as a schema, structural or poetic entity which
others have done far better than I could hope to do, but studied, explored and understood
as a meaningful and caring public relationship between teller, listener and action.
The reason for my story and language focus returns me to Gadamer. He offers me
the moral purpose for my study of stories and public dialogue. It is the writing culture, he
says, that emphasizes the answer over the question and needs a method to "get at its fixed
universal inscribed truths" (Sullivan 58). However, it is the speaking culture, the oral
culture, which "claims no prior truths....Implicitly, truth for it is something to be created in
dialogue ...the reason for speaking...is that normative answers, values, are not written into
our souls or our genes" (Sullivan 59).
Here, at this point of Gadamer's emphasis on orality, he intersects western
traditions with other cultural traditions. Gadamer, Walter Ong and Deborah Tannen
conclude that speaking or oral cultures preceded writing cultures and that orality is the
foundation of written language (Sullivan 58; Ong 13; Tannen, "Oral and Literate
Strategies" 92). N. Scott Momaday, in his speech entitled "Land as a Symbol" says in the
oral tradition language is both the object and instrument of his (the storyteller's) ethical
experience. Nick Thompson, an Apache storyteller emphasizes the moral dimension in the
oral tradition of language when he says;
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This is what we know about our stories. They go to work on your mind
and make your life. Maybe you haven't been acting right. Maybe you've
been stingy...so someone stalks you and tells a story about what happened,
long ago...you're going to know he's aiming that story at you. All of a
sudden it hits you! It's like an arrow they say...If you live wrong, you will
hear the names and see the places in your mind...(qtd. in Basso 124)
From Kiowa and Apache cultures, Momaday and Thompson are shaping the same word
with the sound of their voices as Gadamer, Plato and Progatoras: they are talking about
arete; virtue or excellence which is made up of individual virtues, aretai, such as justice
and moderation (Schiappa 180). They are speaking to one another across cultures, time,
space and the page of this written word. They are politically taking action as moral beings
by dialoguing with one another; they have found a conunon moral denominator. There is a
three-dimensionality to their words which I spoke about in my first chapter.
the elements of discourse are a first person, a second person and a third
person; a speaker, a listener, and subject; informer, informed and information;
narrator, auditor and story; transmitter, receiver, and message. The structure of
discourse...is this set of relations among the three persons (Moffett 10).
Another layer of three-dimensionality happens with the senses when we read aloud the
words of Nick Thompson, which I encourage you to do at this time. When you read the
words you see the words, hear the words and feel the words coming out of your mouth.
This is what Gadamer is describing when he talks about the character of language
(Sullivan 75).
Polkinghome presents the idea that "narrative is the fiandamental scheme for
linking individual human actions and events into interrelated aspects of an understandable
composite" (Polkinghome 13). In story, we are acting as connected knowers, playing "the
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believing game" rather than "the doubting game" of the separate knower (Connelly and
Clandinin 4).
At the beginning of the faculty senate research, I was interested in public stories as
a doubter, a separate knower, keeping a distance between myself and the culture and their
public speech. But as the stories emerged, my self shifted from doubter to believer, and,
to admit to you a truth I did not consciously know at the time, subconsciously, I believe I
knew this would happen; I wanted it to happen. I had experiences from my previous
community and academic research about public dialogue and the emerging act of public
stories, that suggested this would happen me. Usually, even against my doubting will, I
would be pulled into the public I was researching, sharing its celebrations and its pain.
I have locked myself into the hotel room in Dayton. I am supposed to be calling
friends here, visiting with them, but instead I am stretched on the bed, crying. For the
past five days, I have been doing focus groups on homelessness in Akron, listening to the
stories of the bankers, the rabbi, the social worker, the teacher, and the stories of the
homeless. When the homeless focus group ended, Ifelt as if skin had been rippedfrom
my chest. It still hurts. I remember haw one homeless woman looked at me as she
reboarded the bus to the shelter. She was pleading with me to do something, now, about
her being homeless.
What can I do now? I sit up in bed, and take out the hotel pad, writing a poem:
"They sit in a circle, talking to one another—
the homeless, without a place to belong.
A man with scabs on his forehead, brown teeth
looks down at his crinkled palm....
As they walk out the door,
each pulls a piece of my skin.
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putting it into an oversized coat pocket."
With less intensity of emotion from this research than my research in Akron, I
think what has happened to my critical stance as a researcher and ethnographer now, is
not I have lost my critical stance, but it has deepened, becoming internalized, critiquing my
shifting selves as much as the role around me. Unlike my work in Akron, I now have
learned different ways of knowing, in addition to writing poetry, which transforms my
understand my private self, my research self, and my research.
This is an important understanding for me of my psychological role as a researcher
and it is very new. I believe this is my emergence as a critical narrator of this research,
where "critical narrators...are narrators who self-consciousness about ideology makes it
necessary for them to point out that all stories, including their own, are told from a
vantage point, and to call attention to the voice in which the story is being told" (Brodkey
71).
Returning from my self to my research world, from the earlier pilot study and the
earlier practice of applied research of stories of the homeless with the University of Akron,
I had decided on Paul Gee's literary analysis method as my primary theoretical framework
for story research. There are several literary approaches to story.
Literary theory considers the importance of criteria for story, essentially combining
to form a plot, "'the dynamic sequential element in narrative literature'"(Cortazzi 85).
Literary theory "has primarily focused on novels and short stories....Yet many theorists of
literature have paid detailed attention to oral stories in order to understand basic problems
of narrative...and some writers have held that the study of oral narrative reveals
fundamental structures and process of literary genres (Cortazzi 84-85). The sequential
order of chronological events, proposed by Aristotle, has been critiqued by other literary
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story theorists, and I prefer to consider sequence of events as only one type of story order,
along with consequential and thematic order (Riessman 17).
Two of the literary theorists who have become familiar to me through this research
are Mary Louise Pratt and William Labov. It is Pratt, actually, who explains Labov to me
in a way that is meaningful for my research. In his research which develops one type of
literary model for story analysis, he was attempting a "structural description of the oral
narrative...as a speech act" (Pratt 41). "Labov's model of narrative analysis is a
sociolinguistic approach which examines formal structural properties of narratives in
relation to their social functions" (Cortazzi 43).
Labov's work is distinguished from the conventional linguists, beginning with
Ferdinande de Saussure and including Noam Chomsky, by his insistence that all study of
language includes the social setting. He acknowledged Chomsky's contribution to the
field in the development of the dichotomy between linguistic competence—the abstract
knowledge of the the rules of the language—and linguistic performance—the selection and
executing of those rules—because the dichotomy aided research, not because it reflected
social reality. In fact, Labov argues this dichotomy discouraged the study of natural
speech from linguistics, an absence Labov sought to rectify (Labov 186-205). One of the
conventional linguistic characteristics that discouraged the study of everyday speech which
is particularly important to my research is the variations in speech. Labov argues that it is
the demonstrations of variations in speech that signifies the fiinctional nature of that
particular speech community, where speech is a form of social identity in that group (205).
Further, Labov's work challenged the conventional linguistic perspective that
everyday speech could not be studied because it was ungrammatical and lacked structure.
Here, drawing on Chomsky's generative grammar, Labov expanded his analysis to stories.
Labov's importance to me, as discussed by Pratt, is his focus on natural, or context-
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dependent, narratives which while "anchored in the circumstances" fulfill structural
narrative requirements (Pratt 73). Natural narratives, or those oral stories which come
from personal experience, generally contain these common six literary story structures and
accompanying functions;
an abstract (summary of the substance of the narrative);
orientation (time, place, situation, participants);
complicating action (sequence of events);
evaluation (significance and meaning of the action, attitude of the narrator);
resolution (what finally happened), and
coda (returns the perspective to the present) (Riessman 18).
Kenneth Burke is the third literary story theorist and earlier referred to rhetorician who
considers the story elements of act, scene, agent, agency and purpose (O'Banion 44). It is
his contemporary argument—along with the argument by Walter Fisher—to reorient
rhetoric as a juxtaposition of narrative and logical thinking which impacts my work
(O'Banion 44, 15-17).
However, before moving on to the specific application of these theories in my
research, I want to present a visual summary of these preceding perspectives as the
following:
ordinary talk
includes
public dialogue

speech/rhetoric (divisions adapted from Basso 114-115).
narrative: organizational scheme
in story form; story is equivalent
to narrative (Polkinghome);
it is a discourse structure or genre
which reflects culture (Cortazzi 100).
"an audience always already
possesses a sense of what makes for
a meaningful sequence or narrative"
(Leitch as qtd. in Jormes 38).
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narrative
story structures
which a listener has
learned from one's culture
as children. As adults we
intuitively know these structures
and use them to identify stories
grammar
the rules of a story text

schema
the expectations of a story by
listener/audience; these expectations
can be psychological, literary,
cultural
the connection between
story grammar and story
schema is the interaction
of teller and listener
through the story (Mandler 18).

story rules
(the following four rules are adapted
from Gergen and Gergen 21-23)

story expectations

I) a goal or point which is
the event to be explained

*shared values
(Gergen and Gergen 21)
*narrative rationality takes
place through identification of
teller and listener using
symbolic clues. The audience
becomes a participant by
shaping the moral meaning
and reasoning of the story.
Such reasoning in narrative
fidelity (Fisher 9, 13, 16)

2) a selection of events
which serve to make the goal
more or less probable

^narrative probability and
coherence which is a formal
feature of story and
includes consistency of
characters and action (Fisher
8,16)
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3) an ordered arrangement
of events which shows the
interdependent linkage of events.

^narrative probability and
coherence

4)there are demarcation signs of beginning
and ending.
In applying theory to the practice of my research, the cross-over literary and
sociolinguistic resource is the method of James Paul Gee (Riessman 19). I preferred Gee's
approach because he was primarily interested in oral narratives and how a story is said
which is my interest in story. I also preferred Gee because he used a poetic style for
framing the lines. In another life, I write poetry, and so his visual framing was familiar to
me. His rationale for line identification, the pauses of the speaker and simple clause
construction was parallel to how I decided to break my lines of written poetry.
At a national qualitative research conference on narrative analysis, my collaborator
from the University of Akron and I presented visuals of our analysis using Gee's approach
and the feedback we received from the participants supported our notion that his
approach, when presented visually, gives a dramatic, expressive perspective to oral
narratives. At the conference, we were the only presenters using this kind of approach
and even among qualitative researchers, the idea of such a method seemed unique. Thus,
Gee's literary and sociolinguistic approach appealed to me on a subjective and professional
basis.
Although I was familiar with Gee's poetic approach, after going about the third of
the way into my first faculty senate story transcription, I began to panic. The process of
empathetic listening to the tapes and trying to not only get the words, but also, pauses
which marked the ends of a line and work emphasis was exhausting. The first story had a
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teller who spoke very rapidly and for quite a long time. My back hurt and my hands hurt
after two hours. I was not sure this was going to work. I considered the option of hiring
a transcriber who would write down the words and then I would go back to listen for the
pauses. But after talking with the Faculty Center staflf, I decided this was not going to
happen. They could not let the tapes leave the center and did not have the room for a
transcribing machine to be brought in. So it was up to me.
I went back to reading Peshkin and decided what I needed to do was balance the
act of transcribing with some initial analysis, both done at the Center. In this way, I could
keep my mind from shutting down with the repetition of transcribing. I also decided I
would transcribe two stories and then do the analysis of these two stories and try out my
proposed methodology before going on to the other stories.
So I returned to the Center with some books and papers and continued to
transcribe. As I completed the handwritten transcription of a story, I returned home and
typed up the narrative. I made line breaks according to the slash marks in my notes which
indicated a pause. By looking at the typed text, I begin to frame the stanzas, but this step
was more problematic for me.
Gee's definition of stanza boundary is not all that explicit. Gee says that often
parallelism marks the structure of a stanza. This can be identified as mentioning a single
time, place or location and giving definitional elements to that time, place or theme within
the stanza (Gee 408). For example, the following is an oral narrative of a seven year-old
girl sharing stories in her school:
an' my
we bof
went over my mothers' house
...an then my grandmother
had made a chocolate cake
an' then we went over my aunt's house
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an' she make a cake
an' everybody had made a cake for nana
so we came out with six cakes (Gee 409).
I relied upon his examples and suggestions but I also called up my intuition as a poet,
reading my initial prose transcriptions out loud as well as relistening to the audiotapes. In
addition to parallel structure, using Gee's analysis, stanzas are broken by shifts in verb
tense, character, and parallel structure. I primarily used the verb tense and character shifts
as indicators of a stanza in the narratives. Stanzas are the critical element of the oral
narrative because. Gee says "they seem to be a crucial switching device that mediates
between the line and the larger narrative structure of the text" (Gee 401). Here is a piece
of a sample I randomly pulled from my story data;
3/6/95
I reminded the provost and the dean
that the Arizona Board of Regents' regulations say
that the administration must make
quote
best efforts to secure alternative positions
unquote
for released faculty
something by the way
the provost was unsure of
he did not know that the particular line
existed
Nevertheless
the dean and the provost insisted that this was a
legal matter
that the university attorneys would be deciding it (Story 11)
By looking at the typed text, I could begin to frame sections of the narrative, but
this also became confusing. My earlier practices of framing stories by the homeless either
had no sections because the stories were brief or I found their boundaries more clearly,
either because of the skill of the teller of the story or because of the naive confidence I had
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about framing. In this case, though. Gee's descriptors of a section as a large topic was not
clear enough and his other descriptors such as falling pitch did not always seem to work
for my limited skill in listening. So I turned to other theoretical sources to help with this
framing and this source also became a resource for fine-tuning my identification of story
or narrative for this research.
Weaving together my theoretical review with a sociolinguistic or conversational
and discourse analysis approach to public stories is possible, since these approaches are
concerned with "coherence and sequential organization in talk" (Roger and Bull 51). I
include a discourse perspective to my analysis because, as Paul Ricouer says, discourse
"reserves a privileged place for metaphors and symbols, whose complex structures shed
light on the richness and creativity of language." However, I am not limiting my approach
to a semiotics perspective because, again referring to Ricouer, semiotics "is an abstraction
[of discourse]" (Thompson 50).
Conversational analysis is a type of discourse and sociolinguistic analysis. Oral
narratives, called extended sequences in conversation, are usually generated by turn-taking
and are "sequentially imperative for further talk" (Psathas 21). Using selected categories of
conversational analysis, called entrance or preface talk and ending or exit talk (which are
similar to Labov's literary structures of abstract and coda), I was able to identify public
story sections and name them appropriately for my study (Riessman 18). Also, in
identifying a story, as I described earlier I attempted to apply the marker of order which
might be sequential-chronological, consequential, or thematic (Riessman 17). In fact, I did
apply these markers, but, as I will refer to later, I discarded their interpretation in this
particular research.
Using the conversational markers helped me bound my unit of analysis, the story,
more effectively and meaningfully. These were surprise resources to me. I did not plan
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on including conversational analysis as much as I was beginning to in the narrative analysis
and I had earlier not considered a structural approach of order. But, I found, as I eased
my way into the analysis, that I needed a more detailed and replicable map to identify
narratives within the public dialogue. Here is another sample selected with the sections of
entrance, exit talk and order markers/type italicized and noted on the side. The story is
told in the open session segment of the faculty senate meetings which follows the formal
beginning of the session and oflfers an open-invitation to speakers. Before this story,
another story was told (Appendix E Story 11) about the closing of the journalism
department.
3/6/95
Section I: Entrance Talk
On Saturday I got my semi-annual haircut
While / was in the chair
my barber of many years
who also knows I work at the university
asked me
about shutting doivn the university
programs
while increasing salaries of ex presidents
Section 11; Story—Clean Cut Get Away
He saw a paper
and his scissors flashing
and hair flying about my head
I tried to pacify him at least
until I could make my clean cut get away
and explain what was going on
However
/ didn't really know what was going on
He had seen
in the indirect cost allocation
flscal year 91 to 95 by M.C.
this item
and
luckily he had noticed a new item
that had appeared on the listing

sequential

sequential

thematic
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one particular item
that caught his eye
under provost
number twelve
president emeritus
this item was zero
for 1991
for 1992
and then 1993
then 1994
now
in 1995 it jumps
from zero
to 198 thousand
738 dollars
Section III: Exit Talk
I have a few questions
who will get the money?
President Pacheco has a jiib
ex President Schaeffer has a ifik
ex President KofHer has a joh
Number two
What will the money be used for?
And number three
was there any faculty input in starting this new category
president emeritus
that follows the faculty governance ground
guidelines?
I hope the answers are good ones
because I don't have to find a new barber
[laughter] (Story 3)

consequential

After my first typing and formatting of the story with this initial analysis, I returned
to the Center and listened to the tape again, carefully noting the pauses and voice
emphasis, and making changes. The cycle of going home, retyping, relistening, making
changes was repeated four times for the first two stories and three to four times for all the
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stories. This is also similar to the style of analysis required in conversational analysis
(Psathas 46). However, unlike coramunicatior analysis my transcription of the stories
does not attempt to represent speech sounds out represents the words spoken in
traditional spelling. I only underlined a word if I heard it emphasized orally.
I have reviewed some of the importer* literature on conversational analysis and on
linguistic and speech act analysis. This certainly was not my intent when I began to
question the role of stories in public dialogue, but gradually my reading spiraled into these
fields. My design approach is different, however, from linguistic or speech act research
because, out of the several functions of language that can be the focus of such research,
by using Gee's oral stylistic analysis, I am focusing on the expressive, poetic, and phatic
(or empathetic) language functions (Corder 4 i-46).
The symbolic relationship within the three dimensions of discourse is, to Hannah
Arendt, a metaphor for the human condition of plurality where to live in a society, we
must connect the perspectives of participants who view the world from different
perspectives (Young 26). "For Arendt, plurality, the ability of each human being to
initiate action, implies that participatory democracy is the true form of the polis" (Luban
99). Arendt reminds us that in the polis peopie talked with one another, "persuasion ruled
the intercourse of the citizens of the polis because it excluded violence" (Arendt 46). The
public dimension of politics was, to Arendt, the important dimension which traditional
philosophers had overlooked. "For them, his [man's] highest good consists in such
activities as the pursuit of philosophy, eternal 'Te, moral perfection, and personal
happiness...these are all non-public activities" (Parekh 3). But Arendt believed that "man
is a public being who for various reasons needs public life" (Parekh 3).
In 450 B.C. Athens, political reforms weakened the private ties to politics and
strengthened citizens ties to public life. In this public life or realm," a measure of
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eloquence was greatly to be desired" (Conley 5). The Sophists became identified with
particular education of public speaking which rejected unquestioned truths (Conley 6). In
their classroom, they used stories for educative purposes which differed from Green's idea
of umbilical stories. Instead, the Sophists used historical narratives and emphasized
deliberative interpretation of the truth of the stories which came from dialogue (Schiappa
199) The historical stories told in deliberative dialogue produced an enlarged way of
thinking and it is the "enlarged way of thinking" which "needs the presence of others"
(Arendt 44).
Here is a sample I have selected which I believe mirrors what Arendt is talking
about from Story 1;
3/6/95
It is nothing short of miraculous
that this university iocated in a state with a small population
and limited resources
has become one of the outstanding universities of the world
I review these wonders on a daily basis
and I'm literally transported
by the stories of achievement of our faculty
and I take great pride
in going among the people of Arizona
and telling and retelling the stories of our success
At this point in my story analysis, I had the feeling that I had listened and typed up
the words so that they reflected what I had heard. Then I began the next step and I need
to emphasize here, that it was not until later in my research that I recognized the need to
identify and analyze public dialogue. At this point, I was still almost fixated on
understanding the public stories.
In my early months, I was working with the assumption that public dialogue was
practiced in the faculty senate's public speech; I didn't question this. Not until October,
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1995, when I gave a presentation to a university conflict resolution group, and I was
questioned by a member of that group who also belonged to the faculty senate, did I begin
to wonder about public dialogue and develop a method to analyze it.
Perhaps because of my assumptions and because of my singular, even narrow
focus on stories, I then narrowed my vision (and my hearing) even further. In my research
proposal, I had planned to develop a quantitative approach as well as qualitative research
design. I had made this decision because, beyond the scope of my dissertation, I did want
to understand public stories so I might generalize what I learned to other democratic
public cultures. This was a possible direction for my future research consulting and this
self-interest had a part to play in my research design.
So as planned, I numbered each line of the first two typed narratives, including
lines that indicated a sound or silence. Then I counted the number of lines for each stanza,
the number of stanzas in each section and the number of lines in each section. Next I
made a tabulation sheet of each of these numbers for each story. After the tabulation, I
calculated the central measures of tendency, mean, median and mode. In computing the
standard deviation, I realized I really was on shaky ground trying to do it with the
mathematical formula. I put this step aside until I purchased a calculator which became
my statistical computation tool.
Once I had the calculator, however, I still felt very uncertain about my knowledge
of applied statistics. I was definitely more certain about narrative analysis even though I
was also learning as I was doing in my qualitative analysis, I began to question why I was
insisting on quantitative analysis as part of my research because, in a way, I wanted to talk
myself out of doing it. In my dissertation proposal, I had made the argument that
quantitative analysis of oral narrative was necessary because real world policymakers
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tended to think in and make decisions based upon numbers. But what would the
descriptive data about quantity in public stories tell them or me?
As I talked about earlier, a former member of the Kettering Foundation network,
Jim Kunde, who is now the director of a national organization of pubh'c and state
management, told me about a recent organizational process, benchmarking, which directly
related to my approach to oral narrative. I had read about this concept in reviewing my
historical materials, but I did not understand it from practice. Benchmarking is "the actual
process of investigation and discovery that emphasizes the operating procedures as the
things of greatest interest and value" (Bogan and English 4). Connecting oral narrative to
the activity of on-site interviewing which is one stage of benchmarking, I made a bridge
between quantitative and qualitative analysis, because benchmarking uses both (Spendolini
154; Leibfried and McNair 25). I believed that an analysis of oral narratives which was
qualitative and also quantitative might help members of a democratic public culture
understand what they are saying, thinking and feeling in their public speech and how and
why they are speaking.
If a democratic public culture is moving toward becoming a learning culture, which
is the premise of benchmarking, then understanding the members' stories is essential for
problem-solving and understanding (Bogan and English 22-25). If a democratic public
culture is moving toward become more just, then understanding the members' stories is
essential for "explicating" difference and, through explication, moving toward mediating
conflict (Bruner 95-96). Conflict is not only fighting and thus, undesirable; it can also
"promote new ideas and encourage better understanding" (Tillett 3). Through the
explicating role of public stories, the issues of conflict can, I believe, be better understood
which is essential for the members of a democratic public culture to become not only more
effective, but more democratic as a loving, caring and just public.
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So, coming back to the argument for continuing to do the tedious and scary work
of quantitative analysis, if there is something I might find in the tabulating and analysis of
the data of quantity which reinforces my arguments about public stories, then I might also
be reinforcing democratic public culture. Public stories' quantitative description can be
important because it supports the metacognitive role of story and because it indicates the
depth of public knowledge on an issue (Osbom 17).
In measuring quantity, I was still having a problem, beyond the calculator. The
calculator and several books on using a calculator to determine standard deviation did help
me produce numbers. But the numbers still did not have any meaning for me in
strengthening my understanding about public dialogue. So, putting numbers aside for
awhile, I completed transcribing the other narratives.
Completing the transcriptions, I was, however, not out of the woods, or perhaps I
should say, high desert, because it was in the night stillness at Biosphere 2 that I began to
ask myself "what am I doing this for and what is it I really want to know?"
In the foothills of the northern Catalinas, at night the stars almost fall to the
tongue they are so close. Much closer, I thought, than I am to understanding what I am
doing with public stories. Still, somehow up here, listening to the rustle of mule deer in
the bushes, the work did not seem out of my reach. Like the deer, it was there, somewhat
hidden from my view, but I could hear it.
When I returned to the valley, I began to rework my research questions because I
realized they were not written in my voice; they were written in a mixture of the voices I
had been reading. As I began to focus on my own way of asking the questions, which is
similar to finding one's voice in telling a story, what I wanted to know became more clear
and, equally clear, where some underlying assumptions I had previously not articulated.
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I reread materials on being a critical research and a critical narrative researcher. I
understood that my assumptions needed to be described in my early chapters and that as I
developed my narrative analysis, I needed to "interrupt" my analysis with my voice,
demonstrating my interaction with the text and encouraging you to do the same. I reread
narrative analysis materials and realized I was not only interested in analyzing the
discourse structure of the narratives which Gee's units of study enable me to do, but I was
also interested in understanding the connection of public stories to the culture of the
senate, which I was beginning to explore with conversational analysis and ethnographic
analysis.
At this point, I recognized that I need to expand my consideration of public story
to public story in the public dialogue of a democratic public culture. In order to
accomplish this, I needed to expand my review and practice to consider the
anthropological approach to story. In the anthropological approach, story "is seen as a
speech event and 'ways of narrating' involve variations according to components of the
narrative situation: the participants, setting, purposes of the telling, communicative key
and communicative norm" (Cortazri 100).
Fortunately, in setting up my participant observations, I had used some of these
elements, but understanding Dell Hymes' communicative key and communicative norm
became a next step. I agreed, actually had even assumed, that "narrative...is a discourse
structure or genre which reflects culture" (Cortazzi 101). But I did not really understand
how to systematically make a case for that belief While I will go into more of this when I
consider the second theme which focuses on the relation between the faculty senate public
stories in public dialogue and the senate's democratic public culture, I do want to talk
about several of the anthropological elements that are embedded in my approach.
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One element is telling a story with the public is a public performance. In a
performance there is "a double contract; the narrator promises a performance, hearers
promise to be an audience. No narrative is possible without a disposition to listen as much
as a disposition to tell (Cortazsd 103). This is important to my research, because while
public stories do emerge in the senate's public dialogue, I am unsure if the teller and
listener agree to this contract. If there is agreement, it is not something I systematically
noted in this research, but I would want to pursue it in future research. Nevertheless,
agreed upon or not, a public performance does take place. Evidence in my data of
entrance and exit talk signal to the audience that a story is being told.
Communicative key, the "tone, manner, or spirit in which the [speech] act is done"
becomes one of my ethnographic and communicative elements of theme two, along with
communicative norm (Hymes, Directions in Sociolinguistics 62). These norms, as Hymes
describes them, are norms of interaction and norms of interpretation (63-64). I
systematically record the faculty senate's norms of interaction, the "rules governing
speaking" (63). However, I fold Hymes' norms of interpretation, which "implicate the
belief system of community" into the categories of public value orientations or woridviews of Spindler and Yankelovich (64). In future research, I would like to consider the
norms of interpretation expressed through public stories in public dialogue to Schank's
concept of understanding and Green's concept of being heard in public.
Getting back to my own process of interpreting the research I was doing, I realized
that while my methodology was influenced by grounded theory, it was a partial application
of grounded theory. Unlike grounded theory, I was using structures by others such as
Gee, Grice, Hamblin and Hymes, while leaving my analysis open to creating my own
grounded theory structures.
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Rereading Mishler, I understood better his distinction between the conventional
and alternative ways of doing narrative analysis. I was trying to do both, putting the two
pieces together with other pieces and not all of the pieces were fitting. I was using
conventional analysis when I applied Gee's structures to the stories and when I randomly
sampled the stories in the articulation of my analysis. On the other hand when I used
Gee's approach and analyzed the whole text of a story, connecting my analysis to the data,
I was using an alternative approach to narrative analysis (Mishler 427, 431).
The conventional and reductive method of quantifying my data by counting the
number of lines in a stanza or section was not helping me understand the data. While a
quantitative description and analysis of length might be interesting and important to future
research because it oflfered a way to replicate understanding public stories in other
democratic public cultures, in my present research measuring the length of the public
stories was not helping me understand public stories.
I wanted to understand the values of the faculty senate culture and I wanted to
understand how public stories reinforced or challenged these values. I wanted to know
how I could translate what I heard orally into a written form that would be read and heard.
I wanted to create a public dialogue within my writing but I was not listening to my
research stories. Obliquely, on the edge of my awareness, there was a soft whisper from
the stories, suggesting I needed to also analyze public dialogue, but I was not yet ready to
do this; it would be yet another piece for me to first, acknowledge and second,
understand.
What I was ready to do was analyze the public stories. Now I could see my way
clear to coding and memoing, realizing that I had already begun this process when I
transcribed the tapes into lines and stanzas and began to identify conversational elements
in the stories such as entrance and exit talk. I had already begun my coding process when
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I retyped my observation notes and identified initial reoccurring themes in my
observations. It was just that, at the time, I did not know this was coding. Now that I had
the rough information, I need to develop a system for my coding. During my initial
attempt at analysis, I combined the ethnographic and narrative analysis into one matrix,
but this became confiasing and unwieldy and that soft whisper I had heard began to get
louder. So I identified three emerging research matrices: one was out of an ethnographic
analysis of the culture and one was out of an ethnographic analysis of the public dialogue.
The narrative analysis begins with Gee's categories of lines, stanzas and sections I
have already described. As I have demonstrated in a preceding story example, I tried
LaboVs identification of story elements; a) orientation, b) sequence of events which
included sequential, thematic and consequential order, c) evaluation, d) resolution, and e)
coda. Generally, I discarded them because I eventually understood they were not applying
to oral narrative, although in one story, the structure of coda seemed to be appropriate.
Nevertheless, my attempt to use them helped me understand this for myself and helps me
understand these markers for fiiture research applications (Riessman 18-19). As I said
earlier, I also used Schenkein's conversational sequence markers which are story
preface/entrance talk, disjunctives, embedded repetition and marked endings/exit talk
(Psathas 21).
I returned to Green's ideas of public speech and, with my story categories,
developed a rationale for my suggestion that forum speech may also be a story, which is
not what Green argues. 1 developed an analysis category of story type, forum or
umbilical, and considered line references for either, or both. I brought in the story
categories developed by Roger Schank's research on memory.
Schank categorizes stories as invented, ofBcial, first-hand and second-hand. I tried
to apply these categories to my research (Schank 30-37). I found that the first-hand or
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second-hand way of telling a story, distinguished by the voice of the teller, was clear and
applicable. However, I found that the categories of official, stories of authority, or
invented, originating with the teller, was a less clear and helpful distinction, particularly
when I understood that the purpose of the invented story was entertainment (Schank 32).
None of the public stories in the UA faculty senate seemed to me to be told for
entertaining; thist did not cormect to the type of public speech and dialogue that framed
the stories, so these two categories did not remain in my matrix, but considering them led
me to add a very late category, identifying the type of the public story as a type of speech
act or acts.
I came to this category out of one of my theoretical memos where I was
composing some analysis for my peer review. In this memo of 2/24/96,1 wrote:

Regarding public stories, I saw today, when I did that analysis, that the
sequence markers of consequence occurred more often that sequential which
occurred more often than thematic markers. When thematic markers did occur
themes were noted 11 out of the 16 stories. 1 then identified the specific themes.
This was pretty exciting, actually. All of the stories had embedded repetition,
sometime the repetition referred to a previous story or part of the dialogue, more
often the repetition was a repeating of internal reference of the story. A story
preface was noted in 14 of the 16 and a story ending was noted 10 of the 16.
Ten of the stories were primarily, with most lines referenced, forum
stories; six were primarily umbilical stories and six had both forum and
umbilical references. Eleven of the 16 were invented stories and 5 were oflRcial
stories. This analysis, from Green and the second from Schank was very helpful.
In this second stage, I reframed my ideas somewhat. I had thought forum stories
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were the same as oflBcial stories, but they are not; nor are invented stories the same
as umbilical. Forum/umbilical seems to have more to do with the type of speech
act and

official/invented seems to have more to do with the story's tone rNQTE:

does this connect with quantity, too?). Twelve of the stories are told in the
first person/first hand story approach.
I have spent the latest amount of my efforts with sociolinguistic analysis on
considering speech act type and how it might relate to the type of public story which I had
underlined in my cited memo. In this memo, the whispers about analyzing public dialogue
became louder and urgent. No longer could I consider the public stories without placing
them and analyzing them within public dialogue. I was beginning to understand that it is
within the context of the dialogue that the public stories become speech acts.
There are five categories of Austin's directive acts. Austin's directive acts all "aim
at regulating the behavior of our hearer, or ultimately controlling our environment through
the medium of other people" (Corder 41). The five categories which I have used in my
research are the following:
1. making judgments—giving a fact or value
2. exercising power—voting, ordering
3. committing the speaker to a course of action—promising, expressing faith
4. demonstrating social behavior—apologizing, congratulating, condoling
5. taking a stance—arguing, assuming (Corder 41).
Within the category of speech act subtype in my analysis, I included line references
of communicative key from the ethnographic analysis of the particular observation, of
public dialogue and of the story in order to identify the speech act category. The concept
of a culture's communicative key is, as I have said earlier, important to analysis. Thus the
identification of speech act is embedded in the cultural and language norms of the UA
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faculty senate context, the meeting's public dialogue, and the story. Pulling all of these
threads, then, into a woven tapestry, took me to the edge where I could consider the
connection of the public stories in public dialogue to the senate's democratic culture and
its characteristics as flmctional, but fragile and fragmented.

Theme 2; The public dialogue and the public stories in the public speech of the UA
faculty senate demonstrate a democratic public culture that is functional but fragile
and fragmented.
Public Story and Public Relationships
Research on cognitive intelligence and civic education argues that public story reinforces
public relationships (Schank 24; Meaningful Chaos 12). Connecting my analysis from the
first theme to the second, I refer to narrative research which argues that story is a
metacognitive speech act morally affecting relationships (Babcock 62, 77; Momaday,
Land as a Symbol).

The design, or paradigm which narrative uses to produce and interpret public
communication has a unique structure of moral reasoning. "Human reason is narrative.... It
is symbolic in that the major aim in the formation of this totality is its own selfpresentation within the dialogue of consciousness... "(Fisher 10). Narrative moral
reasoning is descriptive "as it offers an account, an understanding of any instance of...
choice and action," stressing coherency and truth (Fisher 8).
In expanding the narrative and dialogue analysis to understanding this type of
public speech's effect on democratic public culture, I include the ethnographic and
sociolinguistic perspectives of Jerome Bruner and Louise Rosenblatt who argue that it is
the open-ended, aesthetic, interpretive meaning of stories that gives stories the role of
explicating conflict in a democratic public culture (Rosenblatt 19, 24; Bruner 95-96).
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I came to look at and listen closely for the possible emergence of violations or
disruptions of Grice's conversational maxims as evidence of "rhetorical crisis"(FarreU and
Goodnight 274). In a "rhetorical crisis" there is a failure of fulfilling ordinary public
discourse expectations which connects to Chomsky's concept of linguistic performance
when, in a "rhetorical crisis," the performance fails to meet the expectations of all the
members of a speech community (Farrell and Goodnight 274). I systematically recorded
Grice's conversational maxims and began to see that, sometimes, in the senate's public
dialogue, these maxims were violated. I call these incidences of conversational violations,
triggers which can generate public stories. In this research, I name these kind of public
stories, trigger stories.
Bruner argues that when a culture's belief system breaks down, humans tell stories
"not to reconcile, not to legitimize, not even to excuse, but rather to explicate....To be a
viable culture is to be bound in a set of connecting stories, connecting even though the
stories may not represent a consensus"(Bruner 95-96). In my research analysis, I connect
the dialogue and conversational rules of Habermas and Grice and the consequences of
"rhetorical crisis" to Bruner's argument about stories in culture. Thus in my analysis, it is
important that I identify the conversational triggers of public stories in the public dialogue
as clues to when a dialogue member needs to explicate conflict.
Another sociolinguistic element I reviewed was the role of a conversational
"referee" and how "in all situations in which referees are incorporated into the structure of
the speech exchange situation, different rules will apply" (OBarr 269). The conversational
"referee" can assist in the act of turn-taking, when different members of a dialogue change
speaking and listening roles, but the referee can also manipulate the dialogue. In the
faculty senate, the presiding officer sometimes acts as a referee by calling on speakers as
they raise their hands or reminding speakers of the time limits they have to speak.
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Although, in recording the norms of interaction of the senate, I observed this taking place
the referee is not an element of my present analysis. A direction for future research would
be to focus on the role of public dialogue referees and consider how they affect the
dialogue and production of public stories.
Returning to Habermas, in his concept of communicative action, he argues that it
is in the public space of the university that "the enterprise of knowledge...influences the
action-orienting self-understanding of students and the public...[the university] inevitably
relates also to practice, that is it influences communicative action" (Habermas 4). This is
supported by Magill and Hoff who believe that "perhaps there is no better place for this
conversation than the university..."(11).
I believe in the faculty senate we see a microcosm of the multiple interpretations of
value orientations which underlie our democratic public life. Arguments in the UA faculty
senate which are about university restructuring and reorganization are, I believe,
arguments which reflect changing beliefs, expectations, and attitudes which influence the
governance of higher education.
In the debate about higher education, the public demands for faculty to do more
with less, is being framed by voices outside the university, by the media, state legislatures
and voting publics. According to Linda Ray Pratt who studies these debates, a "lack of
coherent organization mutes the impact of faculty voice, but perhaps equally critical...is
our failure to talk about our work in terms that might influence an increasingly skeptical
and impatient public" (3). In other words, university faculty are not effectively engaging
in deliberative dialogue with the public about the issues of higher education so that the
public and the university can form a public governance relationship.
Part of the ineffectiveness of the broader public dialogue is due to the fragmented
culture of university faculty. In his remarks to a recent American Association of
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University Faculty conference on governance. Law Professor Stephen Huber says that
"faculty often will not address and make recommendations about hard questions...faculty
overvalue words and undervalue symbolism...we fail to recognize that power often is more
important than reason, and we are not good at working together..."(Huber 2-3). Stephen
L. Carter who has written a book about working together with the practice of civil
dialogue "believes that incivility in our society is a sign of the times to which the academy
is not immune" (Leatherman A21).
The public's dialogue about higher education, usually in terms of tax dollars, is an
example of the lack of shared identification in the public dialogue about higher education.
"The consensus is that higher education has not even begun the
restructuring process, and that it has not succeeded in getting costs
under control...." (Immerwahr and Harvey B2).
A short segment of the CBS show "60 Minutes" which raised questions about the trend in
universities such as the University of Arizona to emphasize research over teaching and
delegate teaching of undergraduates to nontenured faculty has become a lightening rod for
public (and, I suspect, private) dialogues. This tension is an illustration of the growing
criticism of the public toward higher education. This is from a public where seventy
percent of the general public do not hold bachelor's degrees and they know "surprisingly
little about higher education..."(Immerwahr and Harvey Bl).
As a result of this criticism driven by public perception, Linda Ray Pratt argues
that fragmentation within higher education increases as we talk about knowledge and
education as a commodity, modeling university dialogue after commerce and the
marketplace (7-10). This reflects, she says a changing definition of higher education,
observed by Jean-Francois Lyotard. He writes:
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The old principle that the acquisition of knowledge is indissociable from the
training of minds, or even of individuals, is becoming obsolete and will become
ever more so. The relationship of the suppliers and users of knowledge to the
knowledge they supply and use is now tending, and will increasingly tend, to
assume the form already taken by the relationship of commodity producers and
consumers to the commodities they produce and consume....Knowledge is and will
be produced in order to be sold...the goal is exchange. Knowledge ceases to be an
end to itself (qtd. in Pratt 7).
To respond, Pratt calls for a strategy that raises strong, coherent university-based
voices to challenge the shift in public definition of knowledge as a commodity.
Demonstrated by recent changes in California's educational system which restrict
university enrollments and encourage enrollments in community colleges because of "the
efficiency of a performance-measured economy," the danger of abdicating to this
definition of knowledge as a commodity is such knowledge is unjust (Pratt 10).
Pratt cites University of Arizona professor Sheila Slaughter who suggests that
"education programmed in this way will inevitably favor the white economic elites and
result in aggregating non-whites in second-tier institutions [community colleges] that
prepare them for jobs that others will supervise....Educating the elite for leadership was a
traditional function of higher education, and dividing institutions and students into distinct
tiers preserves the class division while it pretends to make education more democratic"
(II).
In these tiered settings, it is difficult for schools, community colleges and
universities to be places for people to practice democratic public life when the tiers
represent segmentation of the public, yet these are the very places where young citizens
learn about democracy and public life. In a fifty year study of identifying trends in the
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policy preferences of citizens in the United States, Page and Shapiro argue for a higher
level of political education which will lessen the power of the political elite to mislead or
manipulate the public (Page and Shapiro 392-395). A higher level of practiced political
and democratic education affects beliefs and behaviors in local government and
community public life. In her introduction to Academic Literacies: The Public and Private
Discourse of University Students, Denny Taylor raises a critical issue about the use of the
word "community" to describe, for example, the university as a "community of scholars."
The use of the term "community" to describe disciplines or a group of
scholars working together is currently being reexamined by composition
scholars. Joseph Harris and Linda Brodkey both agree with Raymond
Williams' challenge of the "warmly persuasive" quality of this word.
Williams suggests that our understanding of the concept of community
is limited by having no opposing or negative term (Cheseri-Strater xx)
Denny Taylor echoes Pratt and Schlaughter's shared concern about the
feigned sense of community or democratic life which schools and universities portray.
Instead, the university should reflect the kind of space where publics are able contest the
illusion of democratic education and reconstruct a more just public consensus. These
voices should unite:
around those few standards that are critical to almost all of us. Most of us believe
in the value of the teacher in the classroom and the need to protect academic f
freedom, in the necessity of economic stability for the profession, and in a diverse
curriculum in an open system of democratic education. We also know that
learning is not always a matter of performance and that the most promising
students may not fit the statistical profiles. We understand that education must
always be out on the edge of what is known, and that being on the edge inevitably
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brings controversy and misunderstanding. The values that most nearly unites us
are in fact the values least understood by the pubh"c...we must devise pubh'c
strategies that challenge the consensus, not reinforce it....This may mean doing
what professors aren't expected to do, making what Lyotard calls a 'new move'
that destabilizes the existing power...This may mean exposing the contradictions in
a confused public attitude...(Pratt 15).
Pratt is calling for university voices which reflect university shared values and the
faculty senate is one of the few public places where faculty, staff and students come
together to deliberate on their contested and shared public values.

Here, as in non-

academic government, the goal of faculty senate public dialogue is to make policy
recommendations which shape broader policy decisions. In this public arena, "faculty
activists must take into account the political realities of the campus...."(Ridgely 8).

Research Methodologies for Theme Two
At the University of Arizona faculty senate monthly meetings where I used my
critical ethnographer's lens to observe and my audiophone to hear, I recorded decisions
being made. For example, at the March 6, 1995 meeting, the senate paid memorial tribute
to a faculty member who was murdered. They decided to set up a new committee of five
faculty members to investigate administrative costs at the university because there is a
"public perception" that these costs are high. They participated in discussion about three
architectural plans for a new undergraduate instructional facility. They voted to approve
the establishment of a new university branch campus in Sierra Vista, Arizona.
At the April 17, 1995 meeting, the faculty senate voted to approve the
recommendation from the Committee on Reorganization of the Exercise and Sports
Sciences Department to move the PE program to the College of Education with all current
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faculty lines, conduct a search for a new department head with a research background, and
move the graduate program to the College of Medicine. On May 8, the UA faculty senate
voted to reorganize and reaflBrm the Journalism Department. These observations and
hearings recorded the functional nature of the university's democratic public culture.

Functional Democratic Public Culture
Returning to my clarification of democracy, I remind you that "it is not tidy" and
democracy has a fundamental belief in fi"eedom...to "choose fi-om a range of alternatives"
(Barber and Watson xvii; Maxcy 59). Historical records of deliberative assemblies which
used reasoning in the process of making public decisions include the Council of Seventy in
1200 B.C., fifth century B.C. in Athens, and "the highest deliberative authority in the
Roman Republic was the Senate (Keesey 21). Thomas Jefferson, in aiding the developing
government of the United States, based in Manual of Parliamentary Practice on the
practices of the British Parliament. Later publications in the United States included the
1834 text by Luther Steams Cushing and the most popular text in 1951 by Henry M.
Robert (Keesey 22-23). The principles of parliamentary procedure help members of a
democratic legislative group make decisions where there is an "emphasis on civility, if not
finendship...."(GastiI 24). I believe that making workable decisions demonstrates the
functional character of the university feculty senate.
To support my belief, I cite another specific example of public dialogue at work
within the public university setting. This example is fi-om the University of Maryland
which had to deal with a twenty percent cut in state support in 1990. Chemistry professor
Gerald Ray Miller describes the "deliberative process" which was not flawless and
"certainly wasnt speedy...[but] together, we made decisions critical to the future of our
university" (Miller 14). Important to the success was "a history of good communication
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between the university administration and the leadership of the campus senate. Both our
president and former provost and our provost...rose through our faculty ranks, and both
value senate and faculty participation, advice and action" (Miller 12).
The University of Maryland in this situation demonstrates an example of dialogue
which transforms a university community. I spoke of this kind of dialogue at the
beginning of my research, earlier and again. It is important for me to keep spiraling back
to it because this kind of dialogue is practiced as a process of studying the world, its
history, meaning and power, and transforming that world (Freire, Education 45). This
kind of public dialogue is dependent upon empathetic listening and understanding.
Without such listening and understanding, a lack of shared identification in the dialogue
results in an inability of a public to act together.

Fragmented and Fragile Democratic Public Culture
Often, however, the university community does not have such coherence, but,
instead mirrors the fragmentation of the publics it represents. This fragmentation is a
characteristic of change and change is a characteristic of the chaos theory approach of
understanding complex systems (Maxcy 38). Chaos theory recognizes that complex
systems have structure and is "patterned, if in no other way, as unsteady, expansive,
irregular [and] nonlinear" (Maxcy 39).
In the university, a complex system, "over the last number of decades, faculty life
in departments, disciplines, and colleges has been characterized by balkanization, isolation,
and 'special interests'. Higher education has not paid much attention to its role as a
functioning community for many years" (Smith 30). In an attempt to pay attention and to
imagine the fragmented shape within this critiqued "community of scholars," Bernard
Murchland suggests we do the following;
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imagine a pentagon. On one comer are the traditionalists who
want to base the curriculum on the great ideas of Western civilization
...On an opposite corner is an articulate band of postmodernists who
might include...[the] multiculturalists. They take up the cudgels against
the traditionalists to argue or the radical contingency and pluralism
of practices, values, and principles.... On a third comer of the pentagon
are the progressives (sometimes called the radical) educators....They
argue for citizenship education in the tradition of civic humanism and
classical republicanism....A fourth and large group comprises those
who think the primary purpose of education is to provide students
with skills useful in a high-tech, postindustrial economy....By far the
largest group represented on the pentagon is composed of those who
might be called the silent majority of academia, the (more or less)
unreflective defenders of the status quo...revealed in the metaphor
of the university as a marketplace of ideas (Murchland 5).
Murchland argues this pentagon image is a microimage of the public realm in our
democratic life because these fragmented comers of perspectives on academic curriculum
give shape to a public curriculum of education. This public curriculum constitutes a public
act; an act which makes a political statement (Murchland 4).
Determining the meaning of these political statements around curriculum,
department reorganization, academic freedom and contracts of ethics, commitment and
responsibility come within the arena of student and faculty committees and bodies of
governance such as the Student and Faculty Senate ("SPBAC calls for comments"; Power
and Influence). What universities should do, Murchland argues, is practice and provide
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public spaces for students and faculty to practice the dialogic tradition of public
governance (Murchland 8).
Although my immersion into the observation of the faculty senate began and ended
with the spring semester of 1995, from talking with the staff to the senate and from
comments made during the senate meetings, I have learned that this semester's increased
workload for the senate reflects its changing role. The University of Arizona faculty
senate's role in the governance of university decisions has not been a stable role; recently it
has changed to take on greater importance. In the University's strategic plan, entitled
Transformation Beyond the Year 2000. the plan states that" the University of Arizona
must focus on transforming the academic, administrative, and support services process..."
and the plan cites that, in order to meet this goal, it will "foster intra-university
partnerships...empower committees and teams so that they are purposeful groups
delivering results that are considered and implemented" ("SPBAC calls for comments").
In part, this change is the result of a university administration, reflected in the
perspective of University Provost Paul Sypherd who, in referring to the revision of
curriculum states that "in the coming weeks, I will seek input from all quarters of the
University" ("Sypherd outlines next step of plan"). In part, this change is a result of
increased public demands of accountability by the state legislature, which, I have learned
from my observations of Faculty Senate dialogue, may be considered micro-management
by the university faculty. However, public demands are a perspective of a wide general
audience as reflected in the local and national media.
In a recent front page article in Newsweek, the reporter asks.
How did such smart folks get themselves into such a jam? It took arrogance,
ambition and a blind faith that the money spigot would never be
tightened....Serious efforts at cost-cutting began in about 1990.
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...The problem is that universities—and particularly their faculties—have long prided
themselves on not thmking like IBM. We are the conservators of culture and
developers of innovation,' says president Judith Rodin, who is leading a
restructuring' project at the University of Pennsylvania. "Now we also need to take
a page from business in order to survive'" (Hancock and McCormick 59-61).
There is a change of the role of the faculty senate which responds to the public
critique and current financial troubles of higher education. This is reflected in a move
toward shared governance at a time of making touch decisions of "what to chop?" in
higher education; it is not a time of shared governing about how to expand the university.
Paralleling the public's expectation to make tough decisions is a change within a faculty
which sees itself as shaper of policy and a coexpert on complex policy issues; it no longer
sees itself as a conduit for policy to be made between the traditional policy experts,
university administration and the Arizona Board of Regents, a perspective expressed by
members of the university and faculty reported by the .Arizona Daily Wildcat: "The UA
should be a model of democracy....There is a recognition by faculty leaders and
administrative leaders that shared governance is a more eflfective way to run this university
(Davis 1, 5).
I suggest that the faculty senate's changing role from a limited to a fiill and equal
policymaking partnership with the university administration mirrors the changes of the
1994 national electorate's desire for congressional copartnership which is now driving the
policy process in the United States Congress. Congress is also facing tough "what to
chop?" public decisions. The change of national governance to shared governance between
states, for example, mirrors the challenge by the general public to the technicians of public
policy who no longer can claim sole expertise of policy issues. This challenge is reflected
in the mismatch of technical language with public. Technical language can "intimidate and
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exclude the public, blocking that open and significant deliberation wich is so essential to
the life processes of a democratic society" (Osbom 11). This exclusion often results in a
"crisis of public rhetoric" and is, I argued earlier, is a disruption of public speech which
can trigger public stories (Osbom II).
Earlier in my study, I identified Green's public speech and generated an analysis
process which identified both kinds of public speech as public stories. The ethnographic
and story matrices that I developed for Theme one I also apply to Theme two. In my
matrix for story analysis, I identify the forum public speech as a another type of story
which accompanies the umbilical story. It may be that part of the reason Green did not
identify forum public speech as a public story is because he did not use the reductive lineby-line approach to story analysis I have, but there may be another reason. It may be
because that, in the United States, we discourage the public telling of umbilical stories.
My research seems to be a microcosm of Green's public culture where the forum
story predominates in public dialogue. If stories are told in public dialogue, it is often but
not always the forum kind of story. The forum story does not appear, on the surface and
according to Green's theory, to be a story because it makes a judgment or takes a stance.
However, I believe these types of speech acts can be stories.
As examples of my story and dialogue analysis applied to Theme two which
combines the sociolinguistic, psychological, literary and anthropological approaches I have
reviewed in this chapter, I share the following data which purposively reflect the
functional, fragile and fragmented democratic public culture of the UA faculty senate and
demonstrate both the umbilical and forum public story.
Demonstrating the functional character of the university faculty senate is the story
told on April 17, 1995. Here I add the analysis of Schank's first hand or second hand
story and analysis of the contextual functional character of the university faculty senate.
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This story introduces the chair of the special committee on reorganization of the PE
department. My qualitative observations and quantitative analysis of that meeting
recorded eighty eight lines of dialogue as Grice's conversational maxim of quantity, where
members were talking about facts and information. Fourteen lines of public dialogue were
recorded as Grice's conversational maxim of quality or truth. I have used italics as
markers for Schank's first hand or second hand story type and I have enlarged the font for
those lines which refer to the functional working and decisionmaking functions of the
faculty senate.
line #
Green's story type
umbilical
4-9, 22, 35
On November 20th 1994
President P. forwarded a proposal
to Professor J.D.G.
who chaired the faculties
regarding the reorganization of the Exercise and Sport Science
Department
the proposal
as was pointed out by Dr. P. in his transmittal letter
had two parts to it

the first part proposed a transfer of the Exercise Science Program
and associated faculty members
and their merger
with the Department of Physiology
and the College of Medicine
this part of the proposal was
reviewed by the Senate Review Committee
on the reorganization of the Exercise
and Sport Sciences Department
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If you recall

22

the review committee
unanimously approved
a recommendation
of this proposal
and the Faculty Senate received and acted on this
proposal
/ believe
two senate meetings ago
and that proposal
I believe

first hand

first hand

carried
pretty much unanimously
if my recollection is correct

35 firsthand

the second part of the proposal
was
a proposal to phase out
the department of physical education
by the end of the academic year 1997-98
with the release of the remaining departmental faculty members
save one
there were
details concerning the
main faculty member and other aspects of the
proposal
which were
again
documented in the attachments to the
letter from the President P.
November 20 th

this second part of the proposal
was once again reviewed
by the Senate Review Committee
chaired by Dr. C. P.
and then the report of this confmittee
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on this second part of the proposal
follows a very complex set of procedures
that the committee
followed
based on certain agreed upon principles between the faculty senate
set forth
/ think
in a
review [?] about two years ago

first hand

/ would like to call on Dr. C. P.
to
please present

the final presentation to the Senate (Story 6)
Demonstrating the fragile and fragmented character of the university faculty
senate, this next story excerpt was told on March 6, 1995 and I have transcribed it in its
entirety earlier in this chapter. My qualitative observations and quantitative analysis of
that meeting recorded forty three lines of dialogue as Grice's conversational maxim of
quantity, where the members were talking about facts and information. Twenty lines of
public dialogue were recorded as Grice's conversational maxim of quality.
Three stories were produced during that meeting which refer to the violation of the
quantity maxim, thus becoming what I call trigger stories. This sample is one of those
stories. In addition to previous sample where I used italics as markers for Schank's first
hand or second hand story type and I enlarged the font for those lines which refer to the
fragile and fragmented character of the faculty senate as evidenced by the violated quantity
maxim, I have added other markers of analysis.
I have identified the lines which indicated the communicative key of the meeting,
the dialogue and the story. I have also identified the lines which identify the category of
speech act I believe this story demonstrates.
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line #
Green's story type
forum
I have a few questions
who will get the money?
President Pacheco has a jiib.
ex President Schaeffer has a jAb
ex President Kofller has a joli

39-50

Number two
What will the money be used for?
And number three

was there any faculty input in starting this new category
president emeritus
that follows the faculty governance ground
guidelines?
Schank's story type
first hand
On Saturday I got my semi-annual haircut
While / was in the chair
second hand

1-2,4-5, 12-3,
16, 39,51

none (Story 3)

communicative key of the meeting
fear
48-9
member asks for the senate to repudiate the actions against the
journalism and physical education departments and states that "no one is
safe."
humor
51-2,56
member ends his story with "1 don't want to have to find a new
barber."laughter
anger
90
provost reports and refers to the "60 Minutes" show, calling it
"a drive-by shooting..."a member says, "I don't need these games...
we have too much animosity..."
discomfort
141-2
committee of eleven member clarifies the purpose of a new committee
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and says, "We're discomforted because we don't have information."
somber
69-72
opening session closes, presiding officer refers to the death of a UofA
professor who was recently murdered; everyone stands, silent
proud
96
provost reports and refers to the "stories of achievement of our
faculty..."
communicative key of the dialogue
threatening
49-50
second speaker in the opening session, following first speaker who closes with
"no one is safe...Today the bell is tolling for us, but next
year...the bell could be tolling for you."
communicative key of the story
fearful
and hair flying about my head
I tried to pacify him at least
confused
I didn't really know what was going on...
I have a few questions...
I hope the answers are good ones
because I don't want to have to find a new barber
humor
I hope the answers are good ones
because I don't want to have to find a new barber
type of speech act
judgment
I didn't really know what was going on...
I have a few questions...
I hope the answers are good ones

12-13

16, 39-52

51-2

16,39,51

Public Story Type and Democratic Public Culture
The importance of the public stories and public dialogue analysis that I have just
presented to you help you see and hear that Green's one type of story, umbilical, and my
two types of stories, forum and umbilical, are identified by different purposes; the
umbilical story's purpose is to recollect, remember and produce shared memory; the forum
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story's purpose is to persuade and argue for a judgment. Both kinds of stories incorporate
basic narrative elements (character, action, time, setting, theme, mood) but a closer
analysis of the style, structure and manner of telling these stories reveals a new
understanding beyond Green's theories.
The analysis also illustrates and amplifies the importance of understanding public
story type, umbilical or forum, as a category of speech act within public dialogue. Public
story understood in this way demonstrates the democratic public culture of the UA faculty
senate as functional, fragile and fragmented. In the next chapter, the threads of my
research weave together ways of knowing with the analysis I have presented to you.
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CHAPTER THREE
Results
Knowing
As I said in the first chapter, my ways of knowing this research is partial and
incomplete. My understanding of this research and my articulation of its results,
conclusions and implications to you are based on my observations, my transcriptions and
analysis of the research, all of which is filtered through my eyes and ears. I am not sharing
with you truth as whole and complete, but truth in its partial form. Nevertheless, for me,
and I hope for you, the reader, this research has meaning and importance.
Throughout the final stages of my knowing, the research has been framed around
the two themes which emerged and continue to develop as I listen to and see what the
data demonstrates to me. My research results, conclusions, and implications are also
fi"amed around these emerging and developing themes.
Theme 1. The democratic public culture of the UA Faculty Senate is partially
demonstrated through its public speech. The Faculty Senate's public speech includes
public dialogue and public stories.
My understanding of the research's first theme is that mixed debate and
deliberative dialogue is the type of public dialogue practiced in the UA faculty senate's
democratic public culture. The type of public dialogue as mixed debate and deliberative is
evidenced in analysis of the ethnographic categories of communicative competence and
the categories of intelligible and common language and conversational maxims fi"om
dialogue analysis summarized in Tables A, B, and C.
The democratic public culture is evidenced by the practice of democratic public
values and ethnographic analysis of the UA faculty senate's culture which includes
communicative competence, summarized in Tables A and C.
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These tables summarize the data I collected and analyzed from my ethnographic
and dialogue matrices(Appendices C and D), based on the six participant observations of
the university faculty senate I conducted during March to May, 1995. In some of the cells
in the tables, you will see an identification offollowed by a number; this number of
counted lines relate to conversational disruptions or violations which I explain in the
results of my second theme.
For the results of those six observations in the first theme recorded in Table A, as I
considered democratic value orientations—identified in my ethnographic analysis as norms
of interpretation in the faculty senate's culture—I saw and heard equality having the
greatest number of counted lines in each observation. As I clarified in the first chapter, in
this research the value orientation equality is related to moral power. This power can be
either one directional "power over" or interactive "power with" (FoUett qtd. in Mathews,
Politics for People 143). The order for the remaining norms of interpretation or value
orientations, noted in their priority as measured by the number of line references are:
relationship building, hard work, and justice. I identified justice in the faculty senate
references made about academic freedom and academic tenure.
TABLE A
justice

2/23/95
3/2/95

equality/pwr
33
3

'hard work rel.bldg.
'5
7
1
2

3/6/95
3/20/95
4/3/95
4/17/95
5/1/95
5/8/95

25
10
9
20
20
27

1
1
1
1
3
2

5
1
3
8
1
3

10
2
5
17+3
34
4

Looking more closely at excerpts from one of the sessions, April 17, 1995, 1 identified
equality as moral power in the following lines from my ethnographic observations:
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line #
response back: I'd love to see the committee do faculty
governance but we don't have the time or expertise; I
think the proposal is a fait accompli: let the administration
do it [faculty budgets].

61-68

question: I'm not sure I agree. The faculty senate needs to
be involved; SPBAC is appointed by the administration....
[the process] should be SPBAC reports to the faculty senate
committee who reports to the senate.
answer: Faculty senate members would be at least 50% of
SPBAC representatives.
response: This [the proposal] almost puts us out of the loop.
What I hear from this excerpt is a struggle between the faculty senate and the strategic
planning and budget committee which is appointed by the administration about the issue of
who has the power to make faculty budgets. The reference to the committee being
appointed by the administration demonstrates one directional "power over" power. The
other perspective, referenced in the line "this [proposal] almost puts us out of the loop" is
referring to interactive "power with" power. This exchange is consistent with other
excerpts, such as this one, from the same observation;
...it is not correct that the faculty senate approved the
process. The senate did not approve the top down
approach; we have not yet moved away from the top
down decisionmaking style.
response: There's a lot of things we'd do differently....
From my perspective, it was an agreed upon process....
question: In the process we do have, the university
president triggers a recommended action which goes to
the faculty senate to study and make a decision and then
to the president and regents. But I hear the president has
already make a decision [before the senate has]. This

142-151

147
upsets me.
The reference to justice I heard from the April 17 meeting is the following:
I agree with the president. We have to make cuts, but we
cannot give up our values...our rights....

173

There were several references made to the value orientation of hard work,
including these:
...the committee has done an incredibly good job in gathering 160
data...
...the report has intelligence, integrity, talent...and it makes me 170
proud
In the April 17 meeting and observation, I identified the value orientation of
relationship building more frequently than in any of the other sessions. In this session, a
violation of the norm of interpretation led to a trigger story. Story 9, as demonstrated in
the following story excerpt and line evidences of relationship building:
observation line #
they turned the process
completely over
to their faculty senate

142-144
story line #

the faculty senate went through a very kmg
12-23
and elaborate
process
which caused a community to coalesce behind that which was happening
•A •

It IS

that action
necessary
in order to gain community acceptance of hard things that have to be done
Table B considers the maxims of conversation that I observed and recorded from
the dialogue analysis. Of the four conversational maxims Grice outlines, I discarded
relation because, as I came to understand the culture of the faculty senate, their
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conversational and interaction norm of pre-set agenda insures that dialogue is related to
the subject of the meeting, and, if it strays off course too far, which was rare, the presiding
oflBcer quickly pulls it back to the topic. Thus, relation or relevancy is ensured by the
conversational norms of the faculty senate.
The maxim of manner I translated into communicative key as my analysis
progressed. I generally identified communicative key by specific reference of feeling or
emotion by the speaker. Conmiunicative key was specifically noted by the speakers'
references to feeling or emotion in four of the six sessions with the emotional pattern of
ironic humor being the most fi"equent reference or demonstrated tone. In two of the
sessions, concern or worry was noted and in two of the sessions the speakers identified
themselves as curious. Other singular identifications of conmiunicative key included:
fiiistration, discomfort, puzzlement, distrust, cautiousness, encouragement, anger and
suppliance.
In the other two maxims for conversation, I found that the distinction between
quantity or facts and information and quality/truthfiilness was sometimes blurred. In other
words, when people talked about information, they were often talking about the quality of
truthfiikiess in that information.
When I counted the two conversational maxims, quantity and quality separately,
quantity was referenced in the data the majority of times by a large difference in the
number of lines reference.
TABLE B
2/23/95
13/2/95

quantity
25+2
:14

<]uality
3

'3/6/95
3/20/95
4/3/95
4/17/95
15/1/95

40+3
47
39
187+1
64+3

0+20

:5+9

com.key
17

fi
13
1
:9
9
6
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Looking more closely at these categories from the March 6, 1995 meeting and my
observation, the following excerpt demonstrates quantity;
Chair of faculty gives report, looks around the room,
announces Arizona Board of Regents meeting,
particularly the Friday session where they will talk about
tuition for in and out of state students, the new Sierra
Vista campus, the mission of the university and also
the consideration of sites for the new liberal arts campus.

line #
97-101

The next quantity excerpt demonstrates the blurred separation I heard between quantity
and quality and it is also an excerpt from a trigger story, emerging, I believe, when the
quantity/quality maxim was violated or disrupted;
observation line #
I have a few questions
who will get the money?
President Pacheco has a job
ex President SchaefTer has a job
ex President Kofller has a job

53-55
story line #
39-52

Number two
What will the money be used for?
And number three
was there any faculty input in starting this new category
President emeritus
that follows the faculty governance ground
guidelines?
As 1 clarified earlier, I analyzed Grice's conversational maxim of manner within the
broader and more culturally inclusive concept of communicative key, developed by Dell
Hymes, which is "the tone, manner, or spirit in which a [speech] act is done" (Gumperz
and Hymes 62). The following excerpts from observation reflect communicative key;
key

line #
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I don't need these games...we have too much
animosity.

frustration
worry

138-9

We're discomforted because we don't have
the information.

discomfort

141-2

In Table C, communicative competence, an understanding of the ethnographic
norms of dialogue interaction, in the senate was noted in more lines than any other
category. This category included my ethnographic analysis of the senate's principles of
speech and use of Robert's Rules of Order. The frequency of use of common language in
the faculty senate's dialogue is reflected in the category of Ideal Speech Situation (ISS)
from my dialogue analysis. In the ethnographic category labeled "other," I recorded
verbal and nonverbal demonstrations of the senate's culture such as its dress code, the use
of written materials, use of audiovisual equipment, notetaking, note passing, laughter,
cheers, applause and greetings to name some of the elements.
TABLE C
22/3/95
3/2/95

'ISS
11
4

«
10

9
;11

3/6/95
3/20/95
4/3/95
4/17/95
5/1/95
15/8/95

27
3
20
15
9
5

171+2
35
57
128
45+5
133

16
14
43
31
38
26

com.comD. other

Looking closely at these categories from the meeting and observation of May 8,
1995, evidence of ISS or common language is found in the foUowing excerpts:
line #
the strategic plan

34

PATE, SPBAC
SBS
reallocate...impotent deans

148
150
153

Communicative competence, which includes norms of interaction of the senate
such as Robert's Rules of Order, faculty principles of speech, and other nonverbal or
verbal interactions I heard and saw in these excerpts from May 8;
At 3:00 p.m. senators start arriving and start talking with
9-15
each other....The former faculty presiding officer arrives in
tennis shoes and a straw cowboy hat, not the apparel of his
dark suit he previously wore to all meetings. He starts
joking with the other senators. He goes down to the front
and has the new presiding officer "how are you doing?" She
responds and they begin to talk together, heads huddled
over papers. The university president arrives early
(without his aide), talking and laughing with the former presiding
ofllcer and the current faculty chair and then the new faculty
presiding officer.
The presiding officer reviews the ground rules for discussion.
She asks the former faculty chair to lead the discussion on
the motion.

103-4

The provost stands at his seat to speak.

105

The presiding officer notes that "because we only have
133-134
a half our, speak for only five minutes and only speak once.
We've already gone ten minutes beyond the time...I move the 207-9
question...."The presiding officer repeats the motion and calls for
a [hand] vote: 36 aye, 3 nay, 5 abstain, motion carried.
In Table D, E, F, and G, I summarize the categories from my narrative analysis
observations and transcription recording of the sixteen stories which were developed as I
analyzed the stories (Appendix E). The demonstration and analysis of public stories
within the public dialogue, the analysis of type of public story and type of speech act of
each public story is evidenced in the narrative analysis stylistic categories-line, stanza and
section—the categories of conversational sequence markers—preface/entrance talk.
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repetition, ending/exit talk—fomm/umbilical story type, first hand or second hand stories
and type of speech act or acts.
In creating my table summaries, I decided that, although in my analysis I had
recorded the sequence order markers I identified in the public stories, these markers were
not useful in understanding the present research. For a future research, I might be able to
meaningfully apply the outcome of fourteen of the sixteen stories the tellers used both
consequential and sequential or chronological markers in their stories. The combination of
consequential, sequential and thematic markers I noted was demonstrated in eight of the
sbcteen stories, while the use of only thematic markers was used in one story.
For the present research, in Table D, I consider the conversational sequence
markers and found none of the public stories had evidence of disjunctives—words such as
"uh" or "um"; all of the public stories used embedded repetition, sometimes repeating
parts of previous stories or dialogue, but generally the story repetition referred to concepts
within the story. Fourteen of the sixteen stories had a story preface/entrance talk and
thirteen of the stories had story endings/exit talk.
TABLE D
story 1
story 2
story 3
story 4
story 5
story 6
story 7
story 8
•^ory 9
story 10
story 11
istory 12
story 13
story 14
iStory 15

ctnn/ 1ft

preface
18

disjunctive irepetition

4
2

8
23
68

4
5
2

14
15
24
3
30
14
8
8
6

111
!2
20
12
13
18
7
5
10

7

1-*
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In Story 16,1 found and heard each of the three above categories evidenced in the
following excerpts:
category
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
preface
I'm NG
and I'm representative
of the students on the committee
and I have a couple of statements that I wanted to make
about faculty governance
and
how important it is
in November of 1993 Dr. G. spoke to the faculty senate
and
repetition
said
and I'd like to read you this quote
because
Dr. W.
discussed surgery

repetition

story line #
1-9

15-17

71-74

SECTION VI: EXIT TALK
ending
109-116
and I also wanted to mention
as far as faculty
the procedure
[alludes to a note she has which says appointed, not elected, faculty were assigned to
a university committee]
but that's all I wanted to say
thank you
In Table E, considering the story type, I identified seven of the stories as forum
only stories, told with the purpose of persuasion or encouraging specific action; three of
the stories were umbilical only, emphasizing the relationship of belonging to the
community and six of the stories were both forum and umbilical stories. Twelve of the
stories were first hand stories, using the first, singular pronoun with some use of the third
person plural and occasional use of the collective second person pronoun; two stories
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were told as predominately second hand stories and two stories included both first and
second hand perspectives.
TABLEE
!

istory 1
istory 2
Istory 3

Ifomm
1

'11
la

umbilical
134
19

'story 4

10

17

istory 5
istory 6
Istory 7

:31
19

24
;5
3

20

4

istory 8
istory 9
istory 10
istory 11
Istory 12
istory 13
istory 14
istory 15
istory 16

,

lie
43
13

i3
i7

I2nd hand
1

i
;

4
i9
35
3

1

'

18
i8

:

!5
15

!16
;l
il6

42

12

7
20
!17

8
10

29
2
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As an example of story that is both forum and umbilical, told in the first person
(marked in italics), I have purposively selected the following excerpts from Story 5:
I would like to ask
the faculty
provost
as a ready made suggestion
of revision
and Professor S. has said
that documents like this
should really be framed
with faculty in mind
that we discuss this document
but that we not vote on it
that's just a recommendation
because I plan
to very flrmly and loudly
vote against it

category

line #

forum

8-22

155

On my mother's knee
I learned something I remember to this day
and it's from Shakespeare
and I learned it at the age of Ave

umbilical

69-72

Continuing with my analysis of the public stories, in Table F, I have identified
eleven of the sixteen public stories which demonstrated social behavior speech acts. I
identified these speech acts as categories of Austin's directive acts which "aim at
regulating the behavior of our hearer, or ultimately controlling our envirormient through
the medium of other people (Corder 41). The five categories, as I defined them in the
previous chapter, are:
1. making judgments—giving a fact or value
2. exercising power—voting, ordering
3. committing the speaker to a course of action—promising, expressing faith
4. demonstrating social behavior—apologizing, congratulating, condoling
5. taking a stance—arguing, assuming (Corder 41).
Elaborating on these categories, I have added "mixed" to some of the categories
where I identified several categories being demonstrated but one category predominated.
It is interesting for me to draw your attention to my identification of only one of the
stories demonstrating exercise of power even though equality as moral power was the
predominate value orientation, summarized in Table A. Nine of the sixteen demonstrated
judgment speech acts, five demonstrated stance speech acts, three demonstrated speaker
committed to action speech acts and one demonstrated an exercise of power speech act
which is mbced with judgment.
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TABLEF
istory 1
soc. behav.
istory 2
isoc. behav.
istory 3
judgment
Istory 4
mixed sbeh.
Story 5
;power/)udg.
istory 6
imixedsocb. i
istory 7
isocb/stance i
istory 8
isocb/iudg.
^ory 9
'^cb/stance
istory 10
imixed/iudg.
ijudgment
istory 11
^"udg/socb.
istory 12
istory 13
soc. Ijehav.
ijudgment
istory 14
istory 15
ijudg/stance
story 16
isocb/action

Again, referring to excerpts from Story 5, Story 7 and Story 16, the following
demonstrate directive speech act categories;
category
Yeah
to paraphrase an earlier era
exercise of power
I know not what course
others may take
but as for me
if calied upon to vote on this argument right now
I would reject it in toto
I do this
as a statement of ideas and dreams
and I don't feel
that the fact
dreams that I don't share
too
which
makes them even more
uncomfortable for me

judgment

line #
1-7

36-44

157

Before we get started
I would like to
take this opportunity to
thank the members of the committee

social behavior 1-5

Additional concerns
taking a stance 66-73
[pause]
a dangerous precedent
we feel
is being set
if faculty that are primarily involved in research and teaching
are separated from faculty whose primary work
is teaching and service
Just personally
Dr. S. mentioned that no one was kept out of the journalism department
but I went
to sign up for journalism as a major
action
90-100
and was told that I could not do so
and when that happened
I
wrote a document
and put down everything that happened in the conversation
and took it to the bank
and had it notarized
In Table G, connecting the type of public stor>- to the speech act category, I
identified of the seven forum only stories, three of them demonstrated judgment speech
acts, three demonstrated judgment and another speech act category, one demonstrated
social behavior and action speech act categories. In the story that almost equally
demonstrated forum and umbilical story type, the judgment speech act was demonstrated.
In the six stories that were both forum and umbilical, four of them demonstrated either
mixed or only social behavior, one demonstrated judgment (Story 11) and one
demonstrated exercise of power and judgment (Story 5). It is important for me to note
that in the last two stories, the teller used umbilical stories within the primary story in
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order to express the speech act of judgment or judgment and power. In future research, I
would like to explore this occurrence more carefully, because, as a listener to this kind of
story, I did not engage effectively with the story, but felt that some other type of rhetorical
violation had occurred. In the three umbilical only stories, all demonstrated the social
behavior speech category.
TABLEG
Ifomm
istory 1
jstory 2
istory 3
istory 4
istory 5
jstory 6
istory 7
Istory 8
^ory 9
istory 10
story 11
istory 12
istory 13
^ory 14
istory 15
istory 16

iumbilical

134
i9
11
i8
131
;g
20
116
43
13
29
2
66
3

:17
24
5
3

A

:15
:i2

7

ispch act
'soc. behav.:
!soc. behav-i
'judgment
imixed sbh
ipwr/jment •
Imixed sbh :
isocb/stnce
isocb/lment!
socb/stnce
imixd/iment!
'judgment
ijudg/sbh
soc. behav.:
ijudgment
judg/stnce
isocb/act

In connecting the public story type to the speech act category, I think there may be
an explanation for why forum stories predominate in our democratic public culture and
why umbilical stories do not. I will consider this in more depth shortly, but, again I
emphasize that when an umbilical only story is told it appears to demonstrate the social
behavior speech act category and when the forum only story is told it demonstrates the
judgment category.
Theme 2. The public dialogue and public stories in the public speech of the UA Faculty
Senate demonstrate a democratic public culture that is functional but fragile and
fragmented.
From my theoretical memo of2/24/96,1 wrote:
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For theme two, what I did note that was for four of the six senate sessions, a
disruption or breaking of the quantity/quality rule generated a story. This is a
pretty significant finding, I think, and it substantiates what I was guessing as I put
the data together with Bruner's argument for the importance of story in a
democratic culture.
Table H combines the ethnographic and dialogue analysis by looking at the
conversational maxims, quantity and quality, with the norms of interpretation relationship
building and communicative competence identified at the faculty senate meetings. Within
some of the cells of the counted number of observation lines, I have identified specific
number of lines which refer to a disruption or violation in public speech, signified by the
"+" followed by the specific number of lines.
Rereading my observations and analysis, I understood that four of my six
observations generated public stories, March 6 (Stories 1,3, II), April 17 (Stories 2, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10) May 1 (Stories 4, 5) and May 8 (Stories 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). It may be that
public stories were generated in the other two faculty meetings, March 20 and April 3, but
because the dialogue of those meetings was not about the university's reorganization of
the Exercise and Sports Sciences Department and physical education program, nor of the
Journalism Department and programs, I did not record any emerging stories in my
observations.
Within the four faculty senate meetings which produced stories about the
reorganization of the physical education and journalism departments, I looked more
closely at where the public stories occurred in the public dialogue. I emphasize that I
looked, because that is what I did; looked at the observation notes, looked at the data in
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my matrices and considered what connections, if any, I would find. At this stage of my
analysis, I was seeing rather than hearing the stories.
TABLE H.
iquantity
25+2

quality
!3

irel.bldg.

icom.comp.:

12/23/95
|3/2/95

!7

il4

:

&

13/6/95
13/20/95
14/3/95
14/17/95
15/1/95
15/8/95

40*3
47
!39
187+1
164+3
158+5

0+20

is
iio
!171+2
|35
i57
il28
^5
133

i

iio
12
i5
17+3
34
4

'

15+9
1+5

First, looking at the practice of three conversational maxims—quantity, quality and
manner or communicative key—for the four story-producing sessions, March 6, April 17,
May 1 and May, I saw six instances of disruptions to the conversational rules. None of
the disruptions or rule violations occurred in conmiunicative key, but they did occur in the
quantity and quality categories. At the four public meetings, the disruptions generated ten
of the sixteen public stories. I have detailed the story productions in the following
nCURE 1:

Date;

March 6

April 17

May 1

May 8

category

quantity

quality

quantity

quality

# of lines

20

9

J

5

Story

1,3,4

2,9

4,5

14, 15,16

As you can see, two disruptions generated three stories and two disruptions generated two
stories. Also, as you can see by reexamining Table H, when the quality maxim which
relates to truthfulness was disrupted or violated it was more likely for public stories to be
produced than when the quantity maxim, relating to information, was disrupted or
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violated. This is interesting because I identified more line incidences of the quantity
maxim, yet, when it was violated, this produced only half of the ten trigger stories.
Disrupting or violating the maxim of quality, relating to truthfulness, which occurred less
often still produced the other half of the ten trigger stories.
Also summarized in Table H are the counted number of lines instances of
disruption as a violation of the senate's public speech norms—of interpretation, relationship
building and of interaction as communicative competence. Here, instead of a
conversational maxim being violated, a norm of interaction or interpretation had been
violated. In these cases, no public story emerged.
For example, within the communicative competence category, eflSciency as a norm
of interaction was disrupted or violated twice. In these two situations, members wanted
more time for dialogue, yet no stories emerged from these or any of the eflSciency norm
violation instances. The following excerpts from the faculty senate meeting observations
of May 1, demonstrate these instances:

line #

I think we should work hard over the summer....
Democracy takes a little bit of time. I don't think we
should be stampeded.

154-156

I don't like this at all...rm a new senator...rni opposed
to vote today.

163-164

In a third instance, the communicative competence/interactive norm and faculty principle
of speech regarding respect and equal treatment was violated at the March 6 meeting
when the provost spoke without being called upon by the presiding oflBcer:
budget chair: "what will we do with the numbers? Are there any
financial resources for this task?"
provost [who responds without being called upon by the
presiding officer] "you'd have to increase administrative costs." 148-150
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laughter
Again, none of these disruptions or violations produced stories.
Now I want to consider the analysis results and that part of theme two which talks
about the UA faculty senate democratic public culture as functional but fragile and
fragmented. In Figures 2 and 3,1 compare the data from my recorded observations.
During all of the six meetings I observed, decisions were made, actions were taken. These
took place parallel to the disruptions or violations of public speech and the emergence of
public stories.
FIGURE 2 (next page)
In general, all of the faculty senate meetings are two to two and a half hours in
length. As I said earlier, if agenda items are not completed for a given meeting, they are
continued at the next meeting, and if there is the need two meetings instead of one
meeting is held during the month. Figure 2 shows that over the period of my research
from March 6 to May, 8, 1995,1 identified fifteen fijnctional actions or decisions made by
the faculty senate. These actions ranged from a memorial tribute to a murdered faculty
member (March 6), the establishment of a new committee (March 20), the transition of
new officers (April 3), the approval of the recommendation for the PE program from the
reorganization committee (April 17), decision to postpone the strategic action plan (May
1), and the approval of the reconmiendation for the Journalism Department (May 8).

163
memoriam
new commiRee on admin, costs
3/6,95
disc, of 3 options for Instructional Facility'
approval of new Sierra Vista campus

approves "^jniv. collegc"
3/20'95
establishes committee on faculty- conflict of interest

new faculty- comm. chairs take on resp.
4/3'95
approves univ. compensation plan

new faculty senate officers
4.17 95
approves recommend, for comm. to reorg.
Exer. & Sports, Sci. Dept. & PE prog.

removes "core curriculum" from strat. plan
decision to postpone decision on strat. plan
5 I 95
approves reorg. of Nuclear Engineer. Dept.
approves criteria for faculty- conditions of service

5 8 95

approves recommendation of Comm. to reorg. Journalism

Figure 2; Functional Quality of the Faculty Senate
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FIGURE 3 (next page)
Figure 3 shows along the same time frame, the emergence of the public stories and
contested or argued public issues which demonstrate cultural fragility and fragmentation
of the UA faculty senate during the time of my research. The contested public issues are
indicated by a dotted line without an arrow tip. I have visually marked trigger stories in
Figure 3 with a cross line to form a "t". The number of the story has significance in the
way that I grouped the stories by topic of first, higher education, next, reorganization,
followed by the PE and journalism topics.
The first meeting on the timeline of March 6 produced three trigger stories and
two contested issues, faculty salary equity and equity of administration costs as
demonstrated from my observations.
...It moves that a committee of five faculty be apptd...to investigate admin.
costs at the UofA because there is a "public perception" that these costs are
high. The motion is seconded...someone from the faculty senate asks "what
is the strategy of the motion?"; The fac. chair responds that there is a public
perception that the Uof A has had an increase in admin, costs. The committee
would use institutional resources, would with the administration, to obtain the
facts...
There is a report on faculty salary adjustment; there is two million in fimd for
faculty raises; there are some appeals about who got raises. There is an issue
with faculty senate subcommittee disagreeing with the provost's denial to
appeal a college dean's salary decision...
In the March 20 meeting, also documented in my observations, faculty conflict of interest
regulation was deliberated.
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I. Higher Education
facultv' salary equity'
3/6/95

equity of administrative costs
3. Reorg.
II. Reorg.

320'95

faculty conflict of interest regulation

reorganization of HR Dept.
4.3'95
faculty salary equity

2. Higher Ed.
6. Comm. to reorganize E.\ & S.S. Dept.
7. Report for reorg. comm.
4'17 95

8. Opening before comm. report
faculty salar\' equity
efforts of Senate Budget Committee & SPBAC
top down shared decision making
9. PE story
10. Continuation of PE dialogue

4. Reorg.
5 1 95

role of faculty with undergrad & grad students
5. Reorg.

12. Background report
13. Comm. to reorg. journalism report
5 8 95

14. Journalism
15. Journalism
top down decisions affecting journalism students
16. Journalism

Figure 3: Fragile. Fragmented Quality ofthe Faculty Senate as Evidenced by Contested Public Issues and Public Stories.
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He says there's a need for a fundamental change in policies..issue of "conflict of
commitment." There are laws in place re; conflict of interest and commitment.
The latter is under the department. Refers to a vice-pres. interpretation of what is
required...many faculty are "flabbergasted by this document which calls for
monetary reporting of your colleagues..."
In the April 3 meeting, the emerging contested public issues were the reorganization of the
Human Resources Department and equity of faculty salaries.
The CORe team [on Human Resources] has recommended some "radical changes"
merging three departments into one, "putting an end to fragmentation"...the
Committee Chair on the compensation plan comes to the podium. He refers to
the document they have before them. Q: what about an appeal process for nontenured faculty? R; there is a procedure. Q; colleges have their own appeal
procedures—there needs to be some oversight to meet due process...
In the April 17 meeting. Story 2 and Story 9 were trigger stories, produced by a disruption
or violation to a conversational maxim and the contested issues of faculty salary equity,
duplicating effons by SPBAC and the senate's budget committee, and top down
decisionmaking about program reorganizations as demonstrated from my observations.
The admin, person from AfF. Action takes the podium...She explains that the there
was a federal audit of the university because of "disparities of salaries between
men and women." There is a question from the senate re; the data they have been
given; we haven't done very well with women, men, is this typical? R; results
are similar to other PAC 10 universities. We are not retaining the individuals we
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need to...Committee Chair of budget committee comes to the podium. He
expresses frustration of committee with SPBAC's function. The two committees
are similar...he submits a proposal to reorganize both groups, combining
committees so faculty representation is integral. Presiding OflScer opens
discussion...Chair of Committee to Reorg. PE reports that the admin, began
"dismantling" the PE dept. before a decision went to the Regents...Univ. Pres.
says the senate and admin, agreed on a process and now we have to deal with
the results...Chair of Faculty says "it is not correct that the faculty senate
approved the process; the senate did not approve the top down approach..."

In the May 1 meeting, both stories produced were trigger stories and the contested
issue of the dififerent roles of faculty with undergraduate and graduate students emerged.
The committee chair introduces the items. Conditions of service should be
amended by paragraphs...involvement in undergrad. educ...Q; it doesn't address
role of faculty with graduate students...the role for graduate students is different
for faculty than with undergraduates...some units have emphasis for one or the
other...
In the last meeting of May 8, the three last stories were trigger stories and the
contested issue of top down decisions affecting journalism students emerged.
In April, 1994 new students were denied into jlism program, based on the
College SBS recommendation. This is an example of a decision being made
without Faculty Senate. Later, this decision was changed and students were
admitted...Provest [stands at his seat]...students were not denied admission
to the program...a response from a student faculty member; she was denied
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I

admission to the jlism department and she had her papers notarized to prove it.
Thus as the transcripted data and visuals show, at the same time that
funaional decisions and actions were taken by the senate, trigger stories—which, I believe,
respond to violations or disruptions of conversations maxims—were generated and

contested issues were being deliberated. What do these results and this juxtaposition of
cultural characteristics mean to the UA faculty senate, to other university faculty senates,
and to other democratic public cultures?
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CHAPTER FOUR
Conclusions and Implications
Making Meaning of the Research

I want to respond to those questions with a reflection on deliberative reasoning
within the paradigm or system of public story. As I said earlier, moral reasoning of story
depends on "narrative probability, what constitutes a coherent story...and narrative
fidelity, whether the stories...ring true" (Fisher 8). We can, together, make meaning from
this research story and the public stories in public dialogue within the research "because
we all live out narratives in our lives and because we understand our own lives in terms of
narratives" (Maclntyre qtd. in Fisher 8). In making shared meaning between us about this
research, we are producing shared conclusions which I will first summarize and highlight,
and next, explain in more detail. The essential conclusions of my research are the
following:
1. The UA faculty senate's democratic public culture is a public story.
2. The UA faculty senate's public speech includes a mixed public
dialogue which is deliberative, persuasive and eristic.
3. The UA faculty senate's mixed public dialogue includes two types of
public stories, forum and umbilical, which facilitate public reasoning, but in a
way different fi-om other types of public dialogue reasoning, and reinforce the
democratic values of the faculty senate.
4. The democratic values of the UA faculty senate which are reinforced by its
public stories in public dialogue include equality as moral power, justice, hard
work, and relationship building.
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5. The UA faculty senate's democratic public speech of public stories in public
dialogue demonstrates the practice of its communicative competence.
6. Another structure of its public speech, the conversational maxims of quality
and quantity, when violated often produce public stories, trigger stories, as a
response to a "crisis of rhetoric" within the public speech.
7. These trigger stories are produced in order to explicate or draw attention to
and clarify the conflict of the rhetorical crisis.
8. These trigger stories also mediate the public dialogue by drawing attention
to the rhetorical violation and functioning as a speech act, demonstrating moral
reasoning unique to public story.
9. The UA faculty senate's democratic public culture, demonstrated by its public
speech as a public story, is functional, fragile and fi-agmented.
Moving on so I can explain these conclusions in more depth, Freire says that
"democracy is a form of life" fEducation 29). Thus, underlying my research and our
shared conclusions is a belief that democracy is a public story. Connecting theory to the
practice of my research, I believe my research demonstrates the democratic public culture
of the UA faculty senate as a public story. According to Labov one of the elements of a
story is "complicating action" (Reissman 18). The results of my analysis and the
juxtaposition of the functional character of the UA faculty senate with its fi-agile and
fragmented character, construct complicating action within a democratic public culture.
The UA faculty senate's democratic public culture as a public story that is functional,
fragile and fragmented is both the starting and ending point of my cycle of conclusions. In
order for me to clarify the additional conclusions and form implications about the faculty
senate's public stories within its public story, I need to reconsider my research questions
and themes.
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Research Questions
1. Does the senate's public speech include stories in public dialogue?
Public Stories in Public Dialogue
In order to do my research, I unintentionally produced a new method of research
analysis which combined and expanded upon existing theory and processes and, perhaps,
also produced a unique, on-the-edge way of telling my research story. This was not my
intent when I began, but it is what the data has produced. Thus, all of my conclusions are
generated by what I saw and heard in the UA faculty senate public stories in public
dialogue, even sometimes in spite of my critical ethnographic stance, which is, after all, a
particular bias.
With that caveat, I will say that my analysis and resuhs demonstrate the faculty
senate does include a particular kind of public dialogue in its public speech. Applying
Walton and Krabbe's matrix to my analysis I understand the faculty senate's dialogue is
mixed, with demonstrations of debate—deliberation,persuasion, and eristics.
Deliberation is demonstrated by the functional decisions of the UA faculty senate
presented in FIGURE 3 of the previous chapter. Persuasion is demonstrated in the senate
by the evidence of forum stories and by the speech acts types of judgment and stance
which I demonstrated in the previous chapter. Eristics, is "a type of dialogue where two
participants engage in verbal sparring to see who is the more clever in constructing
persuasive and often tricky arguments...the goal is to settle the intellectual hierarchy by
having a verbal contest of arguments (Walton and Krabbe 78-79). The following excerpt
from the April 17 meeting demonstrates the eristic characteristic:
I hear the President has already made a decision.
This upsets me....

line#
150-51
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We need to build a community but what we're doing here
is destroying a community...for a research university to rely
on courses like hiking, badminton...They're not bad
activities, but they are no longer possible...the loss of the
PE program which suggests a lack of good health [and] links
it to teenage pregnancy...! am incensed....

157-161

I do not want to be interpreted as having already made
a decision...This is not the case...

164-63

The results from the previous chapter show how the forum story, as well as,
although less often and only when combined with forum story, the umbilical story is used
to persuade. The norms of interaction of the senate which include Robert's Rules of Order
and faculty senate speech rules also reinforce the mixed-debate and deliberative
characteristic of the faculty senate's public dialogue.
The results also show how the umbilical story, when it is an umbilical only story,
demonstrates the social behavior speech act category (TABLE G). I suggest that the UA
faculty senate is a microcosm of a larger democratic public culture, which, following
Thomas Green's argument generally relies on the forum as story to communicate among
its members. Yet it is the umbilical story which is "the speech of membership" (Green,
"Public Speech" 379). Speech of membership is vital for deliberative dialogue.
Identifying the faculty senate's dialogue as deliberative, I use Mathews' and Habermas'
definition which stresses the rational weighing of choices for a public decision; however
"speaking is only one half of the deliberative process" (Gastil 31).
Listening is also essential—and I am arguing that empathetic and synergistic
listening is vital for the production of common ground within a democratic public culture.
Empathetic listening requires a sense of membership, or identification which recognizes,
not denies, differences and disagreement (Osbom 27). "Identification is affirmed with
earnestness precisely because there is division" (Osbom 28). Synergistic listening is most
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likely to occur when "stories or narratives...are share[d] within the group" (Osbom 33).
Thus deliberative dialogue which includes deliberative listening as well as speaking
requires stories, and, in particular, umbilical stories to generate empathetic and synergistic
listening. In my research, evidence of communicative competence and ISS common
language demonstrates the communicative element of identification. Identification is
reinfored by umbilical stories.
The results show the faculty senate public dialogue does include the telling of
public stories. These stories, when analyzed in a qualitative-ethnographic and
quantitative-reductive method, demonstrate public story complexity and structure. My
qualitative and quantitative analysis expands the definition of public story to not only
include the umbUical story of belonging and membership, but to include the forum story of
persuasion and deliberative debate. The results underscore the complex deliberative
quality of the senate's public dialogue where umbilical stories are produced, although less
commonly than forum stories, so that speech of membership is reinforced. Even with the
predomination of forum stories, the act of producing a story helps produce deliberative
listening in the faculty senate's deliberative dialogue.

2. How are these structures of public speech practiced in this particular
democratic public culture?
Public Speech Practices
The belief characteristics of the faculty senate's democratic public culture are
demonstrated through its norms of interpretation. These norms or value orientations
include equality as moral power, justice, hard work, and relationship building. Power is
the most significant value orientation in the faculty senate, as indicated in TABLE A.
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Power as one direction "power over" and interactive "power with" is demonstrated
in the research. The history of the UA university faculty senate is a story of power shifting
from the administration beginning in 1947 when the faculty members who drafted the first
faculty constitution "urged its ratification" by the Arizona Board of Regents ( University
of Arizona Faculty Senate Handbook 2). This story of power continues into the present
shift to faculty cogovemance. The power story is demonstrated in the research by the
incidences of conversational maxim disruption or violations. The power story is also
demonstrated by the cultural behaviors of its members such as the provost speaking
without being called upon by the presiding oflScer or the following excerpt from the one of
the trigger stories from May 8 where the speaker believes it is necessary to stand in order
to be heard:
line #
I'll stand too
because I think there come
watershed moments
when you should stand and make your statements

1-4

However, it is important for me to point out that from the research results the
second most important value orientation is relationship building which emphasizes the
juxtaposition of the norms of interpretation in the UA faculty senate. As I said in
considering the first research question, in the faculty senate, while the debate dialogue
does reinforce the persuasive power of language, and, I believe, public story, there is also
public space for the umbilical story which reinforces the norm of relationship building by
demonstrating the social behavior speech act category. The umbilical story sometimes
emerged through a recall of historical events surrounding an issue, but also included the
speech of appreciation for the efforts of members of the faculty.
In addition, the speech structures of the faculty senate, public stories in public
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speech of appreciation for the efforts of members of the faculty.
In addition, the speech structures of the faculty senate, public stories in public
dialogue, are practiced within a tight rule-governing structure of communicative
competence. Often, as in the case of the Robert's Rules of Order and faculty speech
principles, these rules are clearly written and consciously relied upon. The evidence of
common language and norms of communicative competence in the senate suggest the
importance of both teller and listener knowing the structures of the dialogue in order to
participate fiilly in its culture.

Trigger Stories
There is also an unwritten, less conscious conversational maxim framework which,
when violated, often produced public stories. I believe my research results suggest there
is a hierarchy of communication norms and value orientations in the UA faculty senate's
public dialogue. When a particular norm is violated—such as a conversational maxim of
quality or quantity —a public speech disruption occurs and a public story is produced.
Within these norms, my results suggest that quality, though less frequently demonstrated
as a norm, more frequently produces trigger stories when it is violated. When another
particular norm is violated—such as relationship building or communicative competence as
a norm of interaction—a public story is not produced. Future research could explore if this
apparent difference is consistent in other contexts and has cultural meaning.
The democratic value orientations practiced in the senate show a juxtaposition of
equality as moral power and relationship building which may have a role to play in the
generation of public stories. The "crisis of rhetoric" or what I call trigger stories emerged
in response to the disruption of the two conversation maxims, quality and quantity. Five
of these disruptions occurred when the maxim of quality or truthfulness was violated; five
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when the maxim of quantity, or facts and figure information, was violated. Another except
fi"om Story 15 that was produced when the quality maxim was violated in the May 8, 1995
UA faculty senate monthly meeting follows:

line #
my wish
117-126
is that the administration
will acknowledge
that there have been enormous problems with this process
that elected faculty have not been involved from the beginning
that elected faculty have not been involved in the programmatic
and flnancial decisions of SBS
at the time
of sever financial constraints
and that we need to start over again
An excerpt fi^om Story 9 of when the quantity maxim was violated in the April 17, 1995
meeting;
and while
the statement was made
that the senate approves the process that
was used here
that is absolutely not correct
in fact
it is imt correct

62-72

the faculty governance leadership
agreed to participate in somebody else's process
a top down appointed process
because there was no choice
I believe one of the conclusions about the UA faculty senate public stories in public
dialogue is they are produced, as Bruner suggests, in order to explicate or draw attention
to and clarify the conflict which is produced when the conversational maxims of quality
and quantity are disrupted (Bruner 95-96). I believe that because of the unique moral
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reasoning embedded in stories which emphasize coherence and truthfulness, the UA
faculty senate public story act mediates a dialogue violation by doing the following:
a) the public story draws attention to the disruption or violation
b) the public story, through the type of speech act it demonstrates, mediates
the disruption and reenters the dialogue as a form of moral reasoning using
narrative coherence and probability (Fisher 8).
The mediating public story may also be an emerging cultural norm in the faculty senate in
its repertoire of communicative competence, bridging the juxtaposition of interpretive
norms of equality as moral power and relationship building in its democratic public
culture.

Research Themes
Theme I. The democratic public culture of the UA faculty Senate is partially
demonstrated through its public speech. The faculty senate's public speech includes
public dialogue and public stories.
Reframed Theme 1. The democratic public culture of the UA faculty senate is partially
demonstrated through its public speech. The faculty senate's public speech includes public
stories in public dialogue.
My first theme presents a clarified response to my two research questions. It
emphasizes that the democratic culture of the UA faculty senate is partially demonstrated
through its public speech. The faculty senate's public speech includes public dialogue and
public stories. Embedded in this theme are two caveats. One caveat is that the culture of
the senate is partially, not completely, demonstrated through its public speech. There are
other significant elements of the senate's culture, its written documents and its physical
environment, its gender and ethnic composition, for example, which were not the focus of
ray research but which could be considered in fiiture research. Second is the caveat that
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the public speech of the faculty senate is not limited to public stories in public dialogue,
but other kinds of public speech might be demonstrated, again, which is outside the focus
of my research.
My reframed first theme makes it explicit that what I saw and heard in my research
was the telling of public stories in public dialogue. As I described in my second chapter,
my research shift had to expand to understand the public dialogue within which the public
stories were told. I did not begin my research journey with that intent, but the public
stories kept pushing me to include public dialogue in my research and analysis. Only by
including public dialogue of the UA faculty senate in my research and analysis could I hear
and understand the public stories as public speech acts expressed as extended sequences of
public dialogue. Connecting public stories, and, in particular, public story type—forum or
umbilical—to the speech act category generated my conclusion that public story is a
mediating public speech act.
Theme 2. The public dialogue and public stories in the public speech of the UA faculty
senate demonstrate a democratic public culture that is functional but fragile and
fi-agmented.
Reframed Theme 2. The public stories in public dialogue in the public speech of the UA
faculty senate demonstrate a democratic public culture that is functional, fi^agile and
fragmented.
My second theme elaborates on the first two research questions by stating that the
public dialogue and public stories in the public speech of the UA faculty senate
demonstrate a democratic public culture that is functional but fi-agile and fi-agmented. This
theme emphasizes the contradictory character of the UA faculty senate as functional but
fragile and fragmented and it reflects my applied bias as a critical ethnograher, viewing and
hearing contradictions as evidence of conflict and power .
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After close consideration of my analysis and results of the public stories in public
dialogue, I reframe this theme to express the UA faculty senate's democratic public culture
as a juxtaposition—rather than a contradiction—of functional, fragile and fragmented
characteristics. My reframing juxtaposes a) the conversational maxim disruptions which
suggest fragility and fragmentation, a fragility and fragmentation partially demonstrated by
the production of trigger stories with b) the functional, deliberative actions of the UA
faculty senate presented in FIGURE 2, and with c) the emergence of public issues
presented in FIGURE 3.
The public issues fragment the UA faculty into contested groups whose public
culture, demonstrated by its public dialogue, is increasingly fragile. The UA faculty senate
culture reflects a growing academic culture of "incivility among academics...changed
because of such forces as financial pressures, divergent political views, threats to tenure,
and the hit-and-run culture of the Internet" (Leatherman A21).
The UA faculty senate, during the period of my research, addressed the contested
issues of faculty salary equity, faculty conflict of interest regulation and monitoring, equity
of administrative costs, the divided and fragmented efforts of faculty senate and central
administrative committees, reorganizations of the Human Resources Department to
address administrative fragmentation, the top-down or shared decisionmaking practices
affecting journalism students, and the fragmented role of faculty with undergraduate and
graduate students. With the exception of the issue of faculty conflict of interest, each of
these issues was deliberated within a public dialogue which generated trigger stories,
indicating a violation of one of the conversational maxims and functioning to both draw
attention to the violation, fragility and fragmentation of the dialogue and mediate a
restoration of the norms which assist the faculty senate in doing its public business and
maintaining its democratic culture.
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Thus, the UA faculty senate is also functional, making recommendations and
decisions on issues such as the reorganization of the physical education and journalism
departments. This is evidenced in Figure 2 and in documentation from the local media;
"In a 21-to-8 vote the faculty senate recommended April 17 to keep the physical
education program alive at the UA. There were four abstentions" (Blackwell Lq
Que Pa.sa 1). "The senate voted 36-3, with five abstentions, to endorse faculty
committee's recommendations to restore and rebuild journalism" (Wabnick Arizona Daily
StaE).
I understand that the possible outcomes of public dialogue have a wide range
between;
*agreement and consensus
*not agreement but a common understanding
*not a common understanding but an agreement of difference
*little understanding, but a respect across differences
*irreconcilable and incommensurable differences (Burbules and Rice 409).
In order to make policy decisions, the faculty senate needs to produce the kind of outcome
where agreement or consensus is reached so that a majority vote can be made. This
decision making expectation is reinforced by the interactive norms of the faculty senate.
The outcomes from these decisions I have documented in FIGURE 2. However, future
research of the faculty senate public dialogue could consider evidence of the other types of
dialogue outcomes along the dialogic range which Burbules and Rice present.
I want to reemphasize again that the conversational maxims of quality and
quantity, and the norms of interpretation and interaction reinforce the functional quality of
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the faculty senate and the public speech consequences to violations of its conversational
maxims. Ten of the sixteen public stories became trigger stories when a conversational
maxim of quality or quantity had been violated. I believe these stories help the faculty
senate function in its decisionmaking by calling attention to the violation of these norms
and by mediating the violation through the embedded deliberation of stories' moral
reasoning.
Thus, the telling of public stories, which may often be overlooked or discounted in
having value in public dialogue, serves a significant communicative and moral purpose in
helping public dialogue be functional and in drawing attention to its fragility and
fragmentation. Although the public stories in the faculty senate are often a signal, a
trigger, that a conversational rule has been violated, the public stories help the faculty
senate get its public business done while permitting its members to respond to the
violations of public speech, reinforce its norms of interpretation of power and relationship
building and mediate the violation.

Research Implications
There are three contexts for me to consider when I begin to talk about the
transferability of my research conclusions as implications for future research and practice.
In doing so, I am addressing the "practical validity" of my research, considering if my
research can help the researcher and readers-as-participants enhance their understanding
of public stories in public dialogue and lead to "more intelligent action" (Miles and
Huberman 280).
The three contexts I need to consider are first, the research context of the UA
faculty senate; second, the context of other university faculty senates; and third, the
context of other public cultures. Since this is an ethnographic, qualitative study I am not
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talking about generalizing my research conclusions as theory which can be applied to a
large population, but rather, I am talking about applying a concrete understanding of my
research to other specific contexts.
First, the following emphasizes the implications of my research conclusions for the
UA faculty senate which can assist the senate members to develop:
a) a deeper understanding the democratic public culture of the UA faculty senate
by its members through a recognition of its cultural norms can aid the members
in a more eflfective and, through reflective critique, a more democratic practice of
the norms within its culture.
b) an ability to understand their public stories within public dialogue as speech
acts which strengthen the moral reasoning of their public dialogue can
encourage the senate members in telling and hearing their stories.
c) an ability to understand their public stories when, as trigger stories, they
signal a rhetorical violation and a public speech act of explication of that violation
and mediation to reinforce their cultural norms can encourage the senate members
to continue to use public stories as a part of their public dialogue and encourage
the practice of telling and hearing public stories.
Second, implications fi-om my research can encourage other university faculty senates to
do the following:
a) consider the conclusions and implications of the research fi-om this particular
faculty senate and how another particular faculty senate is similar to or different
fi^om my research context. Questions can be asked by other faculty senate
members about the democratic public culture of their faculty senate, the
democratic values and communicative competence norms that are the fi-amework
of its culture.
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b) reflectively inquire about the public speech structures of other faculty
senates, particularly public stories in public dialogue, and the transferability of the
implications for UA faculty senate to other faculty senates.
Third, in considering other democratic public cultures, I am hopeful that the
democratic public culture of the UA faculty senate may be a microcosm of other
democratic public cultures. The conclusions of my research of this particular democratic
public culture may have implied meaning for other democratic public cultures. For
example, here is an excerpt from Story 1 on March 6, 1995 which connects the issues
facing the faculty senate culture with issues facing the broader American culture:
America cannot move forward
to improve the quality of life of our citizens
and remain a superior
worid economic force
without new knowledge
and that is our job
to And new knowledge...
A university dedicated to the discovery
and to creative activity provides
a most encouraging atmosphere for learning
and for the acquisition of those attitudes of mind
that prepare our graduates for lifelong learning
I believe that the challenges for change
that are permeating our undergraduate teaching activities
are actually facilitated and not hindered
by our atmosphere of research and discovery
In considering implications of my research in the context of other democratic
public cultures, I emphasize the following;
a) Public stories in the faculty senate serve not only to mediate conversational
violations, fragility and fragmentation within its culture, but to strengthen its function and
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the particular norms of interpretation—equality as moral power and relationship building.
These norms are elements of its democratic public culture and public stories serve to
strengthen its democratic public culture.
b) My research is important because it demonstrates the importance in public
speech and in democratic public culture of public stories. Public stories—forum and
umbilical—need to be encouraged as a part of a democratic public culture's public speech.
Both types of stories need to be encouraged in public deliberative dialogue and particular
encouragement needs to be given to the telling of and listening to umbilical stories which
practice a "speech of membership" (Green, "Public Speech" 379).
c) Deliberative dialogue and its public stories require "synergistic listening" which
is characterized by resonance. "Resonance is most likely to occur in response to stories or
narratives that are shared within a group....Such sharing of stories can help to create that
common ground of meaning and culture that may be necessary before there can be true
considered decisions" (Osbom and Osbom 33-34).
d) In public life, as in private life, we experience disruptions and conflicts. We
need public stories to help us create ordered meaning and true considered decisions out of
our chaotic public world. Making these public decisions require us to understand the parts
in terms of the whole, understanding that the whole is more than the simple sum of our
parts (Maxcy 36).
Connecting the three contexts together, in the university, as the previous story
argues, the ways we learn how to know and understand—separated knowing and
connected knowing,—are cultivated and encouraged (Mathews, "The Politics of Diversity"
68-70). This is why what is demonstrated in the public dialogue of the UA faculty senate
as a public is important to what is demonstrated in the public dialogue of other democratic
public cultures. What we understand about how members make public decisions in the
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faculty senate, and, more importantly, how they learn as a public through public stories in
public dialogue, is important to other democratic publics.

Extended Implications for other Democratic Public Cultures
Increasingly the public is looking for the kind of public structures which give them
the opportunity to care and share perspectives rather than to exhibit rancor toward each
other rMeaningfijl Chaos 46). "I believe there is an enormous desire on the part of the
American people to have new rules of public engagement where it comes to how we relate
to each other" (Riley).
In William Greider's study of the contemporary failmgs of democratic public life,
he states:
Strange as it may seem to an era governed by mass-market politics, democracy
begins in human conversation. The simplest, least threatening investment any
citizen can make in democratic renewal is to begin talking with other people about
...questions, as though the answers really matter to them (Greider 411).
In focus groups across the country, convened by the Kettering Foundation and The
Harwood Group, members of the contemporary polis participated in public dialogues
about democracy and complex policy issues they were facing, together, as citizens. What
they were seeking, the research cites, "is a desire for the 'whole story'—a sense of
coherence—that helps create and nourish people's relationships with public concerns"
(Meaningflii Chaos 18).

Public places where a whole public story can benefit fi"om my research are
expansive; the school, the neighborhood center, city hall, social organizations—the list is
endless, but all the lists include a public. I will give you four examples, widening out from
the classroom, to the community, to the state and to our national public.
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When the "Dangerous Minds" video begins, I can tell from looking at their faces,
that the students are maybe going to give this course a second look. At the beginning of
the semester, their freshmen minds were "dangerous," investigating fraternities,
sororities, the weight of kegs of beer, the elasticity of condoms, and the accuracy of
pregnoficy tests. A few weeks later, they are starting to notice that maybe there is
something else to this place of higher learning. Seeing the movie and video from
"Dangerous Minds" is the way we are creating our manifesto of rights and
responsibilities in class. Later, after viewing the movie "Higher Learning" and reading
some university press articles about interracial dating, they write about racism and
prejudice.
Before Thanksgiving, N. Scott Momaday comes and shares with them the
importance of not only reading and writing in college, but remembering and retelling
stories. I know, from the exit reviews of the class that they wrote, that their "coming
together" experience takes place when they each remember and retell a favorite
childhood story. At the time, 1 sensed this was tricky for them, remembering their
childhood and families at a time when they were standing on the precipice of adulthood
and fearing they might, with the pull of memory, be tugged back into the next. But they
seem to recall their stories with wistfulness and wisdom, concluding that maybe they are
trying to grow up too fast and, maybe they can slow down and enjoy this time and still
grow up.
No, this is not officially what the course. Learning Strategies, is supposed to be
about, but beyond the practicality of learning how to take a test or use a library
computer search, there are these fireflies of ideas flying in our window from Minnesota
and the front porch of Illinois, California, Ncm' York—wherever their home is—and they
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brighten their lives, and minds, with stories that mediate the disruption of their lives atxd
strengthen its possibilities.
In our academic and non-academic private and public lives, conversational
disruptions occur which reflect and aggravate an increasingly fragmented and fragile
public. Because we live in a democratic public culture, when these disruptions occur, we
share expectations of democracy that encourage us to seek a way to mediate the tension
and conflict. Jerome Bruner says that
what may be...important to the coherence of a culture is the existence of
interpretive procedures for adjudicating the difference constructs of reality that are
inevitable in any diverse society....In human beings with their aston
ishing gift, one of the principal forms of peacekeeping is the human gift
for presenting, dramatizing, and explicating the mitigating circumstances
surrounding conflict-threatening breaches in the ordinariness of life. The
objective of such narrative is not to reconcile, not to legitimize, not even
to excuse, but rather to explicate...narrativizing makes the happening
comprehensible against the background of ordinariness...to be a viable
culture is to be found in a set of connecting stories, connecting even
though the stories may not represent consensus (Bruner 95-96).
My students, in watching their video in class, connected their freshman stories of
change, chaos, conflict to the stories of the students in the movie. They identified with
each other and, as the students in the movie moved to act to create new moral order and
meaning, so did my students.
When they reflected back on a favorite childhood story, they were recreating their
childhood sense of meaning and scaffolding new moral meaning onto it. Sharing their
stories in class enabled them to experience Burke's consubstantiality. identify with each
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other, learn together and care for one another. This belief that public relationships are
strengthened by the telling of public stories is clarified by Seidman. She refers to the work
of Vygotsky in articulating the perspective that because putting experience into language
is a meaning-making process, story is a meaning-making process. (Siedman 1, 12). The
students' public sharing of their stories helped them root the meaning of their first year
college lives into the meaning of their childhood.
It is this sense of rootedness or belonging, produced through the "speech of
membership" which can harmonize fi-agmented voices in public dialogue. Green believes
the sense of rootedness is discovered "largely through stories" (Green, "The Formation"
21). Green argues that it is the fundamental importance of narrative in the development of
character which is crucial for public life (qtd. in Fowler 225-251).
In 1991,1 joined with others in Tucson in creating a Healthy Community Network.
We had hoped to build a partnership of local members of diverse ages, ethnicity and
cultural backgrounds who would work together to create a healthier Tucson community
(Fedunak 2B). Unfortunately, our initial energies did not pass on to groups who would
continue our efforts. If they had, maybe the community differences we had last fall
between the Tucson Teachers' Education Association and the Tucson Unified School
District school board could have been avoided and cooperation between them could have
been strengthened.
As it happened, Tucson had teacher's sickouts that affected 19 of the district's 104
schools.
Friction between teachers and the TUSD board surfaced in May, when district
administrators and the teachers' union hit a deadlock in negotiations for 1995-1996
employee contracts. The district had proposed a new salary schedule which would
have included raises of less than 2 percent and a cut fi-om 5 percent to 2.5 percent
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in the annual work-experience raise, known as an increment. TEA had countered
with an offer of a 3.5 percent across-the-board raise for its members, plus a 5
percent work experience raise for those not at the tope of the salary schedule. In
July, with a 3-2 vote the board approved a salary schedule which included a 1
percent raise for all employees and the work experience raise of 2.5 percent
despite teachers' union pleas to wait... (Gary 1 A).
After the sickout, and a teachers' union plarmed school "shutdown", the union reached a
tentative agreement on their 1995-1996 contracts. "A compromise agreed to by TUSD
governing board member Mary Belle McCorkle, who previously refused to reopen
negotiations, deflected the protest" (Tapia and Gary 1A).
However, the widely publicized differences hurt our community. If the different
members could have told and listened to their public stories, the public stories would have
helped mediate their differences and strengthened the democratic value orientations they
share. What if, for example, they had said this to each other:
teacher:

I need to tell you about
what happens on an
average day.
It is winter
and the heal has been
turned off during the night.
The room is cold.
I ha\'e kids standing outside
the locked door
who have no jackets
and haven't had breakfast.
Some carry liters of soda
which means they will be
bouncing of my walls in
thirty minutes
And I ha\>e six students
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on Ritalin.
I have no paper for
Xeroxing;
I bring my own.
After September,
I am also out of pencils.
I bring my own.
We don't have enough
books for each student,
barely enough desks.
During my scheduled planning hour
I work with students who want
extra help.
At lunch, I quickly eat and
listen to the staff complain.
By three o'clock, I am beat
but I have to go to the unix'ersity
and start a class which is
required by the state.
After class, I will probably
go to a TEA meeting, not
because I want to btit
if I don't go, I may get
the label of someone who is
difficidt and have a
grievance filed against me
by a teacher who already
is angry about my use
of my planning hour as
a time with students.
school board: My day begins with
twenty phone calls from
upset parents who kids
can't play sports because
of law grades in class.
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The parents aren't upset
abmtt the grades,
they are upset about
their kids not playing sports.
I have twelve meetings scheduled.
Half of them deal with budget cuts
from the feds, and the state.
I review recent dropout rates and
see we are not making headway.
I cringe because I know the local media
will pick up on this and write another
negative story.
The TEA union wants to have a meeting
but our lawyer is hesitant for us to meet
and she certainly doesn't watu me to
talk without her present.
I have to attend a national conference
next week for board members and
talk about changes in federal desegregation
and financial reforms with the state.
Perhaps these stories would not have resolved their public differences, but maybe, if they
listened deliberatively to each other, they would have identified with each other's lives and
understood that they actually shared some common democratic beliefs about education.
On a state level, I am working with the University of Arizona Cooperative
Extension Department and Youth Development program as part of a Family Resiliency
Project, begun in 1994. This project began at Roskruge Bilingual Magnet School with
one fifth grade class retelling their stories about home and developing an archives of these
stories given to the Arizona Historical Society.
/ have learned to treat stories as if they are gifts. When I worked with
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5th graders at Roskruge Bilingual School on a project when they wrote, talked and drew
stories about their ideal homes and where they felt they belonged, I did not take the role
of an analyst, studying their stories. Rather. I encouraged their storytelling as a caring
friend, helping them to share their stories with their class and a graduate class in
folklore at the university. They donated their written, taped and visual stories to the
Arizona Historical Society Archives, a formal act which emphasized the importance of
their stories as part of the historical roots of Tucson.
This project continued the next year with a seventh grade Roskruge class joining
with Native American students from Sells, Arizona and telling their stories about their
identities as youth to a national conference (Fonte, Youth Identities ). The project is
continuing with the development of youth leadership curriculum materials so that 4-H
youth groups in the state of Arizona and throughout the country can encourage young
people to tell their public stories, strengthening their identities, their families and their
cultures.
As part of the National Endowment for the Humanities' National Conversations
Project on the theme "American Pluralism and Identity," I have been a co-liaison and
facilitator for Tucson's Conversation on Immigrant Culture, Values and Identity. These
statewide conversations in Arizona, convened by the Arizona Humanities Council, seek
"to encourage conversations in six diverse communities about the values that underpin
citizen attitudes toward pluralism" (Arizona Humanities Council Project Proposal to
NEH). From August, 1995 through May, 1996,1 have been one member of a group of
twelve citizens who meet each month to talk about immigration, culture, values and
identity.
We sit in the restored living room of a historic Tucson home that is now
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the board room for Prescott College. On bright colored sheets of paper, the questions we
have asked each other hang on the walls around the room. In a comer, a table is fidl of
food that each of us has brought to share as we talk through our Saturday morning.
It is our last meeting before we join others from around the state in sharing our
dialogues. We go around our group, sharing our final thoughts of the experience.
An Anglo banker says, "this has kept me motivated to keep talking. I will be
moving to Phoenix and I will be thinking about how I can keep talking with others so we
can understand each other better."
An Africcm-American retired community activist says, "my wife and I have been
inspired from out talks to start a 'Sunday School in the Park' where we bring food and
bring our stories." His wife adds, "this has given me the idea that I wasn't doing
enough."
An Anglo woman says, "I've been wondering what difference this woidd make,
who we should send recommendations to...and I see now that what I can do is return to
literacy tutoring I used to do back east, but now I can do it to help immigrants leam how
to speak, read and write English."
These are the stories that emerged from their conversations. The stories show
how their public dialogue which included telling and listening to their public stories has
made a difference m their individual lives, and in talking about that, their individual actions
became actions which strengthened their democratic public lives.

Closing
As I began this chapter, I talked about how I unintentionally developed a new
research methodology for identifying and understanding public stories in public dialogue.
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I have had the opportunity, before completing this research, to apply this methodology to
other public stories, those I heard from the homeless in Akron, Ohio.
For a university class on community literacy, I applied a part of my research
methodology to the homeless stories, trying to understand if and how their stories re
literate acts. "To be a literate act, it is not enough...for a teller or writer to express his/her
idea but to communicate it to an 'other*" (Fonte, "Arrow to the Heart" 5). So I wanted to
understand if the stories by the homeless did communicate to an other. If they do
communicate to an other, if they are literate acts, then the homeless are literate public
members, able to critically read—name and transform—their world. This is an "eminently
political phenomenon" (Macedo 99).
I include a purposive story from the Akron research with my narrative and dialogic
analysis. I have formatted it in boldfont so that it has an equal voice with the public
stories of the UA faculty senate. The story demonstrates my public story in public
dialogue implications for another democratic public culture. The category of story first
hand voice is in italics:
category

line #

forum story type

1-27

1
2
3
4
5
6

preface
society
repetition
has laws that say'
stance speech act
you don't qualify for this
and so you're homeless
thematic marker
or you have to go by certain laws
to get a place

1-6
2
1-27
4

7

I worked last year
I lost my \o\3
and / had a place to stay
but because I couldn't afTord
the rent
I had to leave.

8
9

10
11
12

sequential marker

7-8

consequential marker 10-12
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19

But laws say
You have to be a certain way
to get help
You can be on the streets
living in a garbage dump
You can't sleep with your neighbors
or your friends

repetition

20
21
22
23

because my friends
were there for me
and they would say
come over and sleep

24
25
26

but when I called Housing Authority
action speech act
24-26
to say
consequential marker 24-27
/ Tvos going over there to sleep

27

You are no longer homeless

umbilical story type

ending

13

20-26

27

The naming and transforming by the homeless of their world takes place because
the moral reasoning of their stories engage them in the seemingly elitist tradition of
deliberative dialogue. This story is coherent, not only coherent or whole, but it also
demonstrates cognitive complexity of thought and language. This story is true as it shows
the author of the story acting with "good reason" and making a sound conclusion from the
experience (Fisher 8).
"Narrative rationality...is inimical to elitist politics, whether facist, communist or
even democratic" (Fisher 9). Through their public stories, the homeless engage in
deliberative dialogue and become part of the public from which they have been
disengaged. My research shows they are a public through their public stories in public
dialogue. My research creates a rationale for them to be listened to, not silenced. Thus my
research approach can be a means for the marginalized to not only heard, but to play an
equal role in deliberative dialogue.
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It's early evening on the farm. My grandad, his hip stifffrom arthritis, shufpes to
mm off The Ed Sullivan ShoH'. My mother helps my grandmother clear away our
television trays, bringing the dishes into the kitchen. My grandmother is still telling us
about Aunt Regina and Uncle Fleming's hog sale. I gather up two volumes of the
Encyclopedia Brittanica that my grcmdmother is loaning me so I can complete my history
homework. My sister puts away the puzzle we finished.
We put on our coats. Dad is alreacfy outside, warming up the Chevy. Still
shuffling, my grandad picks up his pipe which he begins to suck on as he follows us
outside. The stairs from the doorway are wet with rain. I step carefully down the steps,
watching my feet dampen in the puddles. My grandmother squeezes homemade sugar
cookies into my hands.
"Now remember," Grandad shouts, "don't pick up any wooden nickels. And if you
can't be great—"
"We know," my sister and I reply together, "be good."
Getting into the car at the close of this weekend, the wc^' every weekend comes to
a close as I grow up, I know I am ready to reenter the world of my school and
neighborhood—my public world. I am ready because I have hands full of sugar cookies,
books, and my grandparents' words to take me from my private world to the public.
This is how my research journey expanded from my private research efforts and
understanding to the public; it is how the research of the UA faculty senate expands tt
other publics: in small, careful steps.
It comes from the faculty senate through my individual experience as a researcher
to you. We become a public. At the end of this public journey we stop, at least until the
next journey begins. At the end of a weaving, the tapestry comes off the loom, even
though it may be sewn together with a bigger piece. So, in this journey, we pause, taking
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down the research, before the journey continues, in careful preparation for weaving this
knowledge to the knowledge of others.
Feeling the texture of this research, I reflect on how I have adapted various
research methods to fit what I was learning. I used the essential lens or audiophone of the
critical ethnographer and through its qualitative screen; I listened to stories and described
them using quantitative and qualitative words. I reviewed the narrative analysis
approaches of various scholars and adapted several of them to work with my story. I
questioned assumptions and biases and more deeply understood my own. I redefined, I
think, the notion of Thomas Green's public speech to include forum as well as umbilical
stories. I expanded my concept of public dialogue and recognized different subtypes,
identifying the particular public dialogue of the UA faculty senate's monthly meetings.
I listened to, touched, came to know by heart, the sixteen public stories of this
research and the stories I included as illustrations of my analysis. I have learned that the
democratic public culture of the UA faculty senate is functional and that the fragility and
fragmentation that I heard is mediated by the moral reasoning of their public stories. Their
public stories, 1 now understand, strengthen their democratic public culture and its public
fijnctions.
I have learned how important it is to understand the complex public culture which
firames public stories in public dialogue. I heard the voices of the tellers from their culture
and I have tried to experiment with composing their stories so that you the reader can see
and hear their stories, also.
Overall, I believe my research story expands the field of conversational and
narrative analysis. I believe it gives a deeper meaning to the public dialogue of a
university's faculty senate by connecting the senate's public speech practices to other
democratic public cultures. I believe my research story offers hope in a time of cynicism.
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but it is not my voice that brings that hope as much as the tellers of the story bringing their
voices to my story.
I have talked about areas that need future research in the areas of democratic
public culture and public stories in public dialogue. I can honestly tell you that, drawing
my particular research journey to an end, I am more passionate than ever about its
meaning: I think I have "been good" as my grandparents' admonished me to be and I think
I have, by listera'ng to the stories of others, learned how to tell, listen to, and understand a
public story and strengthen the democratic possibility of public life.
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE OF RESEARCH OBSERVATION

Field Notes Log
Faculty Senate
4/3/95
the space: same
the actors: same, tho I noticed some a) addit. members that hadn't come to previous
meetings and b) a newly elected Chair of the Fac. senate.
the activities: The before meeting session went on longer than usual (from 3:00 to 3;25);
not sure why. When I arrived, E. distributed mats (I had asked for and received an agenda
in the mail). S/he makes a comment to a fac. member about the newly elected Fac. Chair
who has "already started working" (tho I understand he doesn't oflBcially take over until
after this sem). The current chair is present and distributes mats, to members. The
photographer who has attended before, was there again—like me "a regular observer."
The vice. pres. of Sen (who has yet to speak), arrives. He places the podium on the front
tables. The new Fac. sen. chair arrives, introduces and greets the VP. (I don't think I've
written this before, but I notice the dress code for the sen. is varied—suits, skirts, shorts,
jeans, tennis shoes). As yet, the current fac. chair doesn't ack. the new chair. When both
are at front table, talking to the vp (new chaiar) and pres. (old chair), the new chair,
reaches over to the old chair and pats him on the back; the old chair smiles and nods but
they don't talk to each other while the old chair begins talking with another sen. member.
Then, the new chair goes to the back of the room and sits as an observer. One member
present I haven't seen before is the new pres. of the new campus. A student, two. actually,
arrive and begin distributing mats (I get one)—from Students vs. Rape. The Provost, Pres
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and pres. aide almost arrive, but stand outside the door and talk for five minutes. The
Pres. of the new campus comes over to talk with UoCV pres. as soon as the latter is
seated; gives him some mats which he then gives to his aide. Presently, I introduce myself
to the aide who sits in fi-ont of me. One of my comm. members suggested I do so and
event, interview him and I tell him that, he remarks "what I don't know, IH make up" and
offers to help me anyway he can. 3:35 A hush, then Pres. calls meeting to order. Formal
session begins.

the artifacts: written agenda, motions, written reports

the objects: same; no overhead

the acts: *Pres. calls meeting to order. Aimounces the chair-elect of Bd. of Regents,
E.B., who was scheduled to address the sen. won't be, because he is ill; he will be
rescheduled to another time, prob. not this Spring.
*He announces the Open Session and a male student (the other is fem.) fi-om
STARR, students vs. rape, goes to podium, referring the sen. to the mats, they have dist..
He asks for sen. support on the objectives of STARR. Some members look at the speaker
and listen. Others are looking at other written mats.
*Pres. asks if there are any questions; no response; he asks if any others wish to
speak; no response, so he closes open session. Pres. calls upon UofA pres. to give a
report.
*UofA Pres. ack. the new fac. chair and thanks old fac. chair for the 4 years of his
work. He elicts some humor when he notes that the change in chairs may reflect a
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deep feeling for term limits (an issue before US congress). There is applause for
old chair.
*He address his formal "topics";
1. Human Resources Reorgan. The core team hs recomm. some "radical changes",
merging 3 depts. into one, "putting an end to fragmentation", and the one dept.
will be moved to the new admin, facility.
*other members are still arriving
*2. 1996 Budget with State Legis. He says Uo£\ got some, not all, money
requested for the new campus, some money for rennovation of bldgs. But some
req. funds weren't received. But "it's the best news in 4 years since I've been here",
but univ. is still in an "extremely tight budget situation." The leg. promises more
tax cuts. Note; he reads his speech, looking up occas. at audience.
*Fac. Pres. asks for Provost report; there is none; asks for Fac. Report
*Fac. Chair speaks re; two new committees that will begin. Also clarifies that
there are now two difiF. awards for Dist. Professorship, but one of the names will
be changed to avoid confusion.
*Fac. Pres. asks for Fac. Sec. report who speaks from his seat. He seconds
apprec. for old chair. Speaks re; next Fac. Newsletter—a "way for all of us to keep
in touch with our constiuents."
•Pres. of Sen. reports on Sen. elections resuhs, re; that they are reported in Lo
Que Pasa but "it's customary for the announcement to be made on the floor
also." He names new fac. chair and new and returning senators, who will begin
May 1st. On May 1st, there will be an election of ofiBcers. Pres. of Sen. says
he will not be running for reelection—he's done it for 2 years and need to return
to "research and other things." Some humor and laughter. He says to sen. to
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"look at your neighbor.,see if that indiv. would be interested in serving.." he cites
how interesting it has been for him and adds "it's an opportunity to make a
difference." He announces that the 4/17 meeting will also have an ex. session;
that 5/8 is the final meeting. He asks for ASUA report; no one here. He closes
the report session. Asks if there are questions.
*Q; re: rep. of grad. students in fac. sen. Fac. Chair responds: we need to go by
constitution but has supported this.
*q: re: compliments Uofi\ Pres. of denying another V.P. position in the
reorganiz. of human resources. Says "Newt Gingrich would be proud of you".
Some laughter.
Q: re: what's happening with Leg. and salaries for next year? UofA. Pres.
responds: there will be a 2% merit increase beginning 1/96.
Q: re: Fac.chair has written provost to use the dist. of merit money as they
did this year which had the least probs. Uo£\. Pres "for the record", supports
merit increases but when money is small, the dist. takes a lot of time.
*Fac. Pres. closes question period.
*Fac. of Sen announces that an amend, needs to go into the minutes of 3/20, re:
the merging of the Exer. Sci. prog; calls for other corrections. Motion to approve,
2nd, voice vote—passes. He says other items will take a lot of time and Ex. session
will start at 5:00, so whatever isn't covered will be on 4/17. He calls for next
item.
*Draft of Univ. Strat. Plan: a nonmember of sen and member of sen. both come
to the fi-ont, there is some jockeying about who goes first; the nonmember goes
first; even tho the sen. member offered to let him go first, he looks unhappy when
this in fact does occur. The nonmember is a member of the univ. strat. plan.
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committee, SPIBACK, which rep. faculty, staff, and students. He refers to the
time under Pres. Koffler as "guerrilla warfare."
*The second spker comes from the sen.'s committ. on the strat. plan; the plan "is a
step in the right direction", but not specific enough. He refers to language in the
plan about "student learning" rather than "teaching"; he cautions vs. "turning the
univ. over to the students."
*Pres. asks for questions.
*Q: when will plan be approved?
response from SPIBACK member: before May 18.
*Q: is Fac. Sen. voting on the document?
response fr. SPI.; it could be on 5/1; Fac. chain it would help univ. with Regents
if Sen. approves "these pieces".
*Q; what's the relation of this to the CORE curr.?
response fr. SPI: it is the idea of CORE curr.
*Q: if we approve this, we're approving CORE curr?
SPI: yes, the concept. Fac. Chair: you'd be approving a common curr., but not
what the form of it is.
*Q: we need to get out to our constituents and see what the feeling is among fac.
SPI: we do want input from everybody; we've used email, but it on COSY.
*Q: CORE curr. issue discussion demonstrates the diflBculty with the Strat. Planit can be interpreted by anyone.
SPI: "the document is a road map..." "the spirit of the document"
*Q: (same as prev. comment): "I read the the document from four difif.
perspectives..." {note to me: sign of reception theory and deliberation]
*Q: where is the doc. available?
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SPI; refers ques. to aud. observer who says from her seat, "I can sent it on
e-mail" {note; ex. of outsider informally calling on someone else}. Uofi\ Pres;
"there are a number of steps we need to go through...this is a first step..a broad
outline..."
*Q; re; the document talks about "continued privati2ation"—what does this mean?
Sen. coram, member responds; nonacademic things..like food services {note;
he's cautious and says so, about the examples he uses}
*Pres. closes questions, moves to next item
*Comm. chair on Compensation Plan comes to podium. He refers to the document
they have before them.
*Q; what about an appeal process for nontenured fac.?
chair response; there is a procedure
*Q; re; colleges having their own appeal procedures—there needs to be some
oversight to meet due process
Chair responds not by reading the written text but by orally clarifying the text
(interpretation)
*Q; another questions re procedure of review ; again, response is oral.
Fac. Chair; Sen. does need to monitor the whole process and assign to a commit.
*Q: re; to "legislative history"~the plan is important "to convince the outside

world we're serious". In re; to legisl. history; my understanding is a fac. member
could still appeal to committ. on Academic Freedom.
*Q; we need to respond out of concern to our constiuents; need more details
on the procedures. Commit, chair there is a distinction between "equity and
equality" and gives an example directly to the questionner.
*Pres. of Sen. reminds the fac. " we've already talked about these items."
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*Q: Legis. and Bd. need to buy into this inorder to establish a more sensible
system (of comp.). Provost; "we'd like to keep the onus on the legis...it's
going to be more like..a 2% pool (of fimds) and we'll be funding people from
the top to the bottom. Chair of Fa.: a pool of money might be generated over
a period of years.
*Q: is this "a language problem?"—it was an error, chair corrects.
*Q: asks and looks for Provost to clarify a point. Provost has gotten up to leave.

Commit, chair: "if I were to give you a quiz on this, you'd flunk because you
haven't read it." (laughter). Fac. Chair makes a comment
*Q: is this a new or addit. system?
*Pres. tries to close off quest.
*Q: ack. he won't let Pres. do this (laughter)~he makes a motion & wants to make

clear that the univ. doesn't use approv. of doc. to not ask for addit. $ if other state
employees get $ (COLA). Commit chair: I don't understnd the relevance of this
motion. Another member: "the motion is irrelev." Another member: the preamble
(to the comp. plan) says this already. Voice vote: motion is not carried. Motion
to approve plan, 2nd, voice vote—passes with one abstention.
*Chair of Committ. paraphrases Pres. Nixon. Member (who made the motion that
failed) responds and there is laughter.
*Chair of Grade Appeal Policy and assist dean of studnts. Chair notes the policy
doesn't change procedure but does clarify language. The dean gives a story about
how this came to happen.
*Q: raises a questions re: how his dept. head feels about this. Response from
dean: refers to prev. written policy. Moves to approve, 2nd
*Q: clarification about how what is supposed to happen doesn't quite fit what
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he has experienced. Another member phrases his question as an example which
seems to clarify for the questionner altho his face still seems puzzled. Voice vote;
it passes.
*Pres. closes session; clears room for ex. session

the event: faculty sen. open session
the time: 3:25-4:55 p.m.
the goal: to hear reports, take action
feelings: disappointment (over Regent not being there), humor, puzzlement, concern,
appreciation

key remarks and phrases: equity/equality, report to our constiuents/contiuentcy, keep
an onus on the legis., legislative history, document is a road map, student learning vs.
teaching, opportunity to make a difference
Analytic Memo

As I look over these notes, I am beginnng to see not only clusters of concepts or themes,
but I am beginning to note the frequency these themes seem to occur. Perhaps it is a
pattern, too soon to tell, I think, if in this kind of meeting, where there is attention to detail
and consequences of written text and interpretation, that stories did not occur. I was
disappointed in that, but maybe in absence of stories, I am also observing something
important. Whatever, the case (and also, now that I think of it, men spoke at this meeting;
no women), these are the three themes that emerged with greatest frequency: power (1114,
3 IB, 33, 44, 86-95, 100, 118, 141-43, 147-48, 150-151); oral interpretation and/or
clarification of written text which seems to suggest that oral interpretation outweighs the
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reader's indiv. interpretation—or the interpretation of the writer exceeds the interpr. of the
reader (103, 105, 120, 129, 131, 146); interplaying with these theme is the third, reading a
written text and interpretation of that text (51,110, 112-3, 1119, 145).
Other themes that seem to occur in about the same frequency are: a new theme
about constiuency that may or may not have something to do with the recent sen. elections
(58, 107, 136, 162). Evidence of shared language of a speech community also takes place
(102, 108, 116, 133, 135). References to written text (71, 81, 111, 123, 160); humor,
often to displace tension (39, 64, 73-4, 148, 158); tension or disagreement (13, 78-9, 87).
Finally, I noted different kinds of acts: informal (20, 21, 22, 23, 40) and ritual (817, 20, 60). Both kinds of acts may signify norms for the context.
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APPENDIX C

ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS MATRIX SAMPLE
Genre; Story
Topic: Univ. Reorg. of PE program and Journalism Dept.
Function of Faculty Senate
No. of participants

date: 4/17/95

Setting/communicative situation: UA College of Law auditorium
Purpose of communicative event: public session
line # as evidence
Spindler's values:
hard work/research, teaching:

104-5, 159-60, 167,
170, 204-205

equality/power

61-68, 74-6, 124,
134-5, 150, 152-3,
168, 190,191,203

justice/tenure/ac. freedom

173

Yankelovich's values:
relationship building/reciprocity

Hymes' communicative competence & norms of interaction:
Robert's Rules of Order;
opening
open session
written motion
reports
motion
faculty discussion

21-5, 27, 99-100,
1114-5, 171-2, 193
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election of officers/power transition
adjournment
Faculty Senate Principles of Speech
Respect
EflBciency
Motions/Debate
Majority Rule
oflBcers'role

9-10, 20-26,
79

14-15,20-27,
47-48, 54, 8183, 123,231,
237

Q&A
viva voce
hand vote
other
written mats
laughter
nonmembers speaking
speech reading
applause
observer with camera
hush before speaking
cheers
use of AV equipment
before session talking
notes passed among members

9,27,117-9

111, side bar
125
25-26, 116
21-25
16

12-14
50-53 sidebar
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APPENDIX D

PUBLIC DIALOGE ANALYSIS MATRIX
date; 4/3/95

Habermas' ISS (common language)

line # as evidence
43, 57, 59-60, 89, 91, 94,
102-5, 108-9, 114-116, 123,
133, 135, 153, 159

Grice's maxims;
quantity (facts & figures info)

43-45, 53, 55, 61,63, 67-8,
75-9, 97-100, 102-5, 119-20,
125-9, 131, 136-7, 143-9,
162-63

quality (truthful)
manner/Hymes' communicative key-norm of interpretation

39, 64, 72-4,
147-8, 151,
158

departure fi-om maxims;
quantity
quality
marmer/key-norm of interpretation
departure fi-om norms of interaction
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APPENDIX E

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA FACULTY SENATE PUBLIC STORIES
Higher Ed Stories
STORY 1.
[ firom 3/6/95 Presiding ofBcer introduces "at this time. I'd like to call upon Provost P.S., Dr. S...]
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
Mr. President and fellow senators
it's ironic that American higher education
at the peak of its success is now under
attack frnm many quarters in this countn^
investments made in higher education since World War II
have led to an unprecedented e.\plosion of knowledge
broadening of access to education
and manifold contributions to the well being of our society
Our higher educational system toda\'
stands among the fen' U.S. enterprises
that are
indeed
the envA- of the world
yet in spite of this
higher education
is being tested bN' changes in economic conditions
shifting demographics
increased public e.\pectations
SECTION U: SUBSTORY A-DRTVE BY SHOOTING
now of course
you're aware of the fact that 23 million Americans
on February 26
witnessed a drive b\- shooting
that drive b>' shooting
1 belie\'e
libelled tens of thousands
of faculK members
of research universities across the country
And of course
the Universit}^ of Arizona came out
prett}- badly battered
SECTION m
This was probably the most vicious attack on tenure in universities
that I have seen in thirt\' years in the academy

Needless to say
the absence of a balanced
presentation
presented a highly distorted picture of the UofA.
and research universities in general
Given the role that research universities have played in
the quality of life of America
it's a wonder that such a hachet job
as the president called it
could have been aired at all
No doubt the media's obsession of attacking institutions
particularly large ones
played a role in the highly selected
materials for the documentary

SECnON IV
In fact I have to tell you
the whole CBS crewcame to the UofA with false pretenses
they inter\'iewed me
and dozens of others
In' saying they were here to talk about
tenure
the>- chose instead
to yield to the fashionable conflict
conflict in quotes
between teaching and research
As the president pointed out
their fifteen minute segment was laced with
numerous falsehoods
both visual and verbal
and had a distina racial and gender bias
SECTION V: EXIT TALK FOR SUBSTORY A and ENTRANCE TALK FOR SUBSTORY B
that picture
that IVe now seen about seven times
was not of a research universit\that I know
SECTION VI; SUBSTORY B-HISTORY OF SUCCESS
In the past IVe written to members of the facxilt>- many times
about the irony of the American treasure
of research universities
being so viciously attacked
at a time when thej Ve reached this peak of success
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success at educating American leaders of business
government
the professions in private life
and of course access
to higher education has been
an important part of it
SECTION VI: EXIT TALK SUBSTCmV B
Perhaps that teaching research ddiate
has been encouraged
those who believe
the our world has enough problems now
and that professors should only teach
what is alreacfy known
I have had people make
such statements to me in the past
and as a way
to convince me
that the faculty at the UofA are wasting a lot of time on research
SECTION Vni; SUBSTORY C-STEWARDS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Well we
here
in this room
can all be thankful to those who over the centuries
preceding us in imviversities
did not succumb to this view
imagine for yourselves
that at some particular time in histoid'
the stewards
our predecessors
the stewards of higher education had decided
that professors should only teach
but not be engaged in inquiry
of the world around them
SECTION DC
research universities of America
have repeatedly heard the people call
weVe heard it
during World War II
and perfected new materials and detection methods
found cures for strange diseases
we heard the call during the 1930-s and 40's
and again during the Green Revolution of the 60's and the 70's
in improving crop reduction and control
of crop diseases
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U.S. public universities through research
contributed critical new knowledge in our vast
technological efforts
that no doubt won
the Cold War
and then we produced cures and treatments for coiuitless of infectious diseases
and other ailments of our people
and ail the time
these same universities
produced millions of educated citizens
who guided our corporations and government
and so forth
through the past
years
SECTION X
America cannot move forward
to improve the quality of life of our citizens
and remain a superior
world economic force
without new knowledge
and that is our job
to find new knowledge
No doubt changes are occurring in a research universitj'
and these changes are being refleaed
in the UofA's continuous improvement in the undergraduate e.\perience
apparently many of oiu* facult}' are ignorant of these changes
and I should like to docimient them
in a fiiture presentation
to this boch"
these improvements
which must and will continue
are the result of faculty- efforts
and dedication
they're not administration activities
and thev occur at the same time
that our contributions to the disco\ er>- of knowledge
continue unabated
SECTION XI
A universit>' dedicated to the discovery
and to creative acti\it>- provides
a most encourapng atmosphere for learning
and for the acquisition of those attitudes of mind
that prqsare our graduates for lifelong learning

I believe that the challenges for change
that are pemeating our undergraduate teaching activities
are actually facilitated and not hindered
by our atmosphere of research and discovery
not to mention the state of the art equipment in auditoriums and hliraries
that have been made possible
by the millions of dollars that have been won
Iw our faculty
this year reaching a quarter of a billion dollars
(teller goes on to list his expectations of UofA. faculty]
SECTION Xn: SUBSTORY D~RETELLING THE STORIES
It is nothing short of miraculous
that this universi^ located in a state with a small population
and limited resources
has become one of the outstanding universities of the world
I review these wonders on a daily basis
and I'm literalh' transported
by the stories of achievement of our facultv*
and I take great pride
in going among the people of Arizona
and telling and retelling the stories of our successes
SECTION Xm: EXIT TALK
those are the successes
that only a facultv* deeply involved in the creative enterprise
can accomplish
thank you Mr. President

Gen. reorganization/mission of univ. stories
STORY 3
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
On Saturdav-1 got m\- semi-annual haircut
While 1 was in the chair
my barber of many years
who also knows I work at the universit>'
asked me
about shutting down the uni\'ersit>programs
while increasing salaries of e.\ presidents
SECTION n: STORY: CLEAN CUT GET AWAY
He saw a paper
and his scissors flashing
and hair flying about my head

I tried to pacifj- him at least
until I could make my clean cut get away
and explain what was going on
However
I didn't really know what was going on
He had seen
in the indirect cost allocation
fiscal year 91 to 95 by M.C.
this item
and
luckily he had noticed a new item
that had appeared on the listing
one particular item
that caught his ev'e
uncfer provost
number twelve
president emeritus
this item was zero
for 1991
for 1992
and then 1993
then 1994
now
in 1995 it jumps
from zero
to 198 thousand
738 dollars
SECTION H: EXIT TALK
I have a few questions
who will get the money?
President Pacheco has ajji
ex President Schaeffer has a job
ex Presicknt KofQer has a job
Number two
What will the money be used for?
And number three
was there any faculty input in starting this new category
President emeritus
that follows the facultv* governance ground
guidelines?
I hope the answers are good ones
because I don't want to have to find a new barber
[laughter]
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STORY 4 [from 5/1; same teller a previous story, imroduced in open session portion of meeting bv'
presiding officer who calls "Dr. W. B, professor of physics."
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
As you remember
in early March I
raised the question
about the
direct cost allocation report research reviewconcerning preident emeritus
a large
allocation for president emertus
this item was zero in 1991
1993
94
and now in 1995
it jumped up to 198 thousand dollars
so 1 had four questions
which I proposed to S.
and also to this audience
who will get the money?
what will the money be used for ?
what fimd number will be assigned to the account?
and where was there facult}' input
into starting a new categonpreident emeritus
that followed &cult\' governance guidelines?
SECTION II: STORY-LETTER RECEIVED
I did receive a reply from both
Dr. S. and also C.
actually it is the same letter
the}' both stamped them
and since it's the same letter
rUl read them to you
SECTION ni
[he reads the letter which gives a response to his questions]
SECTION IV: EXIT TALK
Actually
I have a few more questions
which were raised
and I see that o\'erhead mone>can switch categories
and be assigned to certain projects
without making facult>- oversidht

evidently the administration has access to
and control over
a large part of the overhead account
that does not fall under specific provisions of ^cultjgovernance
guidelines
I believe that ws should get them
under these guidelines...
[he paraphrases his last two lines and leaves]
[Presiding officer closes the open session]
[later in the meeting there is a second on a motion to accept the university strategic plan—this motion
postponed at the 5/8 meeting until Sept. meeting: the postponement carries unanimously. After the
second, there is discussion on the motion; presi(^g ofiBcer calls upon "Senator W."]
STORY 5
SECTION I; ENTRANCE TALK
Yeah
to paraphrase an earlier era
I know not what course
others may take
but as forme
if called upon to vote on this argument right now
I would reject it in toto
I would like to ask [?]
the facultjprovost
as a reach' made suggestion
of revision
and Professor S. has said
that documents like this
should really be framed
with faculty in mind
that we discuss this document
but that we not vote on it
that's just a recommendation
because 1 plan
to very firmly and loudly
vote against it
And
I know that you're going to be
reachnot to vote at this time
on whether or not you're going to vote
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But I would just like to make a few comments
and explain what they're based on.

SECTION n
The reason I would vote against it

is in part

[cou^I
on what Prof S. said
but
for many other more fundamental issues
I do this
as a statement of ideas and dreams
and I don't feel
that the fact
dreams that I don't share
too
which
makes them even more
uncomfortable for me
and I don't really think
that we as a facult>- senate
should vote on words that mean
so many different things to us
many of which
I think
have
rather distorted meanings in many people's
minds
and therefore could be used in a dangerous way
so that I think
the words are either empt\- or trivial
some of them aren't terribly grammatical or syntactical
I think the>' nill surelv be meddlesome
as we try to think about things clearly because
we're not speaking the same language
and 1 think the>- are potentially dangerous
to be twisted
in terms of eliminating departments, etc.
And 1 want to just give you
just a minute
on
my background
why 1 feel personally this way

SECTION ID: STORY A-ON MY MOTHER'S KNEE AND OTHER PLACES
On tm* mother's knee
I learned something I remember to this day
and it's from Shakespeare
and I learned it at the age of five
I'll take thy word and not thy note
for who dares to break one surecraft vote.
then my upbringing in Greenich Village and at Columbia University
taught me
that I have to leam the diJSerence
between opposing views and somehow
find a way through all of those
SECTION IV
But I will not adopt anylxxh- else's words or views
I will cooperate in action
I will cooperate in behavior
SECTION V
Again on the Tucson Women's Commission
taking stands on women's issues
the same
let's do what's right
but this philosophy
I have a lot of
difficult}- with
and I think it goes to the heart of academic freedom
SECTION VI
finally
I'm the secretarv- general of a very large
international organization
42 nations
some of which have been at war with each other
at the times weVe had peacefiil meetings
Iron Curtain countries
all represented on the same
committee
and we have nonetheless been able to work together in those times
because again
we didn't go to these ideologic statements
we talked about what could we agree upon
not what could we agree upon theoretically
but what could we dc together
SECTION VII: EXIT TALK
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and with that in mind
I would therefore urge the senate to
spend a lot of time discussing this
Iwt sureh' not to vote at this time
weVe alreatfy bad some revisions
right on the floor here
and they're tQoJmportant
and 1 think itH stifle discussion
if we feel that we're working against a clock
and 1 think
chairman S. should lead us
in a way
to have this document evolve
and maybe we should never.ffietadopt it
because it would be used mischieveously
1 think if it were
but keep it as a living document
of what we're thinking now
but we might change our minds
tomorrowtimes change
[presiding officer calls upon another senator]
from 4/17/95 (Presiding officer clarifies order of presentations and reports to the senate; also clarifies how
members will be called upon and what the procedure is for the report fromthe Reorg. PE committee. He
says. "I'd like to call upon Dr. C. to lead this discussion and then call upon Dr. P."}
SECTION 1: STORY-HISTORY OF THE PROCESS
On November 20th 1994
President P. forwarded a proposal
to Professor J.D. G.
who chaired the faculties
regarding the reorganization of the E.xercise and Sport Science
Department
the proposal
as w:as pointed out b>' Dr. P. in his transmittal letter
had two parts to it
the first part proposed a transfer of the E.\ercise Science Program
and associatol faculty members
and their merger
with the Department of Physiology
and the College of Medicine
this part of the proposal was
re\iewed b\- the Senate Review Committee
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on the reorganization of the Exercise
and Sport Sciences Department
if you recall
the review committee
unanimously approved
a recommendation
of this proposal
and the Facult\- Senate received and acted on this
proposal
I believe
two senate meetings ago
and that proposal
I believe
carried
pretty much unanimously
if my recollection is correct
the second part of the proposal
was
a proposal to phase out
the department of physical education
b>' the end of the academic year 1997-98
with the release of the remaining departmental facult\' members
save one
there were
details concerning the
main facultj- member and other aspects of the
proposal
w hich were
again
documented in the attachments to the
letter from the President P.
No^'ember 20th
this second part of the proposal
was once again revievved
by- the Senate Re\iew Committee
chaired by Dr. C. P.
and then the report of this committee
on this second pan of the proposal
follows a very complex set of procedures
that the committee
followed
based on certain agreed upon principles between the faculty- senate
and the administration of this unrversity
set forth
I think
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ina
review [?] about two years ago
SECnon: EXIT TALK
I would now like to call in Dr. C. P
to
please present
the fin^ presentation to the Senate
STORY 7
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
Before we get started
I would like to
take this opportunity' to
thank the members of the committee
[she names each one of them]
What I wanted to do this afternoon
is
simply go through some of the highlights
of the report
and
share with you
some of our findings
and
in some situations
to emphasize some other points
[she reviews the committee process]
SECTION n: STORY OF THE COMMITTEE
...We had access
to the reports and pre\ious re\ie\\'s
of the Physical Education Program
we had the reviews of the ad hoc academic budget
advisory committee
we had reports from the Program for Assessment of Institutional Priorities
Report from Strategic Plarming and Budget Ad\isory Committee
and assessments from the provost
and from the president
our findings with respect to the process
used by administration
[long pause]
included incomplete and inaccurate data
which we believed
unfortunantely
helped guide the decisions
SECTION III
You must keep in mind
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that at this point in time
that the collection of data
was initiated
there was no
university mission in place
that had been accepted
what happened was the many things had to go on
in parallel
when they should have been going on
in series
and so
it's understandable
that inaccuracies were made
and incomplete data
were collected
SECTION IV
the physical education
program
getting back to
the issues
was targeted for closure despite
the fact that it met criteria
by
the PATE committee
administration began dismantling the program before
the Arizona Board of Regents
mandated reviews
had been completed
and the provost
blocked transfer of the program
to the College of Education
by not allowing funded faculty- lines
to be moved
SECTION V
additional concerns

[pause]
a dangerous precedent
we feel
is being set
if faculty that are primarily involved in research and teaching
are separated from faculty- whose primary woik
is teaching and service
there are other programs
in the universit>'

including
education
medicine
nursing and pharmacy
would be in a \'er}- precarious siniation
and position
if the practice faculties
of these
colleges
are separated from the research facul^'
and \iewed as expendable
SECTION VI
reviewing the issue of centralitj- of mission
you ma>' recall
that
the issue weVe been confronting
is that
the physical education program
is not
central
to the mission of the Umversity of Arizona
we have foimd
that the physical education program
is central to the land grant mission of the Universit}' of Arizona
it provides invaluable service
to the citizens of Arizona
through the preparation of
physical education teachers
through coaches
through exercise
specialists
athletic directors
sport ps>chologists
and sports administrators
school based physical education
identified b>' the state of Arizona
has been listed as a top
health
related priority'
and v.'e have this information directly
of course
from the state department of health services
the facult\- in physical educatio program
has developed one of the university 's strongest links
•svith
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the local
and state
conununitv'
to sever this relationship would result in
negati\'e
political
consequences
[long pause]
the mission of the College
of Education and the mission
of the physical education program
are for all practical purposes
identical
and they're congruent

with the overall Universitj- of Arizona mission
[she lists other findings about he phys. ed. program-the classes that are offered, the needs of teachers
statewide and programs at other state universities: she completes their report and recommendations. A
motion is made and seconded to accept the report and its recommendations. An open discussion follows
this motion.)
[Presiding ofiBcer says "I'd like to call upon Pres. P. to have some comments-see participation notes for
specifics on this. The president of the university speaks in the open eiscussion]
STORY 8
Thank you Mr. President
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
What I'd like to do this afternoon
is to
establish a context
within which
to discuss this proposal
and others which
will be coming
this is one of those rare occasions
when the senate discusses a proposal
to close down an academic program
and of course
this will set the stage for ne.\t month
when
a second set of proposals will be
on our agenda

SECTION n
the ver}- idea of
program elimination is contrar}-
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to
all of our instincts
and
of course
all of our experience
it means
disrupting the academy
upsetting part of the general public
inconveniencing present
and future students
and of course
altering the career path of
colleagues
it represents perhaps
the most difRcult topic that
any facult>- senate could address
and that's why toda>- is such an important day
for the concept of shared governance
[he gives an historical review of budget losses before he became president and continued budget losses.
He says the lesson learned was "no more across the board cuts."]
SECTION m
... in the alternative
we can take control our our own future
accept
regrettable cuts
and manage our resources in ways that assure
continued excellence
other universities have had the courage
to dojmt that
SECTION IV: STORY OF UNIV. OF MISSOURI and UOFA
recently when reviewing the budgetary history of
his own institution
the president of the Universitv- of Missouri sv stems said that
talking about program cuts turned out to be acceptable
acting on them was not
now we're going to see whether
this universitvand Ibis senate
measure up
to that particular challenge
you know the situation we face
we have a 90 million dollar deferred maintenance bill
salaries that badly need improving

an outdated technoIog;\- in&astnicture
ageing equipment
inadequate classrooms
and noncompetitt\'e scholarships
all these exist in the face of increasingly inadequate support
&om the state
that in m\' opinion
is not about to change

SECTION V: EXIT TALK
Toda}' the facult}' senate can
either demonstrate its grasp
of the constraints that we face
and the willingness to act in favor of improvements
or it can ignore realit\and seek an easy' way out.
You're here as the eleaed representatives of the facultyand you are
in effect
the guardians
of thirty years of progress
talking is one thing
acting is another
and you have to make the choice
thank you Mr. Chairman
[Presiding officer, "the floor is now open for discussion. Senator G."
STORY 9
SECTION I; ENTRANCE TALK
I think
I agree with most of what the president had to say
concerning the hard choices
those hard choices are important
1 think that faculty here
are very comparable to faculty
at the University of Maryland
SECTION n: SUBSTORY A-THE UNIV. OF MARYLAND
the Universit)- of Maryland
less than two year ago
was faced with a 45 million dollar budget shortfall
they mmed the process
completely over
to their faculty senate

the facultN' senate went through a ver>- long
and elaborate
process
which
caused a community to coalesce behind that which was happening
it is
that action

necessary
in order to gain community- acceptance of that hard things that hav e to be done
when that process was over
at the Uni\'ersit\' of Maryland
nobody- liked the results
they- eliminated
not 1
not 2
not 3
but 2 departments
2i degree granting programs
and an entire college
SECTION in
the\- probably didn't save their 45 million dollars
but they- saved
one helluva lot more than we're going to save
a 1q1 more
and

the>-a££SCt^
they accepted those cuts
because the process that was used
was one which built commimit\around the hard actions that needed to happen
that process has not occurred on this campus
SECTION IV: SUBSTORY B~ENTRANCE TALK
the depth of
feeling of the communit\the coalescence
of the need
the coalescing of the
proper thing to do even if it's hard
can be done b\- faculty
facult>-just like ours
faculty- at an institution very comparable to ours
they- can be

and have been done
not just with that e.\ample
but in other examples across the counti\and process is all important
in doing this
it matters
a lot
SECTION V: STORY B-SOMEBODY ELSE'S PROCESS
and while
a statement was made
that the senated approv es the process that
was used here
that is absolutely not correa
in fact
it is not correct
the facult\- governance leadership
agis^to participate in somdxxh- else's process
a top down appointed process
because there was no choice
the senate
however
did not approve that process
okay?
so
that's not an accurate statement
we have not yet
mov ed away from
the top down
management stv'le here
which
would permit us then
to coalesce
an opinion around these tough decisions
SECTION VI; EXIT TALK
1 think the tough decisions have to be made
we haven't done it right
yet
[Presiding officer calls on "Senator P." (universit\- president))
STORY 10
SECTION 1: ENTRANCE TALK
I take in retrospea
that there are a lot of things
that we would have wanted to do differently
SECTION 11: STORY A-AN AGREED UPON PROCESS

I insisted on a process at that time
that would be representati\ e of
the entire universit}'

that would include staff
that would include professional staff
that would include facult>'
that would be gender and
ethnic
representative
at the insitution
and begot [?] that kind of a process
and I guess that 1 would differ with tm' colleague
that it was
from my perspecti\ e
it was
an agreed upon process
1 think all of us would agree
that perhaps in retrospea
we would have wanted to do it
differently
SECTION III: EXIT TALK
the faa of the matter is
we are faced
with a situation today
that did follow that process
there was participation from a large number of people
including the chair of this facult\including many members of this senate
so it ^v-as 001 a process
that was
run
in any kind
of
isolation
or in any kind
of a vacuum
SECTION IV: CONTINUED EXIT TALK
to propose
that there was noi
an accepted mission
I think it's
time to simply clariftthat this universit}- has been
operating under a mission that was
approved in
1989 b\- the board of Regents
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we're in the process of re\iewing that mission
and trying to change the strategic
plan
but we were operating under
a
mission statement
but perhaps more important than that
this universit\- was operating under a mission of excellence
it bas been operating imder a mission of excellence
and I know that
there's perhaps another word that 1 could use
because that
unfortuantely is a trigger word
that [tape ends here and next tape starts with another speaker]
Journalism Stories
STORY 11
{from 3/6/95. Fac. Senate introduced b\- Fac. Presiding officer, the teller is one of four who have requested
to speaking during the open session segment of the meeting: he refers to her as a "professor of
journalism."}
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK FOR OVERALL STORY-A DEEPER AGENDA
I'm J.S
a tenured full professor in the journalism department
a member of the Latin American Studies facultv*
and also a fellow in the Middle Eastern Studies Center
1 am here today to talk about the faa
that
underlying the recommendation to eliminate the journalism department and the PE department
and to release the tenured facultyis a deeper agenda that really has not been discussed in much detail
either here on campus
or in the news media
Because at the heart of this controversy over journalism and PE
and the processes that were
is a struggle
to erode tenure rights
and the contractual rights of e\'ery member that this faculty has
that is accorded to them
under the Arizona Board of Regents' regulations
SECTION U: ENTRANCE TALK FOR SUBSTORY A
The faculty senate needs to know something about this process
that has not been really discussed as yet
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SECTION m: SUBSTORY A-PROVOST AND DEAN SAY UTS A LEGAL MATTER
We were told b>- the provost last fall
in a meeting
that after facultv- are released
that we will not be allowed to move our lines to another department
even if that department
should want us
Mam- of you know that m\' research record has been nationally praised
and I have a number of teaching awards
and my public service is unparalleled
and faculn- from several departments have talked to me about moving m\- line over there
I was explicityly told
the provost
and later
last fall
by the dean
that I would not be allowed to move my line to another department even if it wanted me
because the universitv" attorney s were considering
what had to be done in this case
I reminded the pro\'ost and the dean
that the Arizona Board of Regents' regulations say
that the administration must make
quote
best efforts to secure alternative positions
unquote
for released facultjsomething b\- the way
the provost was unaware of
he did not know that that particular line
existed
Ne\'ertheless
the dean and the provost insisted that this was a
legal matter
that the unrv-ersit>' attorneys would be deciding it
And in fact the assistant dean
M. W.
at one point in the meeting leaned over and said

JSS
if you want to know what your status is
why don't you ask the universit\- attorney's
for a meeting?
SECTION IV/SUBSTORY A; EXIT TALK-SPECL\L COUNSEL SAYS IPS A LEGAL MATTER
In fact our department head had been on this road to the unrversit}' attorney's office
asking that our status as tenured faculty- members be clarified

and received a letter back from J.S.
special counsel to the president
saying that it looked tom our letter since we wanted to litigate
and the job of the university' attorney s' office was to defend the administrators of the institution
and so that we would ha\'e to look
for our own
legal counsel
SUBSTORY B: SECTION IV-ENTRANCE TALK FOR SUBSTORY B-AN ALARMING
INDICATION
But perhaps the most alarming indication
of this underlying agenda
to erode tenure rights
to have a process
staffed mostly by administrators
in which decisions are made to eliminate departments and programs
and then the lines that are grabbed back
can then be disthbuted
any way the administrators sees fit
as long as the faculty members are Gred
SECTION VI; SUBSTORY B- STUDENTS CORRECTED THE RECORDS
The most alarming indication of this agenda
came last Thursday
in an exchange I had with assistant dean of SBS C.L.
after a meeting of which students showed up
with fill! faculty center re\iew committee
about how they felt about the department
the meeting lasted more than three hours
the students corrected the erroneous records
and numerous misstatements
and falsehoods about our department
that had been propagated
by a critical administration at this university
and then pointed out with faa after faa
how our department exceeds the standards for undergraduate education
set by the Board of Regents, the President, the Provost
and passed as a national model of undergraduate teaching
for years
SECTION VII; SUBSTORY B; AFTER THE STUDENT FORUM
C.M came up to me
after the forum
and stated that he had been
I quote here
moved
unquote
by what the students had heard
that he x^as touched by what they had to say
about the quality of undergraduate education they'd received
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and that he had heard some things
about the department that he had been unaware of
I said
well
of course

that means that you're going to go back
to the presicfent. the provost and the dean
and tell them theyVe made an error
especially since all the factual errors
in the record
ha\'e been corrected
However
he said
well
no
because there are some other
quote
important considerations
unquote
underhing the decision to eliminate the journalism department

What were those considerations?
Assistant dean
Associate dean M. explained to me
that those considerations were
quote
the fimdamental issue
unquote
was who was going to control the facultj- lines
He acknowledged the plan was to fire
tenured facult\- and to not let them move their
lines
to other departments
e\'en if the\' were wanted
so that the lines could be returned to the administration
and could be distributed
as the administrator saw Gt
He agreed that the universitj' attorneys
were the ones
who were going to determine
whether or not the>- had to do anything
in terms of the law as to borrowing [?) the lines elsewhere
He also said
that he thought that this case would provide
quote
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an interesting
legal
precedent
unquote

about the rights of tenure and tenured facult\- members
on this universitv'
I told him that I felt it embarrassing
and appalling
that in a state with a &cultv' governance law
where the administrations repeatedly sa}'
the>' want a partnership
uith the facult>'
that the attitude of the administration seems to be
we're going to make decisions
and if you don't like it
[sound of whooshing]
leave.
SECTION Vm: EVALUATION-EXIT TALK
1 find this just astonishing
at a time
when a universit}'
is tr\'ing to

improve undergraduate education
whether the\' ha\ e been embarrassed
b\' the Sixt>' Minutes
and the efforts to erode academic freedom
b>' pressuring J.S. afterwards
and I think this is something the facult>' senate
needs to be aware of
as you can see from this instance
And I took notes immediately after the conversation was over
my former student who also made immediate notes afterwards
so if Dr. M. says
if it happened
he will have a difficult time
of pro\ing othen\ise
But you need to understand
that what we are looking at in this process
is
a way to erode tenure
it's a back door way for administrators to eliminate programs and departments
to take back the lines
and distribute them to departments
that the>- favor
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This has been a process
that has
that has abrograted the letter of the spirit of the facultv' governance law
since the beginning
We hope that the facult>' senate
in no uncertain terms
will repudiate this efifort b\- the administrators
to erode the concepts of tenure
and academic freedom in this institution
SECTION DC: CODA-THE BELL TOLLS
Today the bell is tolling for facult\'
in the journalism and the physical education departments
but if the\' are able to set this
quote
interesting legal precedent
what academic program
what small department
what interdisciplinary program is going to be safe
if an administrator decicks the>' want more mone>- and more lines?
Today the bell is tolling for us
but if this precedent is set
and the faciilt\- senate does not make
every effort
to turn it back
next year
the bell could be tolling for you
[silence!
{Fac. Senate president call next speaker, BB. professor of physics}

from 5/8/95
[presiding officer introduces Dr. J.D.G who represents the selert committee on reorg. chair who is absent.
The presiding officer (this is the newly elerted oSlcer) reminds the senate of time fartors—jlism uill have
an hoiu- and a quarter to discuss it]
STORY 12
SECTION 1: ENTRANCE TALK
More than a year ago
this
bod\' created a
senate select committee on reorganization
and
also more than a year ago
that
committee
brought forward
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a
set of proceduies to be used In- this bo<hin the eventuality' tliat
the elimination of the departments be
closed

SECTION n
the
department of journalism
was the subject of one such
proposal
which came
to this bodv- on
January- 17th
this year
in which case
the mechanisms which had already- been put in place
were carried out
and the committee a^bs constituted in the marmer in which this bocNchose to constitute such committees
and that committee has deliberated
and has produced a report
which is now before you
the
procedures that have been followed fay
this body
this body- was instructed
to follow the procedures which the Regents indicate
in their
speciiication of how to deal with reorganizations
involving the termination and end of faculty
and those procedures
ha\ e been followed
they have
followed all the specs which
were
recommended
or required by- the regents
in such processes
and the report of this was before you
SECTION UI
the senate select committee on reorganization
whose job is to
advise you of these matters
has
considered the report

and
brings forward a seconded motion
which
is
to
accspLthe report
of the

facult}' senate special committee
on the reorganization of the department of journalism
to
endorse the recommendations
which are contained
on page forty-four and forty-fi\'e of that report
and to
urge the president of the uni\'ersitv- to implement these recommendations
and that's the motion that is now before you
SECTION rV: EXIT TALK
in order to discuss
the boch- of the report
we ha\e asked
that the
chairman
of the
facult>' senate special committee on the reorganization of the department of journalism
to come fonvard
if Dr. A would come
[pause]
[Dr. A speaksl
STORY 13

SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
Mister President
and senators of the universit>thank you for this opportunit\that you
have giv en me
to sp^ on behalf of the
special committee
on the reorganization of journalism
SECTION II
for those of you who may not know who I am
I'm a professor of the classics department
I have been here for fifteen years
I have a real sense of belonging to this institution
I have been the head of the department
I have been acting dean
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and
so
IVe been on a number of conuninees
so I think that
I can say that I simply speak from
a concern for the weliare of this institution
SECTION m
and I would like to sa>- that that is true for all the people who were on the special committee
that was a ver\' hard working
[sound]
we tried to listen to as much as we could
and collect
as much data as we could
and there may be some gaps
but I do believe that our
recommendationj£ well considered
thoughtful
and
based on what we consider
would serve the interests of the university[he cites the regents' requirment to involve faculty- in the proposal to eliminate journalism; cites criteria
for the proposal to eliminate the journalism dept.; cites the recommendations]
[the provost responds]
[discussion with members of the senate and chair of select committee]
[JDG calls upon Senator S.]
[Senator S. speaks}
STORY 14
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
Yes
I would like to
respond
to some of the
criticisms
that are coming dow-n about this report
and to clarift- some of the issues that E^ovost S.
has raised
SECTION U
1 absolutely agree with him
that this entire
issue
about journalism
involves
making judgments

there's no question about that
that's why we are here

SECTION in
the central question
however
is
how should those judgments be made
and by- whom
should those judgments be macfe?
I think one of the central
issues
that has been lost in the debate
over the past thirteen months
is that whether we're talking about financial exigencvwhether we're talking about budgetary- priorities
or whether we're talking about programmatic issues and programmatic change
we are talking about issues that are completely intertwined
when you make budgetory decisions
financial decisions
you are making
programmatic decisions
you cannot separate
programmatic issues
from financial issues
so what we are talking about
there're some financial grounds on which the department
has been judged
there're some programmatic grounds on which the department has been judged
we need to keep in mind of this whole process
that you cannot separate
Hnandal grounds
and programmatic grounds
the entire question
that we're facing here
again
is how the judgments
about programmatic and financial issues
are going to be made
and who is going to make them
SECTION IV
according to the faculty- governance law
passed several years by- the state legislature
elected faculn- representatives
and the word elected is in the law
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must be involved in any academic personnel or policy decision
and the legislative histor>- of that bill makes it ver\- clear
that eleaed facult>- representati\'es
are to be involved in this process
fix)m
the beginning
further evidence of this faa
came in my mailbox toda>'
in an article
that L.C.
one of the senators on the budget committee in the state legislature
he's the chairman of the senate appropriations subcommittee on university budgets
he wrote
an article
for the Advocate
the AAUP newsletter
in which he talks about the faa that he is ver\- disturbed
and his colleagues in the legislature are extremenly disturbed
b>- the lack of eleaed facult\- involved in the processes of the universitydisturbed about the lack of eleaed facult>' input
to the point
where he's considering introducing
another bill
to clarift' the facultj- governance law
even further
so we are talking about the need for elected facultv* representation
this was not the case
on the SBS committee which was appointed b>- the dean
which
the majorit\- who were administrators
who report or work for them
SECTION V
the entire process
through which this decision was reached
in faa
is riddled

with a denial of eleaed facult\' representation
and is based on
procedures that do not reflea
the spirit or the letter of the facult>- governance law
in addition
there continues to be
and there have been presented today alreach*
factual errors about the department and its record
and 1 would only like to take a moment
to clarifS- these once again

the\' have been clarified
in meetings
thev' have been clarified in writing
but I need to address them once more
so that you can see what the problem is
when elected facult}'
especially from units aSeaed
as required
by the April [?| policies that were put up
In-Dr. A.
are contradicted
[responds to criticsims of the jlism depL]
SECTION VI; EXIT TALK
I think there is a winctow ofjopportunit\- here
for us to
to have a new kind of relationship in the universitjmy wish
is that the administration
will acknowledge
that there have been enormous problems with this process
that eleaed faculty have not been involved from the beginning
that eieaed faculty have not been involved in the programmatic
and financial decisions of SBS
at the time
of sever financial constraints
and that we need to start over again
we need to look at new ways in this universit\'
to do these kinds of things
my wish is that this
could be
a new beginning
when the administration and the facult}'
work together
in the spirit of the faciilt>- governance law
to bring in elected facultjnot in just an advisor>- vote
yes or no
the kind of way in which the facult>- senate has had to be involved now
but at the start
of the development
of budgetary
and programmatic changes
that involve academic personnel and polic>- issues
in the spirit of what Senator C's calling for
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and in the spirit of the facult>- gov ernance law
from facultv- senate meeting 5/8/95
[presiding ofiBcer asks senators to limit remarics to 5 minutes and to allow other senators to speak before
one senator who's been alread>' called upon is called on again. Committee head calls on "Senator W."]
STORY 15
SECTION 1: ENTRANCE TALK
I'll stand too
because I think there come
watershed moments
when you should stand and make your statements
but I will be relatively brief
making two points
SECTION II
1 want to compliment the committee
on the tremendous job they did
and the manner in which the}' presented their findings
1 was unconfused when you finished
when Provost S. made his comments
once again
all of the items
that you had dispelled
very rationally
and souliiilly
were again
reseurreaed
and the>' paralleled
and also
we had the financial e.idgenaanother word other than e.xigenc\'
but a rose b>- any other name
still smells the same
and then the word excellence came up
and as you know
IVe had a particular campaign against excellence
as defined on this campus
and 1 rather number myself among the medicocre
unrewarded
facult>- who do the excellent work
in m\- \iew
so the confusion is again here
the shell game is again being used as
financial e.\igenc%but it is in faa
that it's qualit>and it's excellent
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and 1 don't think
I can understand those other [?]
SECTION in
the second concern
is a letter that Dean S.
sent to
some of the senators
apparently not to the committee chairman
I received it an hour and a half later
and with my speed reading
did go through it
rather thoroughly
marking things out
and crossing things out
and putting questions in
but I think the soul of it
and I presume that provost S. was quoting from the same document
because he used the word conflate
and I didn't know what it meant
so I had to go to the dictionar\and I still don't quite know- what it means
but the last
couple of sentences
I think are rather re\ ealing
[she quotes from the letter which has the phrase "stirgical cuts rather thanb\- imposing more across the
board cuts...")
SECTION IV
on behalf of
the discipline that I represent
and I belie\ e one of the committee members also represents
when you use siu-gical judgment
first of all I'm trying to[?] determine
whether operations is appropriate
what your're going to remove
make sure you don't remove the hean
or the liver
or some soul of the person
that the}- will die aften\-ards
[laughter)
and
make siu-e you know technically how to do it
then make sure that
the patient can survive at the end of it
when possibly you might e\ en be able to do an across the board
cut
like h-posuciion
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removing some M
that probably wouldn't hurt
the bo(K' at all
you might erven be better off without it
[lauighter],
SECTION V: EXIT TALK
So I suggest we use the surgical analogv'
and make some of us here a practicing surgeon without a license
and the faculn* here [loud laughter] are asking them
to be better trained at it
and to go through the proper procedure
to get the facts straight
before the%' make siu'gical decisions
thank you
[committee chair calls on another senator]
[after more discussion, committee chair call on N.G.]
STORV 16
SECTION I: ENTRANCE TALK
I'mNG
and I'm a representative
of the students on the committee
and 1 have a couple of conmients that 1 wanted to make
about
facult\- governance
and
how important it is
SECTION II
1 started reading
a long time ago
the
facult\' senate minutes
and in November of 1993 Dr. G. spoke to the facult\- senate
and
said that he had been to the conferences in Washington
with a hundred other leaders of faculties
from around the United States
and the\- were ha\ing problems
tr>ing to decide
how to
reorganize and
deal with the financial problems they were having in their
universities
and the changes in higher education
and the siun answer was
if the facultj- senate
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was involved in the ver\- beginning
of reorganization of the universitjit could be successful
and other wise
the
chances weren't
very good
SECTION ni
and he gave us an example
the Universit\' of Mary land
that had to cut forty-6ve million dollars from their budget
and said that the budget was similar to the Universitv- of Arizona's
they had to
cut twenty-one degree grant programs
se\'en departments
and one college
and because the facult\- was so involved in the decisions
the>' said that there was concurrence of the facultyeven in the programs that had been cut
that it had not been necessary- to cut any
tenured faculty- at jU
and that ev en the faulty- whose departments were
removed
during the faculty senate meeting when they- did the final vote
those faculty members stood up and said
we hate this as individuals
but we know that it's best for the college
and so the process was
put through and worked nicely
another example of that same
son of faculty governance
woiiced when there was reorganization at Kent State
University- of California at BerkeleyRochester Institute of Technology- etc. etc
that was w-ritten up
in the American Association for Higher Education
[?j on faculty- roles
and they- also found
that faculty- governance
from the begiiming
vv-as the key to successful reorganizations that took place
SECTION IV
and I'd like to read you this quote
because
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Dr. W.
discussed surgerv*
and in their quote the\' said
after doing the stuch'
the American Association for Higher Education said
long since tried and exhausted
the usual stopgap measures
such as freezing salaries and postponing maintenance
theyVe experimented with and often been disappointed
t»' various (tonnsizing approaches that have employed surgical metaphors
to cut or excise weak programs
successful reorganization
%vas again attributed
to the rallying of the faculty
and acdemic units
and making those decisions as a group
SECTION V
just personally
Dr. S. mentioned that no one was kep out of the journalism department
but I went
to sign up for journalism as a major
and was told that 1 could not do so
and when that happened

I
wTOte a document

and put down e\ erything that happened in the conversation
and took it to the bank
and had it notarized
so that I could prove that 1 wrote it
about the time
that it happened
because the federal government alwaysjets people
the>- pay more attention to you
in the document
of ['?! when youVe written something
[laughter]
SECTION VI: EXIT TALK
and 1 also wanted to mention
as far as facult\
the procedure
[alludes to a note she has which says appointed, not eleaed. facultv* were assigned to a uni\ ersit}committee!]
but that's all I wanted to say
thank you
[committee chair calls on another senator]
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APPENDIX F
THEORETIC MEMO SAMPLE
Theoretical Memo II; 11/19/95
My work this past week or so has been related to the dissertation because I have
been preparing a presentation for a conflict res. working group at the U which includes my
dissertation research, along with some secondary work from Maverick projects. Preparing
for the presentation pushed me into drawing some conclusions, specifically about conflict,
that I reaUy haven't made and am not sure I am ready to make. However, it was fim to try
to do this because I believe I am getting there and because it forced me to see what I
know and don't know. I focused on only one story, the first story because I have done the
narrative analysis, the conversational analysis and the expanding degrees of ethnographic
analysis on it—so it was logical to add conflict analysis. I began to see that the norms of
interpretation are the region where conflict analysis is embedded. After rereading
Schank's book in preparation for this presentation, I began to connect his notion of
indexes to Hymes norms of interpretations. For Schank, the indexes are ways the listener
connects to the story by checking into his/her memory for "files" which are labelled
similarly to the teller's, and these files are indexed as values. Values, using Spindler and
Yankelovich's categories, are how I identified norms of interpretations, or beliefs,
according to Hymes. What I saw in this first story is that the norms of interpretation are
present and, thus, according to Schank, a listener will probably "understand" the story by
connecting the norms of the teller to his/her own. This process of connection also relates
to another new article I read about the possible outcomes of dialogue, which I charted on
a contiuum as not only the extremes of agreement/consensus or irreconcilable differences,
but other degrees of outcome such as little understanding but respect, not a common
understanding but an understanding of differences. I noted that Robert's Rules of Orders
rather guarantees a certain degree of "respect" and that, possibly, the stories' analysis will
demonstrate a range of dialogue possibilities from a low of little understanding but respect
to a high of consensus.
Another conflict analysis tool I applied was Jandt's Conflict Grid and I noted that,
in the first story, the story demonstrates a high concern for people and a high concern for
production of results, thus putting it in the placement for possible conflict resolution.
Talking with Judy Mitchell about this, she noted that what my research seems to be doing
is validating several theories: the conflict grid, the dialogue outcome range and the
connection of norms/beliefs/indexes to the potential for a story to be understood. This
validation demonstrates that stories have the potential for moving people closer together.
T. Green says that stories can just be "heard" but I think his definition of "being
heard" is very close to Schank's definition of being "understood." Neither one defines
understanding along the lines of traditional communication which basically says the
listener hears pretty close to the exact meaning of the teller. Rather, both Schank and
Green are similar to reception theory, where the listener/reader brings his/her indices to
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the understanding. With this presentation, I experimented with bringing my response
(along the lines of the paper Grace Boyne and I are going to do in Colorado in April), into
the analysis and I liked doing that. I think I am going to apply that to the dissertation,
also. In fact, I am very close to talking with Richard on Tues. about how much flexibility
I have in restructuring the chapters. I have tons of rewriting to do on the first two and so
far to go on the analysis, let alone the conclusions which this exercise demonstrated to me.
But I have to have faith.
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